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NOTE. 

The estimated cost of the TariJI Board during its enquiry, into 
the Coal Industry is as follows:- . ' 

RI. A. P. 

(1) Salari. of JDeJD1ien and staff. • jI,790 2 0 
(2) Trayelling allowance (including c1ail7 allow-

ance) • • • • • • • '1,0fYJ 6 0 
(3) Printing 2,270 0 0 

(4) Oontingencial • 1,0388 0 
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MAJORITY REPORT. 

CHAPTER I. 

Introductory. 
In the Resolution of the Government of India in the Commerce 

. Department No. 47-T. (49), dated 30th 
to~: ~=:on refarred September 1925, the Tariff Board were 

.' directed to examine the question whether a 
protective duty should be imposed on imported coal. The Resolu
tion reads as follows:-

"In accordance with the statement made iii the Legislative 
Assembly on the 15th of March 1924, the Government 
of India have now decided to refer to the Tariff Board 
for investigation the question whether a protective duty 
should be imposed on imported coal generally or on 
coal imported from any particular country or countries, 
and. if so, at what rates. . 

Firms or persons interested, who desire that their views should 
be considered by the Tariff Board, should address their 
representations direct to the Secretary, Tariff Board." 

2. As soon as the Resolution reached us, we invited the Indian 
The proposals of the Mining Federa~ion, the .body whic.h had 

Indian Mining Feder.. taken the lead lR advocat~ng protectIOn for 
tion an~ the Board's coal, to submit a statement of the proposal«. 
CommUDlqu6. which they desired to put forward·. In 
response to our invitation the Federation drew up ,and submitted, on 
the 28th October 1925. a memorandum explaining at length the 
measures which they recommended and the reasons which were held 
to justify them. The proposals made were as follows:-

(1; The imposition of protective duties at the following 
rates:-

(a) Rs. 5 a ton on coal imported from South Africa; 
(b) Rs. 10 a ton on coal imported from any other 

country; 
(0) Half an anna a gallon on imported fuel oil. 

(2) The grant of a bounty of Rs. 3 a ton on coal exported t() 
foreign countries. ... 

We were of opinion that the proposed duty on fuel oil and the pro
posed bounty on exported coal were beyond the terms of our refer
ence, and we informed the Federation that we could not consider 
them. At the same time we published (on the 6th November) .& 
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Press Communique (Appendix I) explaining- our decisio.n, and 
Inviting all inter!lsted in the matter .to subllilt representations to 
the Boa~d r~gardmg .the proposed dutIes on coal. Along with the 
communique we publIshed a,lso the memorandum of the Federation, 
~nd a questionnaire designed to elicit opinions and to clear up the 
tads of the case. . 

3. Detailed anSwers to our questionnaire were received both 
- al f th I d' from the Indian Mining Federation and 
l'ropos so e n Ian f th I d' M" A " h'l }filllng Association rom e n Ian Ining ssociatIOn, w 1 e 

. the latter body submitted also a memoran-
dum in which their Committee reviewed the competition between 
Indian and imported coal in certain markets, and recommended 
the imposition of a uniform protective duty of Rs, 1-8-0 a ton on 
coal imported from all countries. This memorandum was circu
laied by the Committee to the members of the Association with the 
remark that members were fully entitled to submit independent 
views, if they so desired. Before the publication of the memor
andum one firm-Messrs. Andrew Yule and Company-had express
ed a desire to give evidence, but subsequently withdrew their 
request and intimated that they endorsed the VIews expressed by 
the Committee, and no other member of the Association addressed 
us. The claim to protection was thus put forward by the colliery 
owners of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, most of whom, though not 
all, are members either of the Federation or the Association. The 
mines in these two Provinces are responsible for nine-tenths of the 
Indian coal output, and as the persons and firms interested in the 
production of coal in other provinces or in the Indian States did 
not approach us, they presumably do not expect to benefit from 
protection. The Mining Association numbers amongst its mem
bers eo companies, firms and individuals, repl'est'ntiJlg' J 34 coal 
companies, with an aggregate output of 14 million tons, and there
fore voices the opinions of two-thirds of the Indian Coal industry. 
Similar figures for the Federation cannot be given, as our request 
for information on the point was left unanswered, but we under
stand that there are a number of colliery proprietors in Bengal and 
Bihar who stand outside both bodies. 

4. The invitation contained in our communique did not evoke 
, , any widespread response. The Indian Col-

ETldence tend~red In liery Employees' Association ar~ued that 
laTour of protectIOn., , 1 

protectIon would lead to Increase emp oy-
ment, or would diminish unemployment, and was therefore likely 
to be beneficial. The claim to protection received further support 
from the Bombay and Ahmedabad Millowners' Associations, the 
Madras Chamber of Commerce and the Indian Merchants' Cham
ber, Bombay. The Madras Chamber regard the rebate on export 
coal given by the South African Railways as of the nature of a 
bounty and recommend that protection should be given to the 
extent ~ecessary to countervail t~e ~nfll;ir competition. The vi~w 
of the Bombay Millowners' ASSOCIatIOn IS more guarded, for whIle 
they oppose the imposition of a protective duty on all imported coal, 
they favour such a duty if it is applied only to coal which is assisted 
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by bounties or subsidies. The Indian Merchants' Chamber, on the 
other hand, are whole-hearted in their advocacy of protection, and 
desire the addition of no less than three rates of duty to the existing 
revenue duty of 8 annas a ton. They propose;-

(1) A duty of Rs. 2-8-0 on all imported coal tu compensate 
for the rise in the rupee 'sterling exchange from Is. 4d. 
to lB. 6d. 

(2) A duty of Rs. 5-2-8 on South African coal to countervail 
the Railway rebate. 

(3) A special duty on coal imported from any country with a 
depreciated exchange, varying according to the amount 
of the depreciation. . 

Of these proposals (2) is considered in Chapter IV and neither (1) 
nor (3) need be discussed at length. We cannot approach this ques
tion on the basis that Indian and imported coal are exactly on a 
level when the exchange is at 1". 4d. and that the amount of protec
tion needed is to be measured by the fall in the rupee value of im
ported coal resulting from the rise in the exchange to lB. 6d. The 
only country with a depreciated currency which sends any coal to 
India is Japan, and the quantity of Japanese coal imported is so 
small that its competition is negligible. 

5. The opponents of protection include three firms who are 
interested as merchants in the coal trade~ 
and four Chambers of Commerce (Bombay ~ 
Upper India, Burma and Karachi). The 

Evidence tendered 
against protection. 

grounds of opposition are in the main that a clear case for protec
tion has not been made out, that any measures which are likely to 
add to the cost of fuel are prejudicial to industries gen.erally, nnd 
that a protective duty might injure the bunker trade. The objec
tions to protection will be examined in Chapters III and IV, and 
it is not necessary to discuss them here, but there is one significant 
fact which deserves mention. None of the opponents of. protection. 
desired to send a representative for oral examination, and the tone 
of the representations did not suggest that their authors apprehended 
any dire consequences if a protective duty were imposed. Had it 
seemed probable that protection would lead to a general rise in coal 
prices, every possible step would no doubt have been taken to em
phasise the objections to an increase in the duty. 

6. The only witnesses examined orally were the representatives 
of the Mining Federation and the Mining 

The Boa~d'8 801I1"C88 Association for we found no sufficient reason 
of informatIon. ' for askmg any of the opponents of protec-
tion to reconsider their refusal to give oral evidence. Many of the 
written representations we received, however, have been of value 
to us in our enquiry. Special enquiries were addressed to the Col
lectors of Customs regarding the bunkering of coal at the large 
ports, to Messrs. Tata and Sons, Limited, regarding the cost of 
hydro-electricity in Bombay and the new hydro-electric stations 
now under construction, and to the Agents of the Great Indian 
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Peninsula and North Western Railways, the Bombay Millowners' 
Association and the Chambers of Commerce at Bombay and Karachi 
regarding the price of fuel oil. To all of these officers, public 
bodies and firms we desire to record our obligations. Most import
ant of all is the oral and written evidence of the Mining Federation 
and the Mining Association. We are indebted to both bodies for 
a prompt and willing response to many requests for information. 
Finally, we have made free use of the facts and figures compiled by 

I the Indian Coal Committee and recorded in their Report, Appen
dices and Evidence. The question into which they enquired was 
not the same as that referred to us, but there is much common 
ground, and their investigations greatly lightened our labours. 

1. For the reasons explained in paragraph 8, we have found it 
A advisable to consider first the probable 

rrangement of the results which are likely to follow the im-
Report. • . f . d On h posItIon 0 a protectIve uty. t e one 
hand, the producer may benefit by an expansion of his market and 
by a rise in the price of coal, while, on the other hand, the consumer 
may be injured if the cost of fuel is increased. These aspects of 
the case are considered in Chapter II. The specific proposals of the 
Mining Federation and the Mining Association are discussed in 
Chapter III. The Federation desire that a higher duty should be 
imposed on coal imported from the United Kingdom and elsewhere 
than on coal imported from South Africa, while the Association 
recommend a uniform rate of duty on coal from all countries. 
The question to be answered, therefore, is whether there are suffi
cient grounds for a protective duty which would apply to all im
ported coal irrespective of its origin. Whether that question is 
answered in the affirmative or in the negative, it still remains to 
decide whether coal from a particular country should be subjected 
to a higher duty than the orainary rate. The assertion made is 
that the rebates ~ranted on export coal by the South African Rail
way AdministratIOn are equivalent to a bounty and that the com
petition of South African coal is unfair. The existence of a bounty 
might justify the imposition of a countervailing duty even though 
t.he case for protection generally had not been established, but it 
is worth noting that the claimants for protection do not ask for a 
higher duty on South African coal. This aspect of the case is dis
cussed in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER II. 

The Probable Results of & Protective Duty on Coal. 

8. An industry which asks for protection generally expects to 
benefit by a higher price for Its products, 

~eces8ity of mnsti· or by an extension of its market, or by· both. 
gatIDg the proba~le If it supplies onlv a portion of the country's 
results of II protectIve d d f . "'1 d't' d thO duty on coal. eman or SImI ar commo lIes-an IS 

is the common case, for it is the nascent 
industries which stand most in need of protection-it will usually· 
be found that prices are regulated by the cost of importation, and an 
increase in the import duties is followed by higher prices for goods 
made in the country. A second result is a wide-extension of the 
area within which the domestic product can hold its own against 
foreign competition, and consequently a substantial increase in its 
sales. When these conditions exist no elaborate demonstration is 
necessary in order to show. that the protection given will be fully 
effective. The circumstances of the Coal industry are very different. 
The imports of foreign coal are only 2t per cent. of the domestic 
consumption, and except in the sea-board markets most remote from 
the coal fields, foreign competition is nefligible or non-existent and 
prices are regulated solely by interna competition between the 
Indian mines. It is impossible to assume that a protective duty 
will operate as in ordinary cases, and before its probable results 
can be predicted, the relevant facts and figures ·require detailed 
examination. It is indispensable, moreover, that t.his point should 
be investigated before the other aspects of the case are considered. 
It is difficult to appreciate the weight of the arguments for or against 
a protective duty on coal, until an attempt has been made to as
certain to what extent the producer is likely to benefit, and the 
consumer to suffer from the imposition of the duty. It is quite 
possible that a duty imposed for protective purposes may be from 
the first or may afterwards become, entirely inoperative whether 
for good or evil. It is the object of this Chapter. to state clearly 
the important points, and to make it plain what a protective duty 
on coal can do for the Coal industry and what it cannot. 

Questions to be ex&- 9. The two questions which we have to 
mined. examine are:-

(1) To what extent would the sale of Indian coal be increased 
by the imposition of a protective duty: 

(2) To what extent would the higher duty increase the price 
of coal in India generally, or in particular markets. 

Neither question can be discussed adequately. without frequent 
reference to statistics, and while, so far as possible, figures have 
been relegated to Appendices II to VIII, they canntlt be exclud~d 
alt,~gether from the text. The attempt has been made, however, 
to avoid minute detail in .this Chapter, and to present rather the 
hl"Olld reliults and bring out the salient point!'. For pUJ'poses of 
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eomparison we have tabulated in the Appendices the figures for the 
·four years immediately preceding the. w;u-1910 to 1913-and the 
figures for five post~war years-1921 to 1925. The figures of the 
war years and of the· years 1919 and 1920-we have excluded, 
because they have little or no significance in our enquiry. Shipping 
difficulties, which commenced almost from the outbreak of the war, 
intensified as the struggle proceeded, and were not effectively 
removed for two years after its termination. The result was an
almost complete suspension .of the imports of foreign coal for five 
years. For this reason it seemed advisable to make a direct com
parison between the pre-war and post-war periods, omitting the 
intervening years. Occasionally, however, it has been necessary to 
refer to some feature of the war period in order to explain the 
situation which arose in 1921 and 1922. 

10. In 1910 twelve million tons of coal were raised in India of 

Th k f al 
_. which nearly a million tons were exported, 

e mar et or co 10 d th tt· tit- * (. I d India before the war. ~n e ne In erna con sump IOn. . Inc u -
mgbunker coal) was nearly 10 mIllIon tons 

of which only 3-3 per cent. was imported. Four-fifths of the im
ports were British coal. There was little change in 1911, but in 
1912 and 1913 new features came into prominence, and both British 

. and Indian coal lost ground to their competitors. By 1913 the 

. exports of Indian coal had dropped to three quarters of a million 
tons, while the imports of foreign coal had risen from 333,000 to 
858,000 tons of which less than one-third was British. Both Japan 
and Australia sent larger quantities of coal to India, but the most 
noteworthy fact was that the imports of South African coal increased 
from 18,000 tons in 1910 to 176,000 tons in 1912 and to 246,000 
tons in 1913. It was in these years apparently that the rebate of 
railway freight on export coal was first granted by the South African 
Railway administration. An increase in the absorptive capacity 
of the Indian market, however, fully compensated for the decline 
in exports and the increase in imports. Tlie domestic consumption 
ill 1913 exceeded 14 million tons-an increase of more than 40 per 
cent. in three years-while the output of the Indian mines rose to 
over 16 million tons or by more than a third since 1910. It could 
. not be said, therefore, that foreign competition had seriously injured 
the- i~dustry. 

11. From 1916 to 1920 the imports of foreign coal only once 

Conditions affecting 
the Indian coal ma.rket 
during and after the war. 

exceeded 50,000 tons and were therefore 
negligible, while the exports of Indian coal 
averaged 600,000 tons a year during the 
quinquennium. During the first years of 

the war the output of the Indian mines increased comparatively 

• The figures given as the nett internal consumption in any year is 
arrived at by deducting from the coal raised in India in that year the coal 
exported plus an allowance of 12j per cent. for wastage and colliery consump
tion, and by adding the imports. The re-exports have not been daducted 
"because they consist almost entirely of foreign coal transhipped direct from 
,·essel to ve.~sel at Bombay and Karachi and used for bunkermg. If it were 
possible, it would be convenient to exclude all coal bunkered at Indian ports, 
but complete figures are not available for any year prior to 1925. 
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fllowly, and reached 18 million tOilS in 1917, but the three 
following years witnessed striking changes. Ptoduction soared 
to nearly 21 million tons in 1918 and to 221- million tons 
in 1919, and then as suddenly dropped back to 18 million tons in 
1920. There was an intensive and growing demand for coal in India 
during these years, at first for munitions and later for the new 
industries, which endeavoured to establish themselves during the 
boom period, and prices moved steadily upwards. In 1918 and 
1919, moreover, the mines were. raising far more coal than the 
railways could transport and the stocks in the collieries rapidly 
accumulated. In 1919 and 1920, the East Indian and Bengal 
N agpur Railways despatched only 30 million tons of coal, though 
37 millions of tons had been raised in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa 
in these two yeaTS. By the middle of 1920 industries were 
threatened in many places with an actual shortage of coal, and the 
situation was aggravated by the export of 11- million ions of coal in 
1920. In June 1920 the Government of India felt it necessary 
to prohibit the export of Indian coal except under license, and 
subsequently at various dates in 1921 to prohibit altogether the 
export of coal to the Straits Settlements, to Aden and to Ceylon. 
Meanwhile the shortage of shipping' had at last been made good, 
and hi~h prices attracted to India foreign coal from many different 
~ountrIes: .More than three million tons of co!,1 were im~orted 
:mto IndIa In 1921 and 1922, and as the domestIc consumptIon of 
coal during these years was about 36 million tons, the imports 
supplied st per cent. of the demand. 

12. The sudden invasion of the Indian market by large quantities 
Th I d" eoal tI.et of foreign coal may have alarmed the indus-

from 81~ ': 1925 ma try, but it soon became evident that imports 
. on the scale of 1921 and 1922 were a transient 

feature, due to entirely almormal conditions. The imports dropped 
to a little over 600,000 tons in 1923 and to less than half a million 
tons in 1924 and 1925. The exports which had dropped to 77,000 
tons in 1922 have been slow to recover, and in 1925 amounted only 
to 216,000 tons. Meanwhile the output of the Indian mines which 
had been practically stationary from 1921 to 1923 at between 19 
and 20 million tons rose to an average of 21 million tons in 1924 
and 192.5. The nett annual consumption of coal in India is now 
approximately 18t million tons of which only 2t per cent. is 
imported coal. It is important to make it clear that Indian coal 
has for the last three years supplied a larger proportion of the 
Indian demand than it did in 1911 and 1912 when, for practical 
purposes, the only foreign competition was from British coal. South 
Africa now supplies about two-thirds of the imported coal and the 
United Kingdom a quarter (mostly Welsh steam coal for bunkering). 
The imports from other countries are negligible. 

13. The brief surVey of the development of the Indian Coal 

Imports of foreign 
eoal only 2! per cent. of 
internal oonsumption. 

industry contained in the last three para
graphs will suffice to show that the demand 
for protection has been made in somewhat 
unusual circumstances. An industry which 
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has increased its output by 7b per cent. in 15 years, can hardly clai~ 
that it is sufiering from lack of development, nor when it supplies 
971- per cent. of tlie internal demand, can it argue that its hold 
on its natural market is seriously shaken. There is no reason for 
apprehending a recurrence of the heavy imports which occurred 
in 1921 and 1922, for the conditions which produced them have 
passed away. As in other countries, the price of Indian coal has 

· fallen back to a point not far above the pre-war level, and the 
railways are now able to transport all the coal that the mines can 
sell. In these circumstances the adaitional market, which protection 
can give, is not more than 2t per cent. of what the industry already 
has. It may, however, be argued that percentages relating to the 
whole of India are misleading, and that though foreign competition 

· is unfelt in the greater part of India, there are particular Indian. 
markets where it constitutes a real danger against which measures 
should be taken. Of such markets there are only four, namely, 
the ports of Rangoon, Madras, Bombay and Karachi and the areas 
in their vicinity which coal can reach more easily and cheaply 
through the port than by an all-rail route. In the rest of India 

· it is admitted that foreign coal cannot compete. We shall examine 
the circumstances at all these porta. 

14. The representatives of the Mining Federation and the 
. Mining Association admitted that little was 

The market for coal In to be feared from f'Oreign competition in 
Burma aud Madras. Madras and Burma * and it will suffice to 
state succintly the actual facts. In Burma foreign coal was about 
41- per cent. of the total consumption from 1910 to 1912 and about 
7 per cent. from 1912 to 1914. After the war the imports were as 
high as 36 per cent. in 1921-22, but steadily diminished to 5 
per cent. in 1924-25 with a slight increase to 7 per cent. in the nine 
·months ending in December 1925. Indian coal has now entirely 
recaptured the share of this market which it lost temporarily in 
1921. In Madras foreign coal was little more than 1 per cent. of 
the imports by sea in 1910 and 1911 and about 4 per cent. in 1912 
and 1913. For three years aiter the war the percentage of foreign 
imports ranged from 15 to 25 but dropped to 81- in 1924-25 and t& 
51- in the last nine months of 1925. In this case also the pre-war 
position has been re-established. The consumption of sea-borne 
coal in Madras an.! Burma, both before and after the '\'ar, :has 
averaged about 800,000 tons a year, and the quantity of foreig-n 
coal imported is no more than 50,000 tons or 6! per cent. It is 
evident that Indian coal can have little need of special assistance 
in either provhce, H follows that only in Bombay and Sind is 
foreign competition seriously felt and the circumstances of these 
markets merit a more minute examination. 

15. In the four years immediately preceding the war the sup .. 
The Bomba~ coal mar- plies of .coal which reached Bombay 

ket before, duriug and amounted 1D the aggregate to 1,200,000 
after the war. tons a year, of which 95 per cent. came by 

• The imports of coal into Burma and Ma.,Iras by sea, before and after the 
war, have been tabulated in Appendices IV and V. 
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tlea and only 5 per cent. by rail. During the first half 
(If the period three-quarters, and during the second half three
fifths of the supplies were Indian coal. This weakening of 
India's hold on the Bombay market was mainly the result of 
heavy imports of South African coal which rose from an average 
of 18,500 tons in 1910-11 and 1911-12 to an average of 186,000 tons 
in the next two years. During the war the imports of foreign· 
coal were negligible after 1915, but the restrictions on shipping had 
another striking result, for the. shipment of coal from Calcutta to 
Bombay was suspended altogether for three years. During the 
seven years from 1914-15 to 1920-21 about 1,100,000 tons of coal 
reached Bombay annually and more than three-quarters came by 
rail, while for four years· in succession the rail-borne (:oal was 
more than 90 per cent. of the arrivals. The years 1921-22 and 
1922-23 were marked by a revival of foreign imports on an unprece
dented scale. In these two years, out of a total tonnage of nearly 
2! million tons, two-thirds were foreign coal and only one-third. 
was Indian. The three following years of the qumquennium 
witnessed two changes--a. marked decrease in the consumption of coal 
and a gradual recovery of the market by Indian coal. The total 
consumption, which before the war was about 1,200,000 tons a year, 
has averaKed little more than. 600,000 tons during the last three 
years, whIle the proportion of Indian coal rose to about two-fifths 
in 1923-24 to one half in 1924-25, and to three-fifths in the first 
nine monthei of 1925-26". The nett result is that Bombay now takes 
only half the quantity of coal which she required before the war, 
and the Indian mines supply very nearly the same percentage of 
the total as they did in 1912 and 1913. 

16. The decrease in the consumption of coal at Bombay is 
attributable not to any decline. in industrial 
activity, but mainly to the displacement of 
coal by hydro-electricity and fuel oil. In 
1913-14 there were 82 cotton mills in Bom

Displacement of. coal 
ia Bombay by fuel oil 
and hydro-electricity. 

bay City and Island all of which used coal as their sole source of 
power. In 1924-25, 61 mills used hydro-electricity as their main 
source of power, 23 used fuel oil either as their main source of power, 
or for subsidiary purposes, while the number of mills still dependent 
entirely upon coal was only 17. Most of the mills ·using hydro
elect.ricity, however, used also considerable quantities of coal for 
the production of steam for heating, drying and bleaehing. These 
figures were supplied by t.he Millowners' Association. The Bom
lniy Chamber of Commerce informed us that, apart from the mill 
industry, they were not aware of any important industrial concerns 
in Bombay that were consumers of coal. The power supplied by 
the Tata Hydro Electric Companies in 1924-25 was the equivalent 
of between 300,000 and 400,000 tons of coal, t while the imports of 

• 1916-17 to 1919-20. 
t The Bombay Millowners' Association stated one ton of coal is equivalent 

10 600-800 electrical units, according to the t:ype of coal and steam plant used. 
In 1924-25 the Tata Power Companies supplIed 250 million units_ It is on 
ihis basis we have estimated the quantity of coal displaced. 
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fuel oil in the same year amounted to 60 million gallons or about 
250,000 tons which may be taken as equivalent approximately to> 
450,000 tons of coal. . Fuel oil is used not only by cotton mills and 
other industrial establishments, but also in bunkering ships (40,00() 
tons in 1923-24), and on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway 
(82,000 tons in 1924-25). The completion of the new hydro-electric 
stations now under construction will lead to a further displacement 
of coal by electricity, but may not affect the import figures ap
preciably. Nine-tenths of the increase in power capacity is 
earmarked for use by the Railways in the electrification of the
suburban lines. But on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway oil 
fuel is used on all suburban trains and in most of the main line
trains up to Igatpuri and Kasara. It appears from the evidence
given by the Agent of the Railway before the Coal Committee that 
after electrification the oil burning locomotives will be transferred 
to sections of the line more remote from Bombay. The coal that 
will be displaced is therefore not coal which comes to Bombay by 
'sea, but coal which crosses India by rail and never reaches Bombay 
at all. In 1913-14 the Great Indian Peninsula Railway imported' 
279,000 tons of coal into Bombay by sea, but none since 1921-2Z. 
Most of the coal used by the Railway is now drawn from its own 
colliery at Kargali in the Bokaro coal field and transported by rail, 
but very little of it actually reaches Bombay. 

17. In a later paragraph we shall give our reasons for believing-

Th t k 
that. with rates and prices at their present 

e presen mar et I 1 l' t l'k I t I h for coal in Bombay ,eve, coa IS no 1 e y 0 ose muc more-
. ground to oil and hydro-electricity, but oD' 

the other hand it does not seem. likely that many of the c'msumers, 
who have abandoned the use of coal, will return to their first alle
giance. The Bombay coal market requires 600,000 tons of coal' 
annually, of which three-fifths is supplied by Indian'mines and'two
fifths from abroad. The market which might be captured cannot 
be put higher than 250,000 tons. Of this quantity, however, about 
150,000 tons is used for bunkering, or is re-exported' as cargo, and' 
it is by no means certain that the imposition of a protective duty 
would enable the Indian mines to secure the whole of' this branch 
of the trade. Coal is sometimes transhipped from vessel to vessel 
without being, landed, and in such cases, though duty if! paid in 
the first instance, a rebate of seven-eighths is subsequently granted. 
The quantity of coal so transhipped at Bombay in 1925 was 40,000' 
tons, and if an increase in the duty were followed by an increase in 
the price, it is probable that shipowners would' resort to this prac., 
tice on a more extensive scale. It is still more probable that, it 
prices went up, fewer ships would bunker in Bombay, for the· 
shipowner in this matter is not amenable to' coercion and has often 
the alternative of bunkering at a cheaper port. At a time, when 
the shipping trade is f,assing through a period' of extreme depres
sion, costs are narrow y scrutinized, and a small difference in the
price of coal may easily divert business ersewhere~ At any rate',. 
it is clear that the re-exports of coal-all coal transhipped direct 
from vessel is included under this head~uet Be deducted' from 
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the capturable market in Bombay, and as the re-exportg amounted 
to 51,000 tons in 1925, it is clear that protection could not give t1e
Coal industry an additional market in Bombay for more thalli 
200,000 tons, and quite possibly the actual increase in the sales ot 
Indian coal might be substantially less than this figure. 

18. Before the war the great bulk of the coal which reached' 
Karachi by sea was imported for the use of 

Pre-war imJ!Orla. of the North Western Railway. The figures. 
coal at Karachi by th. l' d b th A t f thO R'l North Western Railway. supp Ie y e gen 0 e a1 way are-

as follows:-

IlIfl'ORTS BY SRA 011' RAILWAY (OAI). 

Indian. Foreign. 

Tons. Tons. 

1910·11 • 363,205 

1911-12 • 192,809 

1912·13 • 292,644 27,326; 

1913·14 . 283,682 165,394 

The quantities of coal passing through Karachi for railway use' 
before the war were therefore substantial, and in two post-war' 
years-1921-22 and 1922-23-they were on a similar scale, 3n,00!): 
tons of foreign coal being imported on Government account in the· 
former year and 317,000 tons in the latter. The post war imports.. 
were due, however, to temporary causes which have now ceased to 
operate, and the Railway Administration no longer imports coal 
by sea. As early as January, 1914, trials of oil fuel were commenced' 
on the Karachi section of the line, and, the results being ~atisfac
tory, oil fuel had come into general useon the railway by the middle 
of 1918 for a distance of 200 miles from Karachi. In 1924-25,. 
65,000 tons of fuel oil (estimated to be equivalent to 117,000 tons 
of Bengal coal) were consumed by the railway and no coal was 
imported by sea. The coal required for the sections of the railway
more than 200 miles from Karachi must, therefore, have been· 
transported by rail. . . 

19. The coal(other than railway coal) imported into Sind before-
Th ket for ooal the war was used mainly for bunkering, but 

at • K:hi before, supplied also. the industrial needs oi: Karachi 
during and after the and its vicinity. The market though small 
war. was growing rapidly, and the imports by sea 
increased from less than 60,000 tons in 1910-11 to more than 120,000-
tons in 1913-14. During the first three years of the period, the
proportion of Indian coal was more than three-quarters, but drop
ped to twa-thirds in 1913-14 owing to larger imports from South 
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Africa. During the war period, the importation of coal by sea 
was suspended, and Karachi was entirely dependent on Indian coal 
transported by rail. .. Imports by sea were resumed in 1920 but no 
foreign coal arrived in that year. From 1921-22 onwards the. coal 
arrivin~ by rail has been negligible. For the first three years· of 
the qumquennium· beginning in that year, the aIlIlual imports by 
.sea averaged 145,000 tons, but increased to 180,000 tons in 1924-25 
and are likely to exceed 200,000 tons in 1925-26.* The proportion 
of Indian coal, which was nearly three-fifths in 1921-22, dropped 
to a little more than a quarter in 1922-23, rose again to two-fifths 
in the next two years and should be more than one-half in the 
current year. In this case also Indian coal is gradually recovering 
.the predominant position which it held before the war. 

20. Karachi is not yet a large industrial centre and most of 
the coal imported there is used for bunker

. The present l!Iarket for ing. Statistics are not available for any 
-coal at Karachi. year prior to 1924-25, but in that year the 
coal bunkered was 115,000 tons out of 179,000 tons imported, so 
that the coal retained for internal consumption was only 64,000 
tons. In the first nine months of 1925-26, the bunker coal was 
'96,000 tons as against 159,000 tons imported. The bunkering of 
Indian and of foreign coal is not recorded separately, and it must 
be presumed that the proportion of each is the same as in the import 
figures. The total imports from foreign countries cannot be put 
'higher than 100,000 tons a year, out of which 60,000 tons would be 
bunker coal. At Karachi, as at Bombay, bunker coal is sometimes 
"transhipped direct from vessel to vessel and in such cases it escapes 
the import duty. The quantity dealt with in this way in 1924 
was 22,000 tons, and still larger quantities would no doubt be 
transhipped if the duty were raised. Probably not more than half 
the bunker trade could be captured if a protective duty were 
imposed, The increase in the sales of Indian coal at Kara~hi, 
'Which might result from protection, is therefore limited to 70,000 
tons of which 30,000 tons would be bunker coal. 

21. We have estimated that protection might increase the sales 
Increase. in the market of dIndtiaKn coalh.at

b
· B07moboaoYO· by 200,OTOO t?ns 

'for Indian coal which an a arac 1 y , tons. he lm
.a protective duty could ports of foreign coal in Madras and Burma 
;give--only 300,000 tons miO'ht be extinguished altogether and these 
a year. I:> - t b amount a present to a out 50,000 tons a 
year. The increase in output which protection can give is therefore 
uo more than 320,000 tons, which is 1·7 per cent. of the total 
.consumption. The share of the Bihar and Bengal coal mines, who 
'are the most like'ly to benefit, might be as much as 300,000 tons. 
'The output of these coalfields in 1925 was 18! million tons, and 
if 12} per cent. be deducted on account of wastage and colliery 
consumption, the nett output is 16! millions. The increase in 
sales could not therefore exceed 1·8 per cent. This is a maximum 

• The imports during the first ninE' months of the year amounted to 
1.59,000 tons. 
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figure, for le88 of the bunkering trade may be captured than we 
have estimated. We shall now turn to theefIect of protection 
.upon prices. 

22. The Coal Committee founa that the best Jharia coal (usually 
known as selected Jharia) was the type·· of 

The c.i.f. cost of the Indian coal most closelv resemblinO' the 
best Jharia coal at the S h Af' 1 h'"h t't Lor:> th Indian porta out ncan coa w IC cons I u • ..,s e 

.. . bulk of the imports and therefore most likely 
to displace it. The whole of our discussions with the represen
tatives of the Indian Mining Association and the Indian Mining 
Federation proceedea on this basis, and it is desirable to adhere 
to it. The price of this type of coal was statea to be Rs. 6-8-0 
a ton at the pit head at the time evidence was taken, but it has 
since fallen to Rs. 6 a ton, which is the figure given by both the 
Federation and the Association after the Government Ra.ilway 
contracts had been 'Placed. In order to ascertain the price payable 
at the overseas· Indian ports it is necessary to add the transport 
charges which have to be incurred up to arrival at destination. 
The Coal Committee found that the transport charges, other than 
the sea freight, amountea 10 Rs. 5:"2-6 a ton and with tne rebatei! 
subsequently sanctioned th: s sum is reduced to Rs. 4-8 made ur 
as follows:-

Rs. A.. P. 

Railway freight (nett) 3 0 6 
Calcutta port charges o 12 0 
Grading fee 0 1 0 
Wastage at 2 per cent. 0 3 0 
Insurance 0 3 0 
Finance 0 4 0 

TOTAL 4 7 6 

The Mining Federation would include in the transport charges an 
allowance of 4 annas a ton to cover agency charges at destination 
and would raise theaHowance for wastage from 3 annas to 5 annas 
.Il ton. It appears from the oral evidence that the allowance for 
agency charges is intended to cover the cost of popu'larising Indian 
coal at Bombay and Karachi by propaganda worle. The evidence 
suggests that it is only some of the colliery owners who find it 
necessary to ineur this charge, which in any case is not part of 
the c.i.f. cost. As for the wastage we see no reason to alter the 
Coal Committee's figure which is. accepted by the Mining Asso
ciation. . The c.i.f. cost of the best Jharia coal at the various 
Indian ports is arrived at by adding to the pithead price the 
transport charl!es up to the time of shipment and the sea freight 
which varies for each port. The following table gives the c.i.f. 
co~t of selected Jharia at Rangoon, Madras, ~oDlliay and Karachi, 
the gea freights given being the actual freignt payable in October 
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a:Ju.I N ovemibell" il.925 .as supplied by the Mining Association. It is 
.assumed :/lOir tie m()ment that Us. 6 is the lowest price that would 
be accepted for the, best Jharia coal sold anywhere in India, and 
that ther.e is n0 competition from abroad:-

Price f. o. b. Sea freight. Cost c. i. i port 
Calcutta. of destination. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Rangoon 10 8 0 4 0 0 14 8 0 

.Madras. 10 8 0 5 0 0 15 8 O· 

Bombay and Karachi 10 8 0 6 8 0 17 0 0 

23. At the time the Coal Committee made their enquiry 

Sea freights to Bam
-bay on coal from Cal
.cutta and South Africa. 

(Janu~ry 1925), the c.i.f. price of Transvaal 
coal at Bombay was Rs. 19 a ton. The 
present c.i.f. price, as given both by the 
Federation and the Association, is Rs. 17 a 

ton. Two-thirds of the reduction is accounted for by a fall in the 
sea freight on South Airican coal from 12 shillings to 10 shillings 
a ton. The following table compares the sea freights from (a) 
Calcutta and (b) South Africa at various dates:-

Normal rate &8 October 
January 1925. t'stimatEd by the and 

Coal Committee. No.-ember 1925 . . -
Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Ra. A. P. 

-calcutta to Rangoon 5 0 0 6 0 0 4. 0 0 

Calcutta to Madras 6 0 0 6 12 0 5 0 0 
. 

oCalcutta to Bombay or Karachi 7 0 0 8 4. 0 6 8 0 

South Afdea to any Indian 8 0 0 8 0 0 6 10 8 
port. 

In estimating tlie freight normally payable on coal shipped from 
Calcutta. to other Indian po~~, the CoIl1lllittee adopted what they 
believed to b~ the rates at whICh twelve months contracts coulld be 
placed, and for Bombay this rate was 4 annas in excess of the 
'South African rate. Actually, however, the rates from Calcutta 
to Bomoay have in two successive cold weathers been lower than 
-the rates from South Africa, and no evidence has been adduced 
which suggest that on the average Indian coal will be f>ubject to 

·a higher sea freight to Bombay than the freights payable on coa:l 
from South Africa or the United Kingdom.· 

• 'fho freight to Bombay on coal from a British port was 12s. 9d. a ton in 
November 1925. 
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24. The Coal Committee found that most consumers in Bombay 
Pi'ice obtainable for would not purchase the best Jharia coal 

the best Jharia coal unless the c.i.f. price ~ere lower than the 
&i.f. Bombay. c.i.f. price of Transvaal coal by 8 annasll 
ton, and their view is confirmed by the evide~ce we have taken. 
In the nature of the case the figure inust be an average, and no 
doubt there are purchasers who would continue to bay South 
African coal even if the difference in the price were .as much as 
Re. 1- a ton or more. It is safe, we think, to say that with 
'l'ransvaal coal at Rs. 17 a ton c.i.f., the best Jhal'ia coa;l should 
lIell freely in Bombay at from Rs. 16 to Rs. 16-8 a ton c,i.f. 
According to information supplied by the Mining Association 
business was actually done at Rs. 16-4 and Rs. 16-8 in October 
1925. Since the c.i.f. cost of selected Jharia is Rs. 17 a ton, the 
,,'ollieries mURt reduce their pithead price by from 8 annas to Re. 1 
a ton in order to sell in Bombay. Prices and freights vary of 
course from time to time, and the prices we have given are illus. 
trative mainly. Their value lies in the fact that it is variations in 
sea freights that are most liltely to affect coal prices in Bombay for 
the next two or three years, and that. on the whole the freights from 
Calcutta and from South Africa tend to rise and faN together. If 
the sea freight from Calcutta went up and raised the c.i.f. cost 
of the best Jharia coal to Rs. 18 a ton in Bombay, there wouhl 
probably be a compensating increase in the price of SautU African 
coal and the relative position of the competitors would be un
changed. 

25. It will be evident from the table at the end of paragraph 22 
Pi'OtectiOD would Dot that South African coal eannot competl~ 

inerease the price 'Jf seriously with. Indian coal in either Madras 
Indian coal except }hIS- or Burma for the Indian collieries can :::!I iD Bombay and under-quote Transvaal coal by Re. 1-8 a ton 

. in Madras and Rs. 2-8 a ton in Rangoon, anea 
still realise the same price at the pithead as for coal sold anywhere 
in India. It will be evident that the imposition of a protective duty 
would not affect the price of Indian coal in either province, for it i'l! 
already regulated not by the cost of importation but by internal 
competition. It follows a fortiori that prices will not be affected in 
any area in India that is more easily accessible from the coalfield:l 
by an all-rail route than from the sea. In Iluch areas foreign 
coal stands no chance, and so long as the productive capacit~r 
of the Indian. mines greatly exceeds consumption, an increas;l 
of less than 2 per cent. in the demand is insufficient to cause It 

general rise in prices. The only question that remains is whether 
in Bombay and Sind, prices are likely to go up as a result of 
protection .. 

• A difference of Re. 1 in the c.i.f. price meanll n differenl~e of Rs. 1-8-0 
to the consumt'r owing to the revenue duty of B I\!.nas a tOil on imported 
coal. 
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26. The Mining Federation take the view that the duties they 

Comparison of the 
vrice of Jharia coal at 
Itombay with the prioe 
01 similar coal at Madras 
lind Rangoon. 

propose might result in an increase in the 
price varying from Re. 1 to Rs. 3 a ton 
according to the quality of the coal, while 
the Mining Association believe that the rise 
wou'ld be small, and recognize that an in

crease in prices may be undesirable in the interests of the Coa'l 
industry itself. The best evidence available on this subject is to 
be found in the actual prices at which business has been done 
in recent months at Rangoon, Madras and Bombay. Indian coal 
already possesses in Rangoon the same advantage over imported 
noal as it would enjoy at Bomoay if a protective duty of Rs. 2-8 
a ton were imposed, and in Madras the advantage which a duty 
of Re. 1-8 a ton would give. Bombay is a rather [arger market 
than either Madras or Rangoon and is a more important bunkering 
port. It is very unlikely that, if foreign competition were elimi
nated, the colliery owner would be able to realize a higher pithead 
price for coal sold at Bombay than for coal sold at the other two 
po~s. .Figures supplied by the. Mining Association wi:ll illustrate 
thIS pomt and they are tabulated below:-

a.i.f. prices oj selected lharia at various ports. 

Rangoon. Madras. Bombay and Karaohi. 

Rs. A. P. R8. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

C. i. f. price 0 0 0 0 14 12 0 16 12 0 16 8 o to 16 4 0 

Deduot sea freight 0 0 0 J. 4 0 5 4 0 6 8 o to 6 4 0 
to 

3 12 0 

Other transport charges 0 6 2 0 5 2 0 5 2 0 

Total deductions 9 6 0 10 6 0 11 10 o to 11 6 0 
to 

8 14 0 , ., 

Pithead price 5 6 0 6 6 0 414 0 
to 

5 14 0 
" 

These figures confirm the statement of the Mining AssociatIon that 
"shipment sales generally, though not always, leave the seller 
11 tlower equiva'lent f.o.r. colliery price than other sales, sometimes 
8 annas per ton, sometimes Re. 1, sometimes more. This would 
:tpplv to all ports, but more especially to Bombay and. Karachi." 
The' pithead price of the coal sold at Madras was very nearly 
equal to the ordinary pithead price of selected Jharia at the time, 
hut the m'ice of the coa'l sold in Rangoon was le~s by nearly Re. 1 
and in Bombay by Reo 1-10. . 
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. 27. The natural inference from the figures cited iII. paragraph 
EIteDt to which pro- 26 is t~at the imposition of a. protecti!8 

tectioD migh' raise the duty mIght be followed by an Increase In 
price of ~ ia Bomba7 the price of Indian coal at Bombay and 
and Kuachi. Karachi of from 8 annas to Re. 1 a ton.· 
It is doubtful, however, whether the price of bunker coal could 
be increased without drivin~ away trade, and the producers would 
probably find that it paid them best to leave prices unchanged in 
urder to make sure of capturing the market. In that case the 
b.igher price would be paid oIrly by the domestic consumer. It 
is not certain that even he would have to pay more, but at the worst 
the rise in the price should not, on the average, exceed 12 annas 
a ton. It may be asked· whether the competition of fuel oil and 
hydro-electricity might not of itself suffice to prevent any increase. 
We do not think that this factor will come into play. It is not 
necessary to go deeply into the question, but all the information 
supplied by the North Western and Great Indian Peninsula 
Railways, by the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, the Mill-owners' 
Association and Messrs. Tata and Sons, Limited, points to the con
elusion that, with coal prices at their present level, an increase 
of about 12 annas a ton would be insufficient to induce such indus
trial concerns as still use coal to incur the capital expenditure 
necessary for the conversion of their plant. This is also the vie17 
()f the Mining Association and Federation. 

28. Our survey of the conditions affecting the Indian Coal 
iniIustry has led us to the conclusion that 

Effect of protec~ioD OD the imposition of a protective duty might 
1~-:Ii:::..Lnd pnces of increase the sales of Indian coal by some 

300,000 tons a year (i.e., by less than 2 per 
~ent.), that the price in Bombay and Karachi to domestic con
sumers might be raised at the most by about 12 annas a ton, and 
that in file rest of India prices would not be affected. The coal 
retained for domestic consumption at these ports is not more than 
"half a million tons in all. As the annual sa~esof Bengal and 
Bihar coal amount to 16 million tons, the increase in the average 
price received by the mines would be about 41 pies a ton. It is 
eT"it'IE'nt front these fig-ures that the consumer has little to fear 
from protection, and the producer equalIvlittle to hope. Where 
the conditions are such as prevail.in the Indian Coal industry, 
protective duties are all but impotent whether f~r good or evil. 

29. Before concluding this Chapter it is necessary to mention 
Probability ofiDcnias- briefly two points which will be more fully 

ed sales of Indian coal a~ discussed in Chapter III but cannot 
Bombay and K~ac~ altogether be iO'nored here. The mine-even though proteetlOD 18 ... 
,nthheld. owners contend that, thouj?h they have to 

• It i. to be remembered that tbe prices quoted in paragraph 26 were 
fixed before the grant of the rebates which (making allowance for the /!I'adinlt 
fee of ODe aDDa) reduce the cost of transport by 11 anDas a ton. The in. 
i)rease in price referred to in the text is not, therefore, an increase over the 
prices actually quoted in 1925, but an increase over the lower prices which 
1.he rebate renders possible. 
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accept Rs. 16-8 a ton c.i.f. for the best Jharia coal sold in Bombay, 
intrinsically it is worth Rs. 18-8 a ton, for it is better than 
Transvaal coal and ali good as Natal coal which costs at least Rs. 18 
a ton c.i.f. and Rs. 18-8 a ton when the present customs duty is 
added. If this be so, the question at once suggests itself whether 
the sales of India coal in Bombay and Karachi are not likely to 
increase substantially even though protection is withheld. A 
difference of Re. 1-8 a ton has sufficed to reduce the imports of 
foreign coal at Madras to negligible proportions, and the rebates 
recently sanctioned give the Indian mines an advantage of 11 annas 
a ton which they did not possess in 1925. In addition, the 
establishment of a Grading Board gives the purchaser a guarantee 
of quality which previously did not exist. If, in fact, the Indian 
coal which reaches Bombay is as good as the mine-owners claim it 
is, it should rapidly displace South African coal. In that case, 
the add.itional market which protection can give must be a great 
deal less than 300,000 tons. . 

30. We have said that protection might raise the price of 
Indian coal in Bombay and Sind by 12 

• Co~ftumer'B :new o! a annas a ton, and this is correct from the 
nse lR the pn~ of coal producer's point of view. It makes no 
due to a protectIve duty. diff t h' h th th d ty' R 2 erence 0 1m weer e u IS s. 
or Rs. 10 a ton, for once tlle price reaches the level determined by 
internal competition it can go no higher. But the consumer looks 
at the case rather differently. A high rate of auty woufld make the 
importation of the best Welsh steam coal impossible and a con
sumer who required that quality would certainly not agree that the 
only difference to him was 12 annas a ton. The reply of the re
presentatives of the Coal industry would presumably be that'in 
place of imported coal he will be able to buy equally good or better 
Indian coal at the same price. The argument may have some force 
when the consumer uses Soutn African coal at present, but it is 
in,applicable to a shipping line which wants the best Welsh steam 
coal for bunkering. 
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CHAPTER III. 

Proposed Protective Duty on all Imported Coal. 
31. In this Chapter we shall discuss the proposal that protective 

Qaeationa conaidered dUaltie~ should. be im
f 

Phosed onf!ll fimp,?~ed 
ill Chapter In co llTeSpectlve 0 t e coun_J 0 orIgIn. 

The rates of duty proposed by the Mining 
Federation and the Mining Association will. first be considered, 
and thereafter, the grounds on which protection has been claimed 
and the objections of which account must be taken. We shall 
postpone to Chapter IV the question of the South African railway 
rebate on export coal, and in thi!l Chapter we shaU deal with the 
demand for protection as if the issue of unfair competition has not 
been raised. 

32. The proposal put forward by the Mining Federation is that 
Rates of daty proposed a duty of Rs. 5 a ton should be impose~ on 

by the Mining Feden.- Natal and Transvaal coa!} imported mto 
'ion. India; and a duty of Rs. 10 a ton on all 
other coal. It will be desirable to explain how these rates have 
been arrived at, and this can best be done in tabular form. The 
figures are as follows:-

Raising cost of coal . 
!'<..Uowance for profit . 

Jair selling price of second class coal 
Vifference between the price obtainable for 

.. econd class coal and the best Jharia . 

I!'air selling price of the best Jharia at the 
pithead 

Sea freight to Bombay anu Karachi . 
Transport charges other than sea freight after 

allowing for rebates recently sanctioned* . 

Fair c.i.f. price of the best Jharia in Bombay 
and Karachi 

Present c.i.f. price of Transvaal coal in Bom-
bay and Karachi. 

Duty required on South African coal 

Rs. A.. P. 

500 
100 

600 

300 

9 0 0 
8 4 0 

414 0 

22 2 0 

17 0 0 

5 0 0 

• The Federation have taken the transport charges at a figure higher by 
8 annas a ton than the figure we have adopted. On the other hand they 
have in this calculation i~nored the fact that the best Jharia will not at 
present realise the BBme price as Transvaal coal but about 8 annBS less. 
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The basis of the calculation is that Rs. 9 a ton is a fair price for 
the best Jharia coal, and the underlying assumption is that the 
industry is not receiving fair treatment if second class coal cannot 
be sold at a profit. ,The ~mposition of a duty of Rs. 10 a ton on 
coal other than South African is justified on the ground that 
British coal realizes in Bombay and Karachi a price higher tha~ 
the price of the best Indian coal by Rs. 5 to Rs. 10 a ton. If 
the best Jharia coal is to be sold in Bombay at Rs. 22 a ton, the 
l'rice of British coal must be raised to Rs. 29 a ton. North 
country coa'! has actually Deen imported into Bombay at Rs. 19 
a ton and the duty required is therefore Rs. 10. 

33. The reasons advanced for subjecting coal imported from 
No reason for imposing c?untries other than South Africa. to ~ 

a higher duty on coal hIgher rate of duty cannot be substantIated, 
other than South Alri· and are not in accordance with the facts. 
can. The coal which in the past has sold in 
Bombay at a price higher by Rs. 5 to Rs. 10 a ton than the price 
of the best Indian coal is Welsh steam coal imported mainly for 
bunkering. The f.o.b. price of the best Welsh coal in November 
1925 was about 23 shillings a ton, and it sold in Bombay c.i.f. 
at Rs. 24 to Rs. 25 a ton. Coal sold c.U. in Bombay at Rs. 19' 
a ton would cost about 15 shmin~s a ton f.o.b. at a British port 
which was approximately the price of • best Newcastle' at the
same date. If the difference in price between the two classes of 
El'itish coal is a fair index of the difference in quality, the North 
country coal cannot be better than Natal coal which sells in Bom-
bay at from Rs. 18 to Rs. 19 a ton, and if in fact its intrinsic
quality were such as to make it worth more by Rs. 5 a ton than 
Natal coal, it must soon have ousted the latter, whereas the actual 
imports of this class of coal are quite small. In spite of the 
marked fall in British prices during 1925, British coal has gained 
no ground at the expense of South African coal, the imports from 
both countries being practically stationary. It is clear that a rate 
of duty high enough to keep South African coal out of Bombay and 
Karachi would be effective against coal from all other countries, 
except when the imporier wants the very best steam coal for bunker
ing. That is an entirely special demand which India cannot 
meet. 

34. The calculations underlying the proposed duty of Rs. 5 a 
Criticism of the pro- ton. on S?,:t~ African coal are opeIl; t.o 

posed rate of duty on varIOUS crIticisms. In the first place, It IS 

South African coal. not correct to take the freight from Ca,lcutta 
to Bombav at Us. 8-4 a ton (the Coal Committee's rate) if the price 
of Transvaal coal is taken at Us. 17 a ton. When the Committee 
reported, the freight from South Africa was Rs. 8 a ton and the 
c.i.f. price of Transvaal coal Rs. 19 a ton. The present freight 
from Calcutta to Bombav is Rs. 6-8 a ton and from South Africa 
n~_ 6-10-8. In order to get a fair comparison the freight from 
Calcutta cannot be taken higher than Rs. 7 since both freights 
tend to rise and fan simultaneously. The duty required ,haR there~ 
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fore been over-estimated by Re. 1-4 a ton. This, however, is a 
point of detail and there are other and more fundamental difficul
ties. If a protective duty of Rs. 5 a ton is imposed on all imported 
coal, the Indian producer will not (as the Federation admit) be 
o ble to sell the best Jharia coall in Bombay for Rs. 22 c.i.f. 
Bombay, and we have shewn in the last Chapter that internal 
competition is likely to keep the price in the neighbourhood of 
Us. 17 11 ton. The Federation justify their proposal on the ground 
that the rate of protection should be fixed high enough to be 
effective even durmg periods when second class coal can be sold 
at a pront. What they mean is that, if internall conditions so 
changed that the nest Jharia coal could again command a pithead 
price of Rs. 9 a ton, a duty of Rs. 5 a ton would enable them to 
I'ealize Rs. 22 a ton in Bombay. To this argument there are at 
least two replies. In the nrst place, it would be a very serious 
hurden on other industries in India if the price of coal again rose 
to tne level suggested, and the very existence of some of them would 
be endangered. In the second place, if the best Jharia coal sold 
at the pithead for Rs. 9 a ton, the coal industry would be exceed
ingly prosperous and would stand in no need of protection. The 
Federation implicitly admit this in their representation to the 
Board, for after pointing out that the importation of foreign coal 
is only partly responsible for the depression in the Indian coal 
trade and that there have been other causes at work, they say 
.. Had the other depressing factors been absent, probably there 
would have been no heed for protection". 

35. The truth is that the conditions of the Indian coal. industry 
Impossibility of fixing make it impossible to fix the scale of pro

the rate of duty on coal tection with reference to a 'fair' price. 
on the basis of a fair That can always be done so long as the 
price. domestic output is only a fraction of the 
total consumption and the price is regulated by the cost of im
portation. In such cases it is necessary to determine what is a 
fair price for the Indian manufacturer, and it is usuaI!ly possi'Me 
to ~aise the pri~e by the amount of the duty imposed. But where,. 
as In the Coal Inaustry, the domestic output is already more than 
97 per cent. of tlie total consumption, and the price throughout 
India, except in two /lmall areas, is regulated solely by internal 
compet~tion,. it is usel~ss to determine a "fair" price, be~ause 
protectIon WIII leave prIces unchanged. The Federation's proposal 
of a duty of Rs. 5 a ton implies a misconception of what protec
tion can do for an inilustry and what it camiot. There is no 
mag-ic efficacy in protection, and protective duties can operate 
only when certain conditions are fulnllea. In the case of the 
Co.al industry, it is only in BomDay and Sind that a protective 
dutv could raise prices, and even there the present price of the 
best Jharia coal is only a little below the level at which internal 
competition must in any case hold H. It is for this reason that 
~e have ~bstained from ~nvestigating the cost of production, and it 
IS for thIS reason that the Mining Association have limited their 
proposals to the imposition of a protectiv;: duty of Re. 1-8 a ton 
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in addition to the exisfing Revenue duty of 8 annas a ton. A 
duty at this rate would do all for the industry that protection can 
do, and would provide some margin against the contingency that 
steps might be taken by South Africa to counteract the duty by 
lowering the price. With Transvaal cOall at Rs. 19 a ton c.i.f. 
duty paid, the best Jharia coal could be sold in Bombay at Rs. 18 
a ton so far as foreign competition is concerned, though internal 
competition might keep the price as low as Rs. 16-8 or Rs. 17 a ton. 
H a protective duty is imposed at all, Re. 1-8 a ton would, we 
think, be the appropriate rate. 

36. Both the Mining Federation and the Mining Association 
D .. h Coal lay stress on the fact that the Coal industry 

induit;,slon In t e is passi~g through a period of ~epression 
when prIces are low, and many mIDes have 

been forced to shut down or to curtail their production. Only 
first class coal, it is said, can now be sold at a profit and the raising 
of second class coal, except in mines where costs are unusually low, 
involves an actual loss. It is this depression which in their opinion 
creates the need for protection. The importation of foreign coal 
is not, they admit, the chief cause of the industry's troubles, nor 
can a protective duty restore prosperity, but it wiN provide an 
additional outlet for Indian coal, and so may alleviate the disease 
which it cannot cure. 

37. The fall in the price of coal during the last two years has 
been rapid and substantial. Between 

. ~easons giv~ for dec- November 1923 and November 1925 the price 
hnIDg coal pnces. of selected Jharia dropped from Rs. 10-8 
to Rs. 6-8 a ton, a decline of 38 per cent., and since then the 
llrice has gone down by another 8 annas. Similarly the price of 
Deshargarh coal fell from Rs. 12 to Rs. 7-8 a ton, of 1st class 
Jharia and 1st class Raneegunge from Rs. 9-8 to Rs. 5-8 and of 
2nd class Jharia from Rs. 6-8 to Rs. 3-8.· In paragraph 5 of 
their representation the Mining Federation discuss the causes 
which have brought about the decline, and mention inter alia the 
importation of foreign coal, the extinction of most of the smaItI 
industrial cone-erns whicli came into existence during the post-war 
boom, the loss of the export market, and a reduction in the demand 
for bunker coal in Indian ports. The suggestion clearly is that the 
loss of certain markets for Indian coal is responsible for the 
present ~ow prices. 

38. It is quite true that the overseas markets and the bunker 
Present consumption trade take less Indian coa,i than they did 

of Indian coal higher before the war, and it is also true that many 
thaD ever before. industrial cone-erns which were purc!J.asers 
of coal in 1920 have ceased to exist. But it is not a fact that 
there has· been any decline in the total demand for coal in India, 
and it can be shown that the actual consumption has been higher 
in the last two years than in any previous period. In the follow:, 

--·-The 1!~3 prices a:te those given by t.he Mining Association. The Fed&
ration gave lower figures which we are unable to accept as correct. 
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ing statement the quantities of coal raised in Be~a:J: and Bihar,. 
and the quantities desJ?atched by the East IndIan' and Benga·} 
:i agpur Railways are gIven for the last 8 years:-

Quantity of coal Quantities of ooal" 
despatched by the' raised in Bengal East Indian and 

Year. and Bihar and Bengal Nagpur Orissa. Railway .. 

Millions of tons. Millions of tons; 

1918 19',) 15'(1 

1919 20'9 14'8, 

19'>,() • j 16'2 15-2 

19!!1 17-3 u·t 
1922 17'0 ,3'1 

1923 Ii-S 14"3-

192' 19-1 16-5 

1\l25 IS-7 16-2 

It will be seen that the output of coal was higher in 1924 than iD 
any previous year except 1919, and higher in 1925 than in any. 
year except lins, 1919 and 1924, but whereas in 1919 less thalli 
15 million tons were despatched by rail, more than 16 mitlioDl 
tons were despatched in each of the years 1924 and 1925. The
stocks at the collieries have admittedly diminished, and as there 
is no evidence of an undue accumulation of stocks elsewhere, there
must have been a real increase in consumption not only as com-
pared with the years 1921 to 1923, but also with the boom period 
from 1915 to 1920. The reduction in exports and in bunkering
ltas been more than counterbalanced by the growth of the internal 
demand. 

39. 'fhe chief reason why more coal is now consumed in India 
. than 'e~er before is the growth of the !rOIII 

Reason~ for mcreased and Steel industry. During the last two or 
consumption of ooal. th th f . . ree years e exports 0 pIg Iron have-
rapidly increased and are now' an important branch of India's
foreign trade. For e~ery ton of pig iron exported from Il to It 
tons of coal are burnt in the coke ovens and blast furnaces, while
for e~ery ton of finished steel manufactured nearly 4 tons of coar 
are consumed. The rise in the output of Indian steel from about 
125.000 tons in 1923 to about 300,000 tons in 1925, means an 
increase in the. consumption of coal by 700,000 tons a year. If 
the manufacture of steel at Jamshedpur had ceased (and this waS' 
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inevitable if steel were not protected), over a million tons of coal, 
which are now used in making steel, would have been thrown upon 
the market and prices would have been still further depressed. 
It is impossible to' ignore the fact that the Coal industry has 
benefited to a far greater extent from the protection granted to 
steel than it can possibly do from any protective duty on coal. 

40. The present low prices of coal must be attributed not to a 
Low price of coal due decrease in consumption, for there has been 

to over·rapid develop- none, but to the fact that, though the 
ment. demand has risen, the productive capacity 
of the mines has-increased still faster. From 1917 to 1921 the 
industry was exceedingly prosperous. The demand for coal was 
growing, foreign supplies were unobtainable, prices were steadily 
rising and the most sanguine hopes were entertained as to the 
prospects of the future. The natural and inevitable result was 
that very many new mines were opened and development in the 
"lder collieries was vigorously pushed on. Between 1914 and 1924 
the number of coal mines in Benga'l and Bihar and Orissa rose 
from 555 to 872,· while in the latter year 1·9 million tons of coal 
were raised in 215 mines which are not mentioned in the Returns 
for 1920 and presumably were not then in existence. In the event 
it has proved, as in many similar cases, that the prospects of the 
future had been overrated, and that the mines could produce much 
more coal than they could sell. In these circumstances a heavy 
fall in prices was inevitable, though it was retarded for a time by 
the wagon shortage. So. long as the railways were unable to move 
as much coal as the mines couid raise and sell, the quantity of coal 
efiectinly on the market was restricted, there was increased com
petition for the coal that could be moved, and the price in areas, 
where foreign competition is unfelt, was maintained at an artificial 
level. It was not until the railways could supply wagons 
promptly to any colliery that asked for them, that the competition 
between mines to secure orders became intense and prices fell to 
their natural level. 

41. The fact that productive capacity has for the time being 
The excess of produc- outstripped a growing demand is not a 

tive capacity over demand sufficient ground for protection, for in such 
not a snf!icient ground circumstances there is a'lways a danger that 
for protection. the unfit may be shielded from the conse
quence of their own miscalculations. Some of the new mines may 
be favourably situated and able to raise coal cheaply, but in the 
nature of the case there must be many which would never have 
{'ome into existence but for the boom, imd cannot hope to survive 
under normal conditions. They were started by t.heir promoters 
in the hope that profits would be large, and the fact that, with 
prices at their present level, they cannot raise coal except at a 
loss, gives them no claim to State assistance. The point is not 
indeed of much consequence in this enquiry, for the increase in 
sales resulting from a protective duty would do very little to enable 

,. Of these only 696 ra;~Pd roal during the year. 
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'hI! less efficient collieries to survive. But even if they are [eft 
out of account, it has stIll to be shewn why the State should inter
vene on behalf of an industry which enjoys great natural ad
vantages and is less exposed to foreign competition than almost 
anT other industry in India. Defores valid claim to the imposi
tion of a protective duty on coa:! can be established, it must be 
shewn tliat special circumstances exist which entitle this industry 
to exceptional treatment. One of the reasons suggested by the 
applicants for protection, viz., the South African railway rebate on 
export coal we shall consider in Chapter IV. The others will be 
discussed in this Chapter. 

42. Neither ihe disappearance of the industrial concerns which 
. sprang up during the boom, nor the reduc-

. The claim of th~ Coal tion in bunkering, in so far as that is due 
IDdostry to aaalltanOi 1 t h b t't t' f f 1 '1 f from the State. mere Y 0 t e su s 1 u Ion 0 ue 01 or 

coal or to a decrease in the number of ships 
calling at Indian ports can give the Coal industry a valid. claim to 
~pecial State assistance. Protective duties cannot restore to an 
industry markets which have ceased to exist. The representatives 
of the Coal industry, however, contend that the loss of the over
seas markets· to coal from other countries was the direct result 
of the various restrictions and controls to which coal traffic was 
subjected in the years following tne war. In particular the 
embargo on the export of coal came at a time when the shortage 
of shipping was disappearing, and Indian coal must in any case 
have had a hard struggle to hold its own in the neutral markets 
of Ceylon and the Straits. The emliargo removed Indian coal from 
the field altogether, and gave its riva:ls time to acquire a firm 
grip on these markets. The coal owners argue that, though the 
action taken was no doubt aictatea by regard for the national 
interest, yet in so far as injury was inHicted on it, the Coal indus
try has now a valid claim to special help. Shipments of coal to 
Bombay and Sind were not prohibited but were only permissible 
under licenc~, and the supply of railway wagons was inadequate 
lind was strICtly controlled, so that the coal trade with these 
ports was carried on at a double aisadvantage. These conditions, 
it is urged, were largely responsible for the dislike of Indian coal 
whirh urew up at Bombay and Karachi as well as in foreign ports 
and led consumers to prefer SoutIi African coal. 

43. The embargo may be partly responsible for the displace-
The embargo on coal ment of Inoian coal in Ceylon and the 

exports not a reason for Straits Settlements, but as shipments to 
imposing coai protective Bomliay and Karachi were not prohibited 
duty on. it could not affect these markets. The 
argument apparently is, however, that_ the embargo was imposed 
in the interesh of fbe consumer who sliould not complain if he is 
asked to pay more for his coal now in order to help the Coa'l in
dustry. The plea lacks cogency for at Bombay and Karachi the 

• This term includes Bombay and Karachi as well as such export markets 
as Ceylon and the Straits Settlements. 
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interests of consumers could more easily than elsewhere be safe
g'uarded without an embargo on exports, and the shortage in both 
places was in fact relieved by heavy imports from abroad. It was 
II,ot the Bombay and Karachi colJ'sumers who derived the greatest 
benefit from the embargo, yet it is they, and they only, who might 
have to pay more for the coal they buy if the duty is raised. If 
an industry is subjected in the national interests to some special! 
a'estriction by which it is injured, it may have a valid claim to 
'special assistance later on, but not necessarily to assistance in the 
form of a protective d.uty. It was the export trade which suffered 
from the embargo, and the measures which mi~ht make its recovery 
possible are not within the scope of this enquiry. Whatever they 
may be, a protective duty on coal is not one of them. 

44. The best Jharia coal, it is claimed, is intrinsically superior 
The prejudice against to Transvaai coal and as good as Natal 

Indian coal in overseas coal, yet consumers who are content to pay 
.~arkets. Rs. 17-8 a ton (this figure includes the duty 
of ~ annas a ton) for Transvaal coal, and Rs. 18-8 and Rs. 19-
for Natal coal, will not pay more than Rs. 16-8 a ton for the best 
Jharia. This 'is said to be due to a prejudice created by the con
dition and quality of some of the coal shipped to Bombay in recent 
years at the time when licences were necessary. Protection is 
therefore needed until consumers have realized that Indian coal is 
"Worth buying and can be obtained of satisfactory quality. It is 
obvious indeed that, if the facts are as stated, protection is no 
'more than a temporary expedient, the need for which will soon 
disappear. If the Indian mines could sell the best Jharia coal 
in Bombay for Rs. 17 a ton, they would realize as high a price 
llt the pithead as they can for coal sold anywhere else in India, 
and there would be no difficulty in doin~ this with Transvaal coal 
llt the same price, if the purchaser believed that the Jharia coal 
was worth Re. 1 more. Unfortunately he has still to be convinced 
'Of the fact. . 

45. Whatever the reasons for th'e • prejudice' may be, there 

The • prejudice' justi. 
'lied by actual quality of 
much Indian coal sent to 
llombay and Sind. 

is no doubt at all as to the facts. Many 
consumers in Bombav and Karachi will not 
buy the best Indian coal in preference to 
Transvaal and Natal coal unless the differ
ence in price is at least Re. 1 a ton in the 

first case and Rs. 2 or Rs. 2-8 a ton in tJie second. The evidence 
taken by the Coal Committee and by the Board in this enquiry shows 
definitely that, consumers in Bombav and Sind dislike Indian coal 
because the supplies which reached them in the 'past were often of 
inferior quality, or not what they were represented to be. As the 
Coal Committee put it, " The Bombay importer has to be convinced 
not that there are good Indian coals but that he can be certain of 
gettin~ them." The hi~her price he pays for South African coal 
is to all intents and purposes an insuranc"e premium paid to ensure 

• The Mining Federation give Rs. 19 a ton 8S the c.i.f. price of Natal 
-coal which the duty would increase t.) Rs. 19-8-0. The evidence indicat-es, 
bowever, that the price is actually a little lower. 
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that the quality is right. The opinion of the consumer is weighty, 
for his sole desire is to get the best value he can for his money, 
and he has no motin for paying a higher price unnecessarily. It 
is not uncommon to find that imported commodities command a 
higher price than similar goods made in India, and where the 
Indian mdustry is new, the fact may often be due to a prejudice 
in the mind of the purchaser. But the dissatisfaction with Indian 
coal cannot be ex plaine a in this way. It is deepl~ felt in markets 
which for many years drew the bulk of their supplies from Bengal 
and by purchasers who had been in tlle habit of using nothing else. 
H they consider that Bengal coal is inferior to imported coal, it 
must be because the coal they received was in fact inferior. We 
do not of course suggest that all the Indian coal, shipped to overseas 
markets in recent years has been unsatisfactory, for, in the words 
of the Coal CommIttee, ". exporters who tried to maintain a high 
standard have suffered from the action of those who neglected 
everyt~ but the chance of immediate profit." But the depth 
and unaDImity of the feeling expressed by witnesses to the Coal 
Committee in every overseas market except perhaps Madras and 
Rangoon, cannot be accounted for except on the supposition that the 
evil had gone far, and that a considerable amount of unsatisfactory 
coal was leaving the port of Calcutta. 

46. Both the Mining Federation and the Mining Association 
have endeavoured to account for the prejui. 

. p~r:di!~OD gi:! ':e dice against Indian coal, but their explana
the miDe OWDBI'& '7 nations are inadequate. The specific ques-

tion put to them was:- . 

" Do you consider that the prejudice referred to is justi
fied by the condition and quality of the coal actually sent 
to Bombay in. recent years?" 

To this question the Federation gave the following answer:-

.. This again is a question of more or less historical interest 
and is little instructive to study now. It can neverthe
less be admitted that in the years 1919 and 1920 when 
cO!,l prices were high, the shippers who were &,enerally 
mIdd1e~en. ha? no doubt. to make up a compOSIte cargo 
and ship a mIxture of different grades of coal in order 
to adiust prices. But the real difficult.Y which is now 
expenenced by the Bengal coal trade m retrieving its 
position in Bombay is not ultimately one arising out of 
these circumstances but is such as 18 attendant on any 
attempt on the part of any trade to displace competition 
which has captured a market." 

The Association's reply to the same question is as follows:-

" Several ~argoes of • mixed' inferior coals which were ship
ped m the early days of the post-war period might have 

o 
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helped to create this prejudice. At this time, anybody 
-whether a Colliery owner or not-who wished to ship' 
coal was granted a licence, no check being put on quality. 
In this 'connection, the difficult conditions under which 
shi ps were loaded in past years by reason of the uncer
tain and short wagon supply must receive serious coJ];
sideration.' , 

In oral examination these replies were to some extent amplified~ 
but did not become perfectly explicit. Something was said of the 
misconduct of the middlemen who handled the trade of the overseas 
'markets, of the inadequate wagon supply which often made it im
possible to draw shipments from the mo!!t suitable collieries, and 
of the restrictions to the free movement of traffic in the first four 
years after the war (e.g., the necessity of obtaining licences for 
exports to Bombay and Karachi), but it was not clearly explained 
how these restrictions had produced such unfortunate results. 

47. It will be seen that both t.he Federation and the Association 
Dissatisfaction with attribut.e the unpopularity of Indian coal to 

Indian coal not due the poor quality of part of the coal shipped' 
lII:a!nly to shipment con- in the post-war years, and the Federation 
dltlOns. specifically mention the shipments of 1919 
and 1920. It is certainly probable that the 'prejudice' grew 
up then, and in 1921 and 1922, when foreign supplies again reached 
Bombay, purchasers were in a position to contrast the quality of 
British and South African coal with what they had been receiving 
from Bengal. But in 1919 and 1920 Bombay was getting only a 
fraction of its requirements by sea. In the two years from April 
1919 to March 1921 the quantity of Bengal and Bihar coal trans
ported to Bombay by rail was nearly four times- as large as t.he 
quantity shipped from Calcutta to the same destination. If the 
quality of the coal sent by rail had been satisfactory in all respects, 
it is impossible to believe that the condemnation of Bengal and 
Bihar coal in Bombay would have been so hearty or so unanimous. 
It would be unfair to suggest that the conditions of the early post
war years had nothing to do with the unsatisfacto:ry qualitv of the 
Indian coal supplies at that time. Unquestionably, both "the res
trictions on shipping and the wagon shortage made it more difficult 
for consumers to get the coal they wanted, or any Indian coal on 
which they could rely. The wagon shortage in particular led too 
excessive stackin~ at the mines and consequent deterioration of the
coai stacked and was responsible also for a reduction in the quantity 
of first class coal which could be marketed. But this is by nO" 
means the whole story. . 

48. We do not think that the two bodies, who represent the coal' 
Responsibility of the industry in Bengal and ~ihar, ha.ve been' 

Coal industry for the able to show that the mmes are mnocent 
unpopularity of Indian sufferers in this matter, ·and that the whole
coal. responsibility rests elsewhere. It is no 

• 1,661,837 tons by rail as against 454,358 tons by sea. 
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sufficient explanation of the • prejudice' that a few bad cargoes 
were shipped in the early days .. of the post-war p~iod." The 
feeling against Indian coal is far too widespread and far too deep
rooted to be accounted for in this way. It extends to every over
seas port to which Bengal coal was exported, but it is not by any 
meanM confined to these ports. Again and again during the 
Board's enquiries (e.g., into steel and cement) witnesses who receive. 
their coal by an all-rail route have complained of. a marked 
deterioration in the quality of the Indian coal supplied to them in 
the first years after the war, and the consequent difficulties with 
which they were faced. During the first three years after the war 
the demand for coal was insistent, and an absolute shortage was 
constantly threatened. A good price could be obtained for almost 
any qua~lty of coal, and the temptation to push sales at the expense 
of qualIty must have been very great. It would seem that the 
temptation proved too strong for many suppliers, and that much 
indifferent coal found its way to the variou!! markets. If this be 
so--and we do not think the evidence permits any other conciu
sion-the mine owners cannot fairly ask that the results of the 
mistakes made should be rectified entirely at the public expense or 
at the expense of the consumer. On the recommendation of the 
Coal Committee rebates have been granted which reduce the cost 
of transporting coal to Bombay and Karachi by 11 annas a 
ton, and a Grading Board has been established whose certificates 
should do much to satisfy importers that the coal they buy will 
be what it purports to be. These are the obvious measures for 
overcoming the • prejudice' which is the only . hindrance to the 
free sale of Indian coal in Bombay and Sind, and if the coal 
owners desire still further assistance, the onus lies heavily upon 
them to show that they themselves are not partly r~sponsible for the 
unpopularity of Indian coal. We do not think they have succeei!ed 
in doing so. 

49. If, as we believe, the dislike of Indian coal in Bombay and 
Unfairness of campell- Karaclii is grounded not on prejudice but on 

ing .consumer to purchase the actual condition and q"Q.ality of past 
IndIan coal. . supplies, a method of assisting the industry 
which operates by penalizing the consumer is not free from objec
tion. 'Ve do not lay great stress on this point, for, as we have 
already explained, the increase in price even at Bombay and 
Karachi is likely to be quite small. It is worthwhi[e, however, 
to remember what the consumer's point of view may be. He turned 
to South African coal because he so often received bad coal from 
Bengal and Bihar. and the fact that he got bad coal in the past 
will not seem to him a gooa reason why the coal he prefers should be 
made dearer, or why he should be coerceu into buying the coal that 
he found unsatisfactory. It is hardly a sufficient reply to argue 
that he will be getting an equally good or better coal at a price no 
higher than he pays for Transvaal coal at present. The proof of 
the. coal is in the burning, and if he is satisfied that he will· get 
good Indian coal, he will be ready enough to buy. He may need 

02 
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a little persuasion but in every branch of trade it is the business
of suppliers to keep in close touch with their markets' and take such. 
steps as may be necessary to attract custom. It is not clear that 
the Indian Coal industry has been fully alive to the needs of the 
situation, or sufficiently energetic m deaJling with it. The Coal 
Committee in paragraph 120 of their Report, after mentioning that 
the number of firms engaged in the coal trade in the overseas ports· 
"as small, wrote-

" We cannot but think that this fact should have made it 
comparatively easy for the exporters of Indian coal to
renew touch with their old markets when the embarg(} 
was removed had they taken energetic steps to that end 
immediately. If they had done so, they would have 
learnt at once of the dissatisfaction felt with the quality 
of Indian coal and could have taken immediate steps to
remove the prejudices which lapse of time has only 
made more deeprooted and consequently more difficult 
to eradicate. We would strongly emphasise that, if the 
exporters of, Indian coal are to recover and to retain' 
their overseas markets, they must endeavour to seCure 
closer personal contact with those markets than they 
have had in the past. It is not necessary, and it would 
be very expensive for the trade, to have permanent 
representatives at the principal overseas ports, but if 
frequent visits were paid to those ports by representa
tives of individual firms or of a combination of firms, 
they should, we consider, have valuable results. In 
Bombay, for example, they might enable exporters of 
coal to get into direct touch with consumers to the 
mutual advantage of both.'" 

50. Our conclusion is that the Coal industry cannot fairly ask 

P b bl ' f Government to ao more than it has already 
. ro a e mcreaae 0 d t . t tId' l' h 'd shipments of Indian coal one 0 rems a e n Ian. coa m t e goo 

to. Bombay ~d Bind opinion of Bombay ~nd ~arachi importers, 
Without protectIon. and that, in the speCIal circumstances of the 
case, a method of assistance which might lay a burden on the 
shoulders of the consumer is unfair. But there is another aspect 
of the matter (already mentioned in Chapter II, paragraph 29) 
which deserves attention. It is not likely that imports of foreign 
30al into Bombay and Sind will ever cease altogether, for there will 
always be some consumers who have definite reasons for preferring 
a particular foreign coal, e.g., the i~porters of the highest quality 
of Welsh steam coal. But it certamly seems probable that, even 
without protection, Indian coal will before long supply a propor
tion of the total demand in Bombay and Karachi at least .as large as 
it did before the war. It has been shown in Chapter II how during 
the last three years Indian coal has been steadily recovering its 
position in these markets, and now that transport charges have been 
redu'::id and a Grading Board established, progress should be 
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accelerated.- The reductions in the coal freight by rail to Bombay 
announced by the Commerce Member, when introducing the Rail
way budget for 1926-21, should also give material help. From th& 
lst April 1926 the freight on coal from ;rharia to Bombay will be 
lh. 13-12-0 a ton whereas the transport charges via Calcutta amount 
at present to Rs. 12-12 a ton made up as follows:-

Charges up to the time of shipment 
Sea freight 
Landing charges 

Rs. A. P. 

480 
680 
1 12 0 

In addition there is the cost of conveying the coal from the bunder 
to the mill which, according to the evidence taken by the Coal 
Committee, is about Rs. 2-8 a ton. The terminal charges on coal 
brought by rail to a mill and unloadea in the mill siding are not 
precisely J..-now-n, but it woul~ seem that, even with the sea freight 
as low as Rs. 6-8 a ton, the all-rail route to the Bombay mill Will. 
be the chea{'er and would certainly be so if the sea freight were 
higher. ThIS fact may of itself serve to hold the sea freight at a 
reasonable leyel. If the shipments of coal from Calcutta to Bom
hay and Karachi were to increase by ~aDout 100,000 tons, 15 per cent. 
of the demand in these areas would be met by Indian coal, and 
this is the actual percentage of Indian coal supplied in 1910-11 and 
1911-12 when the imports of South African coal were negligible. 
If the coal sent to these markets is in fact superior to Transvaal 
coal, it :;hould not be very long, with prices at their present level, 
before 100,000 tons of foreign coal are displaced by Indian coal. 
But in that case the increase in output which protection can give is 
not 300,000 tons but 200,000 tons for an increase in sales of 100,000 
tons at the expense of foreign coal is probable whether protection 
is given or withheld. 

51. The remaining reasons suggested for according exceptional 
National importance of trea~ent ~ th~ CO!l1 indu~try hardly 

the Coal industry and requIre detaIled diScussIon. It IS argued by 
nusalability of Ii800nd the Mining Federation that coal deserves 
class ooaI. protection on national grounds, and that 

• The following table compares the figures for January 1926 with ths 
monthly average of 1925:-

January 1921). 

Imports 
Exports 
Excess of imports 
Excess of exports 
Shipments from Calcntta to Indian 

Thousands of 
tons. 

10·' 

Monthly average 
1926. 

Thousands of 
tons. 
(0·7 
18'0 
22"7 

ports 116'0 85.5 
The figures are interesting hut it is unsafe to found any inference on tfle 

results of a single month. . 
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therefore the conditions which should ordinarily be satisfied, are 
not applicable. It is a sufficient reply to this argument that, while 
it is unquestionably important that India's coal resources should 
be denloped on an adequate scale, so that they may be ready for 
use in lin emergency, it is a very small matter whether the annual 
output of Indian coal is 21 million tons or 21'3 millions. In this 
case protection cannot lead to any development worthy of the name. 
Another plea put forward by the same body is that, at present 
prices, second class coal cannot be sold except at a loss, and if pro
tection is not given, will disappear from the market altogether. 
This line of argument admits of at least two answers. It is 
exceedingly doubtful whether protection would do anything at all 
for second class coal. It is possible that, if more first class coal 
were sent to Bombay and Karachi, it would be taken oft the market 
in Bengal and Bihar and so create a larger demand for second class 
coal. The evidence we have taken, however, rather points to an 
opposite conclusion. It was stated by the representative of the 
Mining Association that the Bombay and Karachi demand could be 
met by an increased production of first class coal which would leave 
the amount of first class coal on sale in Bengal and Bihar undimi
nished. This may very well be so. The difterence of Rs. 3 a ton 
between the price of first and second class coal means a percentage 
difterence varying from 50 per cent. at the pithead to 30 per cent. 
at Calcutta and second class coal may be equally good value, price 
for price, in that area. But it is quite another matter in Bombay 
or Karachi where the percentage difference to the consumer is less 
than 20. Only first class coal can stand the heavy freight charges, 
and it is quite possible that an increased demand at Bombay could 
be mt't by a larger output of first class coal. The excess quantity 
is not produced at present because it does not pay to raise it in the 
face of the competition of second class coal in the vicinity of the 
coal fields. A new demand from an area where second class coal 
stands no chance, might make it worth while to raise more first class 
coal. The second objection is of a difterent kind. It is not a merit 
in coul to be second class, and the only reason why such coal finds 
a salp. at any time is because enough first class coal to go round 
cannot be raised at competitive prices. It is quite impossible for 
Government to determine what quality of coal is worth producing, 
and to find a market for all coal that does not fall short of the 
standard. That is a matter which must be left to the operation of 
the ordinary economic laws. 

52. Our examination of the proposal to place a protective duty on 
all imported coal has 'led us to the conclusion 

Summary of the rea- that the case has not been made out. The 
SODS agaiDs~ a protective first condition laid down bv the Fiscal Com-
duty on all Imported coal. •. • • fi d f h"· d mISSIOn IS satIs e or t e In ustry possesses 
great natural advantages, but the second condition is not satisfied, 
rllr protection would not result in development. The increase in 
the sales of Indian coal would not exceed 300,000 tons at the outside, 
lind an increase ?f at lea~t one-third ~f that D:~oun.t is l!robab~e 
flVlln if the duty IS not raIsed. The thud condItIon IS satIsfied In 
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this sense that the best Indian coal could even now be sold at; 
Bombay and Karachi in competition with South African coal at a 
price which would give the colliery owner the same price at the 
pithead, as for coal sold anywhere else in India, were it not that 
many consumers in these two cities will not buy it, unless its price 
is about Rs. 2 a ton less than the price of the best South African 
coal. The best Indian coal is not in fact inferior to the best South 
African coal, but the opinion of importers in the west of India is 
justified by the condition and quality of much of the coal received 
from Bengal in recent years. It is for the mine owners to remove 
the prejudice of which they complain, and there is no reason why 
they should not succeed in doing so before long, now that coal certi
fied by the Grading Board when shipped from Calcutta receives a 
rebate which reduces the cost of transport by 11 annas a ton. The
bad condition and quality of much of the coal shipped to Bombay 
and Karachi in recent years is attributable in part to the restric
tions imposed on coal traffic in the first years after the war, but 
is due also to the default 'of the coal industry itself or of some of 
its members. In these circuuistances, it would be unfair to put 
pressure on consumers in western India by making the coal they 
prefer more expensive. The depression from. which the industry 
18 sulfering is due not to any falling off in the demand for coal but 
principally to over-rapid development-the result of a period of 
high J?rices. This depression is not in itself a sufficient reason for 
imposlDg a protective duty, and none of the reasons for according 
special treatment to the industry suggested by the colliery owners 
warrants such action. An increase in the duty would leave prices 
in the ~reater part of India unaffected, and even in Bombay and 
KarachI the maximum increase possible at present is about 12 
annas a ton. A protective duty on all imported coal is not, there
fore, open to attack on the ground that it would be a heavy burden 
upon industries. But in principle all measures which tend to raise 
the cost of fuel are prejudicial to . industrial development, and 

- shoul(} not be taken unless the reasons for them are cogent and 
convincing. For these reasons we are unable to recommend the 
imposition of a protective duty on imported coal generally. There 
still remains the 9.uestion whether a duty on South African coal 
onl, could not be Justified on the ground of unfair competition and 
to It we now turn. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

Proposed count~rvailing duty on South African coal. 

53. From the figures in Appendix III it will be seen that two
thirds of the coal imported into India 

Complaint of the mine annually is South African and it is these 
owners that the competi.· t h· h th '. 1· f 
tion of South African Impor s. W lC ~re e spema gr!evance 0 
coal is unfair. the IndIan coal mdustry. The mme owners 

contend that, without substantial assistance 
from the Union Government, South African coal cannot compete 
successfully with Indian coal in any Indian market. The South 
Hrican railways are the property of the' State, and in order to 
develop the export trade the coal freights on these railways, it is 
said, have been so adjusted that export coal is conveyed to the ports 
at a rate which is uneconomic and does not cover the cost of trans
port. The concession to the export trade takes the form of a rebate 
of a very large part of the freight paid on all coal that is exported, 
and the plea advanced is that this rebate is indistinguishable from 
a subsidy. The competition of South African coal is therefore un
fair, and the Indian coal is entitled to protection against it. This 
claim, it is urged, would still hold good even if no sufficient reasons 
were found for imposing a protective duty on foreign coal generally. 
The tariff legislation of many countries has armed the executive 
Government with pow~r to prevent the injurv which domestic indus
tries must suffer if bounty fed or subsidized commodities are allowed 
free entry, and the principle is accepted both by countries which 
have definitely adopted protection and by some which have not. 
The Indian Tariff Act indeed already contains a section (8A), in
serted in 1899, which contemplates the impositions of a counter-. 
vailing duty when bounties are paid, directly or indirectly, on the 
exportation of articles from other countries, and the power given 
by the Legislature should now be exercised. Such in substance is 
the case which we have to examine, and it will be necessary first 
to explain what the facts are as regards the South African railway 
rebate, then to determine, as far as our information perniits, 
whether the rebate amounts to a bounty o:r subsidy, and finally to 
consider whether it is advisable in the circumstances to impose a 
countervailing duty on South African coal. 

54. The history of the railway freight on coal exported from 
. South Africa is long and complicated and 

Coal fx:elghts . on the has been fully discussed in a separate note 
South African railways. b M G· 1 II ·11 ffi t t t th y . r. lnwa a. 1; WI su ce 0 s a e e 
main facts more briefly here. The exact date when special con
cessions to export coal were first granted by the South African Rail
way Administration has not been ascertained, but they were cer
(ainly in existence before 1916 and probably as early as 1913. 
Thf're have bp.en several variations in the system, but the general 
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outlines have remained the same. There is, in the first place, the 
ordinary freight on coal which is consumed in the country itself 
and is neither bunkered nor exported; there is, in the second place 
a uniform- freight on bunker and export coal, which before th~ 
war was lower, and since the war has been higher, than the ordinary 
rate; !Ind, in the third place, a rebate 9£ part of the freight is granted 
on all coal exported and part of the coal bunkered. In effect, 
therefore, there are three separate tariffs applicable respectively 
to-

(1) coal for internal consumption, 
(2) the bulk of the bunker coal, and 
(3) all export coal and part of the bunker coal. 

The following table gives the actual rates charged at various dates 
per ton of 2,240 poundsf;- '. 

-

Up to 1916 

1920 

1921 

1922-25 

The special 
follows ;-

I Domestic 

Difference I Difference 
between the between the 

:Bunker Export domestic bunker 
rate. rate. l'11te. rate and rate and 

the export I 
the expol-t 

rat~. rate. 
I 
I 

i 
£ I. tl. £ II. tl. £ d. £ tl. 

I 
£ il. 8. I. 8. 

, 
010 ll! 0 6 8 0 6 6i 0 6 6 ! 

i 
Q 1 Ii 

012 7 1 3 0 0 9 1 0 3 6 I o 13 11 

012 7 016 6 0 6 Si () 6 Sl , 
li' 0 9 I.!. • 

o 12 7 015 0 0 6 3i 0 6 Sl 0 8 8i 

concessions granted . in respect of bunker coal are as 

(1) In 1920 the export rebate was granted on coal bunkered by 
vessels which carried full cargoes of export coal. 

(2) In 1921 the concession was extended to vessels carrying 
carS-0es of export coal of not less than three quarters of 
theIr total capacity. 

(3) .In 1922 it was again extended to vessels' carrying 5;00() 
• short tons (4,464 long tons) of export coal whatever their 

capacity. 
(4) Finally in 1925 the rebate, which had hitherto' been paid 

only on the bunker coal required on the outward voyage, 
was also granted on coal burnt on the return voyage tc> 
South Africa. 

• In 1921 different rates were" applicable to bunker and to export coal, 
but the state:nent in the text is correct for other years. . 

t Throughout this Chapter the tons referred to are "long" tons of 2,240 
Ibs. except when" short' tons (2,000 Ibs.) are specifically mentioned. 
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55. Except in 1921 (when different rates were fixed for bunker 
Difference between and export coal) the amount of the rebate 

export and domestic granted is equal to the difference between 
freight-th~ primary mea· the bunker rate and the export rate in the 
sure of aSSistance given to table in paragraph 54. In all the discus-
export trade. . h b . SlOns on, t e su Ject that have come to our 
notice, it has been assumed that the rebate is a correct measure of 
the special assistance which the South African coal trade receives. 
This view is, we think, erroneous, for it ignores the fact that up to 
1916, the bunker rate was very much lower than the ordinary rate, 
and since the war appreciably higher. If the rebate is equated 
with the bounty, the result is to under-estimate the concession 
granted to the export trade before the war and to exaggerate the 
help it has received since the war. The ~atural measure of the 
special assistance granted to export coal is (subject to certain quali
fications) the difference between the domestic rate and the export 
rate. If export coal paid the usual domestic rate it would obviously 
be impossible to argue that it was receiving any special help from 
the Government, and no complaint of unfair competition could 
stand. It is only in so far as export coal is charged less than the 
()rdinary domestic rate that it receives specially favourable treat
ment. It will be seen from the table in paragraph 54 that (except 
in 1920 when it was smaller) the concession, both before and after 
the war, means the transport of export coal at half the domestic 
rate. 

56. The extent of the special help which the South African 
. export coal trade receives is measured 

bu~~:r !;!.~er rate on primar~ly bY
d 

thhe difference 'lbetweefn . thhe
t domestIc an t e export ral way reIg 

from the coal fields to the ports, but there are two other factors to 
be t.aken into account of which the first is the higher rate charged 
-on bunker coal. We have alluded in earlier paragraphs to the fact 
that the bunkering trade is very sensitive to price, and that an 
increase in the price of coal at one port is li~e~y to drive the tra.de 
to cheaper markets. . In these circumstance~ It IS n~tural to enqUire 
how it has been pOSSIble for the South AfrIcan RaIlways to charge 
bunker coal at a rate which exceeds the domestic rate by 28. 5d. 
a ton. The explanation is, we t.hink, to be found in the long d~s
tances which separate South AfrIcan ports from those of A~lstraha, 
South America, India and the Far East, and compel ShIpS that 
touch at a South African port to replenish their bunkers before 
proceeding. Moreover, even with the higher railway freight on 
bunker coal, Durban and Delagoa Bay may still be relatively cheap 
bunkering ports as compared wi~h any alter~ative port to. which 
vessels might resort. In these CIrcumstances It may be qUIt~ pos
:sible to increase the freight on bunker coal to some extent WIthout 
-driving away trade and so causing loss of traffic to the railways. 
"The higher rate on bunker coal must, we think, be regarded as an 
application of the familiar principle .. all that the traffic will 
bear," a maxim. which has mu~h t~ do with shapin~ railway.tariffs 
in most countrIes. If our VIew IS correct, the Increase In the 
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bunker rate at once makes it possible to eft'ect an equivalent reduc
tion in the export rate without loss of revenue, and if the reduction 
in the export rate led to larger expotrs, the railways would gain 
from the resulting increase in the traffic they carried. In such a 
case the adjustment of rates directly benefits the income of the line, 
and would be sanctioned by any railway administration, whether 
it was acting on behalf of the shareholders of a company, or, as in 
South Africa, on behalf of the national Government. No question 
ill involved except such as constantly lead to freight changes on all 
nillways. During the three years 1922-23 to 1924-25, the annual 
exports of coal from South Africa averaged 1,592,209 tons, while 
the coal bunkered at South African ports amounted to 1,578,586 
tons a year, i.e., for every ton of coal exported a ton of coal was 
bunkered. It follows that, so long as the bunker rate was biaher 
by 2,. 5d. a ton than the domestic rate, the export coal could be 
carried at a rate lower by the same amount without loss of revenue, 
because the railway receipts on bunker and export coal together 
would be the same as if both had been carried at the domestic rate. 
This factor must, we think, be taken into account in determining 
what subsidy, if any, the coal exported from South Africa receives. 

57. In the last paragraph it was assumed that the whole of the 
Payment of the expori coal bunkered in South Africa was carried 

rebate OR ~unker ~ at th~ ~unker rate, and the fact- that large 
uaed b~Jpa carrymg quantities of bunker coal receive the export 
apori rebate was ignored. It is not possible to 
estimate, except very approximately, what proportion of the bunker 
coal is carried at the export rate. We are informed* that the 
voyage from Durban to Bombay occupies about 17 days and that 
the coal consumption of a vessel of 5,000 tons capacity steaming 
10 miles an hour would be at the rate of 25 to 30 tons a day. The 
consumption of a vessel of 10,000 tons capacity would be about 
double. On that basis a vessel carrying a full cargo would burn: 
during the voyage a quantity of coal equal to 9 per cent. of the coal 
she carried. But there are numerous complications for which some 
allowance must be made. The vessel may be carrying coal only 
to three-fourths of her capacity or, if "her capacity exceeds 6,00(1 
tons, may be carrying only 4,500 tons. t Also the vessel may be 
carrying part of the coal for the return journey in addition to the 
coal required on the journey out. In all these cases the percentaae 
would be higher than for a vessel making a single voyage with" a 
full cargo. Thus, for example, if a ship of 10,000 tons capacity 
with a cargo of 4,500 tons of coal carried bunker coal sufficient for 
a three weeks voyage the percentage would be 25. The extent to 
which the cost of the sea transport of coal would be reduced by the 

• Messrs. Mackinnon Mackenzie and Company state that "the daily con
sumption at sea of a reasonably up-to-date cargo steamer of the capacitv 
of 5.000 tons would be about from 25 t{l 30 tons! and for a steamer of 
10,000 tons from 50 to 60 tons. These figures are baaed on a daily run of 
about 240 miles, i.fl. 10 knots per hour." For the distances between 
Calcutta, Durban and iklagoa Bay and certain ports, see Appendix VIII. 

t The minimum quantity which the larger vessels must carry in order 
to earn the rebate is 4.1M long tons. 
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rebate on bunker coal carried by coal exporting vessels would vary 
with every voyage according to the proportion of coal carried, and 
acconiIng to several other factors none of which can be exactly 
determined. In these circumstances all that is possible is to give 
a mc.ximum figure, and we do not think that the quantity of bunker 
coal, which receives the export rebate, can exceed 20 per cent. of the 
quantity of coal exported. That proportion would be high enough 
to enable a 5,000 ton vessel with a full cargo to perform the double 
journey from Durban to Bombay and back, a 10,000 ton vessel with 
5,000 tons of coal to perform the outward voyage only, an!1 a vessel 
loaded to three-fourths capacity to perform the outward voyage and 
part of the return voyage. The proportion of bunker coal which 
actually receives the export rebate may be less than 20 per cent. on 
the average but to what extent it is impossible to say. 

58. II 20 per cent. of the bunker coal is carried at the export 
Sacrifice of revenue by rate~ then t~e revenue s8;crifice by the South 

the South African rail· African raIlways on behalf of the export 
ways in the interests of coal trade can be estimated. For every ton 
the coal export t.rade. of coal exported four-fifths of a ton of 
bunker coal is carried at the bunker rate and one-fifth of a ton at 
the export rate. The calculation is as follows:-

£ 8. d. 
Freight paid on 4/5ths of a ton of coal at 15 

shillings a ton . . . o 12 0 
Freight paid on lith tons of coal at 68. 31d. a 

0 ton 7 61 

Total freight paid on 2 tons of coal of which one ton 
is exported and one ton is bunkered. . . o 19 6!. 

2 
Freight on 2 tons of coal at the domestic rate-

128. 7d. a ton . . • • . . . o 25 2 

Revenue sacrificed for every ton of coal exported . 0 5 71 
The basic assumption is that, so long as the freight paid on bunker 
and export coal together is not less than what would be paid at t.hp. 
domestic rate, no question of bounties or subsidies can arise. The 
above calcuh.tion shows that, unless the bunker cual carried at ex
port rates is more than one-fifth of the total quantity of coal bunker
ed the subsidy cannot exceed 58. 7td. a ton. The sacrifice of revenue 
by the South African railway administration on the bunker and 
export coal together seems to us the most accurate test to apply in 
determining the special assistance which the export trade receives. 
So long as no revenue is sacrificed, an adjustment of railway rates, 
which favours export coal, cannot fairly be l'egarded as equivalent 
to a bounty. It may be argued on the other hand that, though the 
grant of the rebates on bunker coal carried by coal export.ing 
vessels is intended to lead to a reduction in the sea freight o!! 
South African coal, it may not in fact do so. It is a sufficient reply 
that t.he only conceivable object of giving t.he concession is to obtain 
a reduction, and that the system has remained in force for five 
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years, and has been three times extended during that period. It 
is a fair inference that, at any rate in the opinion of its authors, the 
concession has been effective in keeping down freights. 

59. The nett result of our examination of the figures is that the 

P "b"l"t f red higher freight on bunker coal rather more 
068111 1 0 U~ th te f th . b tion8 of rAil freight OD a.n compensa s or . e .concesslon y 

particular commoditiea whlCh the export rebate IS paId on the bun
:onth the object of mereaa- ker coal carried by coal exporting vessels, 
lDg tratlic geDerally. d th d t' . t h' h an e re uc Ion m ra es, w IC may prove 
-to be a bounty or Bubsidy, is brought down from 6a. 3ld. to 58. 7!d. 
a t<ln. The question may be raised, however, whether the remis
sion by the South African railways on export coal of half the ordi
-nary freight could not be justified on ordinary business principles 
.as a means of securing additional traffic whether there was a sacri
fice of revenue or not. Arrangements of this kind are not un
common on any railway system, and it may pay a railway to convey 
a particular commodity at something less than the actual cost of 
transport, if by doing so the traffic passing over the line is increased. 
The Agent of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway explained to the 
Coal Committee that he had been influenced by this factor in reduc
ing the coal rates from the Central Provinces collieries. "Our 
interest" he said" lies not only in moving the coal, but in keeping 
ihe collieries alive. If we increase the output by giving reduced 
rates to our collieries, we probably double the traffic over that sec
tion. If the collieries die out, we lose the incidental traffic such as 
hardware, piecegoods, foodstuffs, etc. When we move coal from 
<:ollieries on our own line there is a repercussion on other classes of 
t"raffic on our line; when we take coal from other railways,there is 
no such result."· Unquestionably similar considerations must 
influence the South African railway administration in :fixing the 
coal rates on their system and the rebate on export coal has raised 
the exports by nearly 1!" million tons a year. Can the view be 
accepted then that the 50 per cent. reduction of the railway rate for 
-export coal is merely an ordinary business arrangement which 
would be adopted by any other railway in similar circumstances? 
We do not think it can, and we shall endeavour to explain our 
.reasons for holding otherwise. 

60. Coal is a commodity which in every country- the railways 
Domestic rate OD coal must car~y at a rate which IS low as com

too low to admit of pared WIth the raUls on almost all other 
drB8tie reductioDS OD commodities. The cost of fuel is vital to 
"export coal. industries everywhere, imd high rates on 
coal mean slower industrial progress and consequently, in the long 
run, less traffic for the railway itself. If ordinary coal rates cover 
the actual cost of transport, it is as much as a railway can 
hope for, and if they fail to do so, it is usually possible to make up 
the difference by higher rates on otlier commodities. It is 
evident from the figures quoted in the opening paragraphs of 
Mr. Ginwala's note, that the South African Railways conform to 

• Evidence given before the Indian Coal Committee, Volume III, 
page 188. 
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the ordinary rule, -since the domestic rate for coal is lower not only 
than all other domestic rates except on lime and on bricks, ston& 
and mining poles; _ but also than the special export rates for any 
commodity except (for certain- distances) maize and iron ore. It 
is a fair presumption, therefore, that the ordinary domestic rate for 
coal, which exceeds the pre-war rate by only 15 per ce"~t., has been 
fixed as low as it reasonably can be on ordinary business principles, 
and is no more than sufficient, if it is sufficient, to cover the actual 
cost of transport. But if so, the considerations outlined in para
graph 59 have already come into play in fixing the ordinary domes
tic freight, for it is precisely such considerations which determin& 
what a fair commercial rate for a particular commodity is. When 
the ordinary rate is already very low, there is the less margin for 
further reductions. To the South African railways considered 
merely as a commercial concern, the extra traffic can hardly b& 
worth the very high price paid to obtain it. 

61. It may be that, as a purely railway proposition, it would b& 

O I b t t " 1 sound policy to make some reduction in th& 
n y a su s an la d" 1 "f· h I freight concession could or lnary coa rate I In t at way a arg& 

develop South Africa's export trade could be developed. But her& 
export coal trade. there are two difficulties, for, in the first 
place, it does not seem possi!Jle that in this way the sacrifice of half 
the freight could be justified, and, in the second place, unless the
freight concession were very large, South African coal could not 
compete in the markets of southern and eastern Asia. 

This will be evident from the following table which compares the 
charges which at present have to be met on South African Coal 
before it reaches Bombay, with those which would be incurred if" 
the rebate were withdrawn. 

Present charges Charges per ton 
if the rebate per ton. were withdrawn. 

£ s. d. £ 8. d. 
Rail freight 0 6 St 012 7 

Port charges in South Africa 

I 
0 1 2t ·0 1 2! 

Sea fl"eight o 10 0 011 3· 

: I Other charges (estimated) 0 1 0 0 1 or 
I 
! o 18 6 1 6 ot 

• 'Ve have estimated that the bunker coal carried at the export rate is 
one-fifth of the coal exported from South Africa. The differenOB between 
the domestic rate and the export rate is 6s. 3ld. a ton and one-fifth of. 
this sum is Is. 3d. It is assumed in the table that the sea freight from
South Africa is reduced to this extent. 

t The "other charges" are not known precisely but can hardly be lesr 
than Is. a tOil. 
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It will he [<f'f'n that :Natal coal would have to bf'ar chargf's aggre
J!'atinl!' £1-6-0 a ton, whereas the c.i.f .. price of Natal coal is about 
Be. 18 or £1-7-0 a ton. However cheaply coal can be mined in 
South Africa, it certainly ('~uld not be raised at Is, a tou. It is 
('l"idl'nt that, without a very substantial reduction in the transport 
(·har.!-!es, South African coal could not come on the Bombay market 
at all. The inference to be drawn is that the extent of the freight 
concf'ssions to export coal has been determined not by the revenue 
which the railways could afford to give up, but by the assistance 
the f'xport coal trade required if it was to sell freely in India and 
the Far East. 

62. It is of course impossible in this enquiry to ascertain exactly 
So hAt· ba how the finances of the South African rail-

en e::.ort ~i:trodn~ ways are aHeeted ~y the rebate. on export 
in the intereste of the coal, or to determme the motlves under
ooaI i~dDStry I'IIIther than lying the action taken. But thf're is clear 
!:il!~f traffic tn the f'vidence that the development of a large 

export trade in coal is the deliberately 
adoptf'd policy of the South African Government, who in 1920 set 
up a Commission to investigate the possibilities of the ~xport trade 
and to devise measures for its expansion. The CoInmission sub
mitted its report in 1921 and recommended inter alia that export 
(:oal should be graded and steps taken to obviate the risk of spon
taneous ignition which had hampered the trade in the past. Effect 
was ginn to the proposals of the Commission in' the Coal Act of 
1922 which set up a Grading Board and prohibited the export of 
ungraded coal. The rebate on export coal, it is true, was first paid 
6enral years before the Commission was appointed and is not 
('overed by their recommendations, but it is nevertheless an integral 
part of the same policy. The evidence points to the conclusion 
that it is granted not as a mere matter of railway economics, but 
31so on commercial and industrial grounds, by an authority which 
takes a broad view and considers the national interests as a whole. 
Mr. Ginwala has drawn attention to the fact that the railways and 
harbours of South Africa are under the control of a unified adminis
tration behind which stands the Union Government, .and it is 
obvious that in these circumstances' railway rates can be 
adjusted in order t~ facilitate the attaininent of what are held to' 
be important national ends. It is impossible to determine the 
lowest freight at which a South. African railway administration 
'Working the lines for the profit of its shareholders would carry 
.export coal, but in our view the evidence justifies the conclusion 
that the adjustment of railway freights so that on export and 
'hunker coal together the freight is little more than half of what 
would be charged if the coal were intended for internal consump
tion, is a measure deliberately taken as a means for developing the 
Coal industry, and not primarily as a means of securing additional 
traffic for the railways. . 
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63. Our finding as regards the competition of South African 
coal is that the export trade does in fact 

So!~t01fric~~u~~al n~~ receive speci~l assist3:nce ,in the form of 
less than Re. 1-8-0 a tAlu. a rebate of raIlway freIght; and that although 

part of the difference between the export 
r~te and t~e. dome~ti.c rate can be. justified on the ground that, 
dll'ectl.y or mdll'ectly, It pays the raIlways to make the reduction, 
~here IS a balance which cannot be explained in this way and must 
be regarded as a bounty. The extent of the subsidization cannot 
be gauged exactly, though we have given reasons for believing 
that 58. 7td. a ton is a maximum figure. For practical purposes, 
however, it is not important to ascertain precisely what tlie amount 
may be. It was explained in paragraph 35 that an increase in the 
duty on coal from 8 annas to Rs. 2 a ton would do all for the industry 
that protection can do,· and we think that the export bounty received 
by South African coal cannot be less than 28. 3d. which is the equi
valent of Re. 1-8. The issue must therefore be faced whether 
a countervailing duty of Re. 1-8 a ton should be placed on coal 
imported from South Africa; 

64. It is held in some countries that as soon as the existence 

The existence of a 
bounty does not of itself 
justify the imposition of 
a countervailing duty. 

of a bounty is established, a duty should 
automatically be imposed, and that it is need
less to make any further enquiry. Thus the 
Tarifi laws of the United States of America· 
and the Dominion of Canada declare that 

countervailing duties shall be levied if unfair competition exists~ 
whereas the Japanese, Australian, New Zealand and South African 
laws, and section 8A of the Indian Tariff Act, merely confer a 
discretionary power on the executive Government and provide that 
in certain circumstances such duties may be levied. In the latter 
countries it is generally provided that injury or detriment to a 
home industry must be established before action can be taken, and 
it follows, of course, that the imposition of the duty is not automatic 
but involves an enqUlry into matters other than the payment of 
bounties. In India, where the power conferred by the Legislature 
is purely discretionary, and the law lays down no special conditions 
other than the payment of bounties, direct or indirect, it seems to-

• us that it ought to be exercised in general accordance with the policy 
of discriminating protection approved by Government and by the 
Legislature. In countries such as Australia, 'Where a strongly pro
tectionist policy has been followed for many years, action may often 
be taken as soon as a prima facie case of unfair competition and con
sequent injury to industries is made out. But it does not follow 
in the least that India, where the economic policy is different, should 
adopt the same course. We do not suggest that the issue should be 
decided on abstract grounds or by any rigid application of the condi
tions bv which requests for protection are ordinarily judged. But 
we hold that there are several points to be examined before the 

• Fordney McComber Tariff Act, 1922, section 303. 
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authoritv competent to impose a countervailing duty under the· 
Indian taw decides to take action. 

65. Since the war action has seyeral times been taken in th~ 
Procedure. for eaf. l'nited Kingdom to safeguard industries, 

g;tarding ~dUlltrie8 in the which suffer from unfair competition, and it 
UnIted KIDgdom. may be worth while to explain wh.at th~ 
points are which are investigated before a decision is reached, for 
they offer valuable guidance as to the circumstances relevant in an 
enquiry into unfair competition. Part II of the Safeguarding of 
Industries Act gives power to the Boarq of Trade to impose a duty 
(subject to confirmation by a Resolution of tlie House of Commons), 
and lays down the procedure to be followed. It will not be neces
sary, however, to examine the provisions of the Act in detail, for 
the enquiries held since February 1925 have been conducted, not 
under the provisions of the Statute, but under executive order. 
Each industry that applies is the subject of a separate enquiry by 
a Committee, and if the Committee recommends a duty, or an 
additional duty, and the Government agrees, the proposal is em· 
bodied in a Finance Bill and passed through Parliament before it 
becomes effective. The procedure to be followed is laid down in 9. 

'Vhite Paper (see Appendix IX), and it will suffice to note here the 
important points. Before the Board of Trade can order an enquirv 
it must be of opinion- • 

(a) that the industry is of substantial importance, 
(b) that there is prima facie evidence that the competition 

of foreign imports is exceptional f and . 
(c) that employment in the United Kingdom is seriously affect-

ed by the competition. 
The applicant industry must also show that there are reasons for 
considering the competition unfair. The Board can refuse an en
quiry, irrespective of other conditions, if they are of opinion that 
the industry is not carried on with reasonable efficiency and economy; 
or that the imposition of a duty would exert a seriously adverse 
llffect on employment in other industries. Out of 34 applications 
for enquiries made since the White Paper was published the Board 
has already refused 13. The Committee appointed to make !In en
quiry must report ou the following points:-

(1) Whether the industry is of substantial importance. 
(2) Whether the foreign goods are being imported in abnorma! 

quantities. 
(3) Whether the foreign goods are being sold at prices below 

the cost of manufacture in the United Kingdom. 
(4) Whether employment in the industry is seriously affected 

by the sale of the foreign goods. 
(5) Where the competition is unfair, under any of the follow·. 

ing heads:-
(a) Depreciation of currency, 
(b) Subsidies or bounties, 
(c) Inferior conditions as regards labol1T. 
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(6) Whether the industry is being carried on with reasonable 
efficiency and economy. 

(7) Whether the imposition of a duty would exert a seriously 
adverse effect on employment in any other industry. 

(8) Whether a claim to a duty has been established. 
It will be seen that unfair competition must be established before 
,a duty can be imposed, but it is only one out of several points to be 
-investigated. We do not suggest that countervailing duties should 
·never be imposed JJnless every one of the conditions is satisfied, but 
-we hold that all the relevant circumstances require examination 
'-before a decision is reached. 

66. In the United Kingdom the effect of a countervailing duty 
- upon other industries is always examined, 

Duty on. South A!r~can and if it is likely to prejudice them seriously, 
.(lOM not lIkely to Injure h 1" f d b f d industries in India t e app lcatlOn or a uty may e re use . 

. In India a duty of Re. 1-8 a ton on South 
African coal is not likely to handicap any industry materially, for 
-though the price of South African coal might be raised by the full 
.amount of the duty, the price of Indian coal would not I!0 up by 
;more than 12 annas a ton, and even this small increase IS doubt
ful for the possibility of importing from the United Kingdom and 

.-other countries might keep the price down. We do not apprehend 
that the duty would inflict serious injury on industries in Bombay, 
-and though at the present time any increase in industrial costs in 
that city is to be deprecated, we do not consider that a valid objec
-tion to the duty can be based on that ground. There are, however, 
-other aspects of the case to be considered. 

67. A committee aJ?pointed by ~he .Board of Trade to enquire 
Success of South Afri- mto an apphcatIon for a duty would have 

.can COM not due entirely to report whether the imported goods were 
~ the bounty. being sold at prices below the cost of manu
facture in the United Kingdom. The question in this precise form 
f8 hardly applicable in our enquiry but it will serve to draw atten
tion to a relevant point. South African coal is not being sold in 
Bombay at a price which is lower than the price at which Indian 
coal of the same quality would sell if its price were regulated solely 
by internal competition. The best Jharia coal, it is claimed, is as 
good as Natal coal which sells at Rs. 18 a ton c.i.f. Bombay, whereas 
internal competition would keep the price of the best Jharia 
coal at about Rs. 17 a ton. We cannot ignore the fact that the 
-reductions in railway freight which South .african coal enjoys would 
not have sufficed to displace Indian coal in Bombay and Sind had 
-consumers been satisned which the Indian coal they were receiving. 
It is not, therefore, the bounty alone which has led to a decrease in 
ihe sales of Indian coal in certain markets, but the bounty combined 
with the unsatisfactory quality and condition of Indian supplies in 
the past. An industry, which is itself partly responsible for the 
injury it has suffered, has not the same claim to protection against 
-unfair competition, as an industry that is blameless, and it is no 
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doubt for this reason that Committees ill the United Kingdom must 
report whether the industry is conducted with reasonable efficiency 
and economy. 

68. Two other points which are specially investigated in the 
Extent to which the United Kin~do~ are (a) ~hether the foreig~ 

aales of Indian coal would goods are beIng Imported In abnormal quantI· 
probably inc~ase if a ties, and (b) whether employment in the 
doty were Imposed on dome~tic industry is seriously affected. 
Sooth AfriCAn coal. B h .. d . h h t' ot POInts are concerne WIt t e ques \lon 
whether tha injury resulting from the unfair competition is serious . 

. The imports of South African coal into Bombay and Sind are not 
more than 260,000 tons a year which is less than 2 per cent. of the 
coal output in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, and the quantities are 
abnormal only in the sense, that, if the export trade received no 
special assistance, they would be even smaller. .It is not correct, 
morl.'over, to assume that the benefit the Coal industry would reap 
froIll a countl.'rvailing duty can be measured by the quantity of coal 
imported from South Africa. We have estimated (paragraphs 21 
and 50) that a duty on all imported coal could not increase the sales 
of Bengal and Bihar coal by more than 300,000 tons and that an 
incrl.'ase of not less than 100,000 tons is probable in any case, as a 
rl.'sult of the new rebates and the grading of shipment coal. South 
African coal is about two·thirds of the total imports, so that the 
maximum increase to be expected in the sales of· Indian coal is 
200,000 tons, or, if the increase in sales which is probable in any 
case be deducted, about 133,000 tons. But there is another factor 
to be taken into account. An additional duty on South African 
coal might result in increased sales not only of Indian coal but also 
of coal imported from other countries, and particularly from the 
United Kingdom. It is evident from their proposals that both the 
Mining Federation and the Mining Association hold this view, and 
on a matter of this kind their opinion is weighty. Some deduction 
must be made on this account, and we are unable to put the increase 
in the demand for Indian coal resulting from an additional duty on 
South African coal at a higher figure than 100,000 tons, which is less 
than 1 per cent. of the output of the Bengal and Bihar coal fields. 
It is obvious that such a duty can do little to diminish unemploy. 
ml.'nt or to -keep mines open which otherwise might close down. 

69. To sum up, it can be urged in support of a countervailing 
Countervailing doty .du.ty on South .A!rican coal tllat its ex.port 

on Sooth African coal IS m effect subSIdIsed by the South AfrIcan 
not recommended. Government, and that the duty would not 
seriously prejudice any Ind,ian industry. On the other sidp. we have 
shewn that no additional duty would be necessary to keep South 
African coal out of Bombay and Sind if Indian coal could command . 
the price to which its merits entitled it, that without the aid of an 
additional duty Indian coal has gradually been recovering its old 
position in these markets, .and is likely to do so more rapidly in the 
future now that the transport charges nave oeen reducea and ship. 
ment coal is graded, and that the imposition of the duty would not 
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incr~ase the sales of Indian coal by more than abaut 100,000 tons. 
In VIew of these fact~ we are unable to recommend the imposition of 
a duty on South AfrlCan coal, and the measures already taken, viz., 
the rebate of railway freight and port charges, will, we believe, 
~nable the industry before long to supply as large a proportion of 
the demand at Bombay and in Sind as it did in 1910 and 1911 when 
the imports of South African coal were negligible. The adjustment 
of the railway freights in South Africa with the object 
of fostering the export trade in coal is not in our opinion a sufficient 
reason for attempting to shut out South African coal completely 
from the Indian market. It would be possible in this way to inflict 
some injury on South African trade, but protective duties "are impos.: 
~d not to injure the industries of other nations, but in order to bene
fit the industries of the country im'posing them. The advantaO'e to 
the Indian coal industry of imposmg an additional duty on South 
~fri.can coal would be almost inappreciable, and insufficient to 
Justlfy the measure proposed. . 

70. On broader grounds we hold strongly that it is idle to seek to 
Protective duties in. restore prosperity to the Doal industry by 

~ppropriate to the coal means of protective duties. The one cure for 
IDdustry. its difficulties is a substantial increase in the 
(Iemand such as might result from rapid industrial development in 
Indja or the recapture of the export markets, and no such increase is 
conceivable unless every step is taken to make coal cheap. A protec
tive duty on coal is open to greater objection than a similar duty on 
any other commodity in industrial use, because an increase in its 
price is reflected in the higher costs of all other industries. It is no 
less true that of all in~ustries the Coal industry is least able to 
benefit from a protective duty, for it cannot flourish alone, but can 
·develop only in proportion to the general industrial development of 
the country. The imp-osition of a duty on South .african coal would 
arouse hopes and create expectations that in the nature of the case 
(Jannot be realized, and would be of no service to the industry in 
those external markets sucli as Ceylon and the Straits Settlements, 
where the competition of Souili African coal is more formidable than 
in Bombay and Sind. The need for defensive measures against 
unfair competition from abroad must depend largely on the extent 
of the injury inflicted on domestic inaustries, and the greater the 
injury, the more important it becomes to devise a remedy. But a 
protective duty is not the only weapon which can be used, and often 
not the most effective. Th.e imports of South African coal into 
India are comparatively small, but the quantities sold in the external 
mal'kets are very much larger, and it is there that the coal industry 
has suffered mo~t seriously. When it is a question whether unfair 
competition should be countered bv such a dutv, the true criterion 
to apply is not the extent of the injury su:!Jered {rom the competition 
but the advantage to be derived from the duty. n it be the case 
that the bounty on South African coal is the main l'eason for the 
loss of the export markets,.and if the measures already taken do not 
lea~ to their recovery, then a new is~ue would arise which might 
<lemand investigation. But the question of the export trade is not 
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before us, and we have I'eferred to it only in order to explain why 
we cannot regard South African competition in external markets as 
a reason for imposing a countervailing duty on South African coal 
imported into India. 

71. In bringing this Report to a close we must allude briefly to 
. .. . one more aspect of the case. Protective 

. Posslbl!lty of ~etaha. duties, for whatever reason imposed, may 
tlOn by South Africa. I d l' . b h . ea to reta latory actIOn y t e countrIes 
aiIected, and a duty which applies only to imports from Ii. particular 
country is specially likely to produce this result. In such a case it 
may be necessary to consider whether the aggrieved country will be 
inclined to retaliate and whether it can retaliate successfully. On 
the first point, the probability of retaliation by South Africa, if an 
additional duty is placed on South African coal, we find it difficult 
to oiIer any opinion, for there are political and psychologica~ consi
derations lDvolved which are outside our scope. Something may, 
however, be said on the question whether South Africa could reta
liate successfully. According to the Trade Returns the value of the 
Indian exports to South Africa and to Portuguese East Africa· in 
19~4-25 was Rs. 376 lakhs and the most important items are:-

To So"tb Africa. 
Rs,lakbs. 

To POl'toguese 
East Africa. 
Rs.lakhs. 

Jute manufactures 119·9 48·7 
Rice . .. 52'4 9·9 
Cotton manufactures 5·4 29'5 

Apart from coal South Africa exports to India almost nothing except 
gold which is clearly on a diiIerent footing from other merchandise. 
It does not seem likely that South Africa would levy a retaliatory 
duty on j~teJ but the case of ~i~e and cott.on goods is not so clear. 
If the dutIes on these commodItIes were raIsed, a large share of the 
burden would fall on the Indian population of the Union, and 
especially those who have settled down as small traders and maliu
facturel's, and the duty on cotton goods might be detrimental to 
Bombay's export trade. It cannot be ~aid that the South African 
Government would find it impossible to retaliate if it judged such 
action expedient, or that the retaliation would not 'be eiIective. If 
there be any risk thit South Africa might in this way counter an 
additional duty on South African coal, it inevitably strengthens 
the objection toa measure from which India stands to benefit so 
little. 

72. Our findings regarding the proposed. duty on South Af:rican 
The Board's findings coal may be summansed as follows:-

regarding the proposed 
duty on South Af,rican ' 
coal. 

(1) On the South African. railways coal for bunke.ring and 
export is carried at a rate which is lower by 58. 'Ttd. a 
ton than the domestic rate for the same distance. 

* We have included the exports to Portuguese East Africa because part of 
-them, though not all, must eventually reach the Transvaal throu~h Delagoa 
}lay. " .• 1 
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(2) Some reduction as compared with the domestic rate could 
be justified on the ground that, directly or indirectly, 
the railways gained from the increase in traffic, but it is
not possible in this way to explain a reduction of about 
45 per cent. 

(3) The freight concessions to the export coal and part of the 
bunker coal are integral parts of a policy which aims at 
the development of a large export trade, and were 
granted not merely in order to increase the railway 
traffic but also in fhe interests of tlie Coal industry. 
Special assistance of tliis kind is equivalent to a bounty 
on export and must be regarded as unfair competition. 

(4) The exact amount of the bounty cannot be determined but 
it is not more than 58. 7id. nor less than 28. 3d. a ton. 

(5) An additional duty of Re. 1-8 a ton on South African coal 
would suffice to give the Indian Coal inaustry all the
benefit it could derive from a duty of this kind. 

(6) It is doubtful whether the price of Indian coal in Bombay 
and Karachi would rise at all as a result of the duty, but 
the increase (if any) woul"d not be more tllan 12 annas a 
ton. There would be no increase elsewhere. 

(7) A duty on South African coal would not add appreciably to. 
the costs of any Indian industry. 

(8) The invasion of the Inaian marKets by South African coal 
is not due to the bounty alone but also to the unsatis
factory quality and condition of the Indian coal sent t" 
Bombay and Sind in recent years. Part of the respon
sibility for the latter factor rests on the shoulders of the
Coal industry in Bengal and Bihar. 

(9) The increase in the sales of Indian coal in Bombay and Sind 
resulting from the duty would not exceed 100,000 tons
a year when allowance is made for the coal re-exported r 

the llrobable increased imports from other countries, and 
the mcrease which is probable even without protection. 

(10) A duty on South African coal woulq do little to diminish 
employment or to prevent the shutting down of 
mines .. 

(11) The competition of South African coal has been felt not 
only in Bombay and Sind, but· also in Ceylon and the 
Far East, and the loss of the latter markets is a mucn 
more serious matter tllan any injury suffered in the 
former. The imposition of a countervailing duty On 
Soutli African coal will do nothing to help the Coal 
industry where help is most neeaed. 

(12) A duty on South Afri~an coal migllt provoke retaliatory 
measures, and the possibility of effective retaliation by 
the South African Government cannot be excludea. 

(18) In all the circumstances of the case it is inadvisable to 
impose a countervailing duty on South African coal. 
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73. Our r.olleague, Mr. Ginwala, concurs substantially in the 
. . findings numbered 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in 

lIyor:;r.~~o$ aignecI parag:aph ~2, ~ut ~e consi~ers ~hat while 
there IS no Justification for ImpOSing a pro

tective duty on imported coal generally, it is desirable that a 
countervailing duty of Rs. 1-8-0 a ton should be imposed on South 
African coal. His reasons for rejecting the proposal for a protective 
.duty on all imported coal are not identical with ours, and for this 
reason he has preferred to record his views in a Minority Report 
rather than in a Minute of Dissent. For this reason he does not 
ilign this Report. 

c. B. B. CLEE-Secretary, 

14th April 1926. 

G. RAINY-President. 

J. MATTHAI-Member. 
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MINORITY REPORT. 

CHAPTER I. 

Reasons for dissenting from the Majority Report. 
I regret the circumstances which have made it necessary for me 

to write a dissenting report, for on many 
.:Agreement ~th Majo- essential points my colleagues and I are 

nty on essentlal facts;· b t· I All 
difference of opinion as m su stan Ill: agreem~nt. of us. agree 
~egards recommendations. that the IndIan Coal mdustry has failed to 

establish any case for protection on general 
grounds although my reasons for rejecting the proposal for a protec
tive duty on al:l imported coal are not those urged in the Majority 
Report. 

2. In my opinion, the competition with Indian coal of the coal 

E cl
· f . imported from countries other than South 

I OBlon 0 competi. Af· II f l·ttl 'd t· Th tion from other countries. __ rlca ca s or I e conSI era Ion. e 
three other countries from which coal is im

ported are Great Britain, Xustralia and Japan. The imports from 
the two latter are negligible and, while those from Great Britain 
reached a high figure in 1921 and 1922, owing to the abnormal condi
tions then obtaining, they fell to the pre-war figure immediately 
these conditionA disappeared. Even if these imports had been much 
heavier, I should still have excluded them from my proposals for 
the simple reason that the bulk of the coal imported from the 
United Kingdom is of a kind and quality different and superior,. 
against which the best Indian coal cannot reasonably expect to 
compete. The exclusion is on the analogy of the Steel industry 
in which, for instanre, we confined ollr recommendations to those· 
classes of steel which could be manufactured in India out of Indian 
ore. In substance, the exclusion is based upon the argument that 
no competition does, in fact, exist between the coal from the 
United Kingdom and Indian coal, each being in a separate category, 
and that there is room in the country for tliis kind of coal which 
it needs but cannot produce. 

3. In connection with the competition of South African coal 
. .. we hav~ reached by somewliat different 

C~mpetltlon With South roads, the same or similar conclusions on the 
Afrlcan coal. . f hit f t M most Important 0 t e re evan ac s. . y 
collea.gues have come to the following findings· which. as far as 
they go and except as to the amount of the bounty, I accept as 
substantially representing my own views:-

(1) On the South African railways coal for bunkering and 
export is carried at a rate which i~ lower by 58. 7td. t 
a ton than the domestic rate for the same distance . 

(2) • • • • • 
• Paragraph 72 of the Majority Report. 
t My estimate of the rate is 78. 6d. per ton. 
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(3) The freight concessions to the export coal and part of the 
bunker coal are integral parts of a policy which aims 
at the development of a large export trade, and were 
granted not merely in order to increase the railway 
traffic but also in the interests 01 the Coal industry. 
Special assistance of this find is equiva'lent to a bounty 
on export and must be regarded as unfair competition. 

(4) The exact amount of the bounty cannot be determined 
but it is not more than 58. 7td.- nor less than 28. 3d. 
a ton. 

(5) An additional duty o£ Rs. 1-8-0 a ton on South African 
coal would suffice to give the Inaian coal industry aM. 
the benefit it could derive from a duty of. this kind. 

(6) It is doubtful whether the price of Indian coal in Bombay 
and Karachi would rise at aU as a result of the duty but 
the increase (if any) would not be more than 12 annas 
a ton. There wouid be no increase elsewhere. 

(7) A duty on South African coal would not add appreciably 
to the costs of any Indian industry. 

My colleagues say "In India .. .. where the law" 
(that is to say, section 8A of the Indian Tariff Act, 1894) "lays 
down no special conditions other than the payment of bounties ... 
direct or indirect, it seems to us that it ought to be exercisea in 
genera!l accordance with the policy of discriminating protection 
approved by Government and by the J.egislature."t ThIS, in sub
stance, is the principle which I also think ought to govern our 
deliherations. The application of this principle to the .above 
findings has led me to the conclusion that I must aavise the Govern
ment of India that a case has been made out for the exercise of 
its powers under section 8A of the Indian Tariff Act in the national 
interest, and for the imposition thereunder of a countervailing 
duty of Rs. 1-8-0 per ton on all South African coaH entering Inaia. 
My colleagues, however, have come to the opposite conclusion. 

Difference in methods 
of approach-main C8l1l18 
of disagreement. 

4. The main cause of this difference of 
opinion is, I think, to bEdoundin the differ
ence in our methO'ds of approaching the 
subject. My colleagues sayt 

" Since the war action has several times been taken in the 
United Kingdom to safeguard industries. which suffer 
from unfair competition, and it may be worili while to 
explain what the points are which are investigated before 
a decision is reached, for they offer valuable guidance as 
to the circumstances relevant in an enquiry into unfair 
competition ". 

• 7s. 6d. according to my view. 
t Paragraph 64 of the Majority Report. 
l Paragraph 65 of the MajorIty Report. 
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After laying down the principle that the Governor General in 
Council should exercise the power conferred upon him "in 
accordance with tlie policy of djscriminating protection approved 
by the Government and the Legis1ature ", they proceed to discuss 
the circumstances under which the Board of Trade in the United 
Kingdom would order an enquiry· and the conditions 1aid down 
for the guidance of a special committee it appointed. They then 
test the claim of the Indian COall industry by reference to these 
conditionst and come to the conclusion that they must reject the 
claim of the applicants for a countervailing duty. I must wholly 
dissent from this method of approacht. It is likely to lead, in 
my opinion, to wrong conclusions for it seems to me to recognize
no real distinction between the fiscal system of India, which em
bodies the policy of discriminating protection, and that of Great 
Britain, which is avowedly based on Fre£- Trade. Holding this
view I had no other alternative than to attempt, in the following
pages, an investigation of the question referred to us and to arrive
at a decision upon it in accordance with the principles by which,. 
having regard to our fiscal system, this Board, in my opinion, ought 
to be g-uided in its delioerations. 

5. I would like to expilain that for the sake of simplicity I have 
taken first class Jharia coal as typical of 

Ezplanatioa. Indian coall, and Natal as typical of South 
African coal. Unless the context otherwise 

suggests, the arguments based on facts relating to _ these two com
peting species of coals are intended, 'lTllUtatis mutaniZis, to be appili
cable to all first class Indian coal and South African coal. 

Further, the use of the term ' export' has presented some diffi. 
culty. Its use with reference to the despatch by sea of cOllil from 
one Indian port to another is inaccurate, strictly speaking, but it 
is convenient, and has the authority of the Coal Committee ana. the 
Coal Grading Act. As regards f;outh Africa, the term is used 
mainly with reference to the markets of the East and the Far East. 

6. I am very much ina.~bteil to our Secretary, Mr. Clee, for the 
Aclmowled ents. very great care and attention with which 

gm he has checked aliI the figures and for many 
suggestions from which, I am sure, I have ilerived benefit. . 

• Paragraph 65 of the Majority Report. 
t Paragraphs 66 67, 68 of the Majority Report. 
l For a further discussion of this aspect of the case see paragraphs 19, 2() 

and 22 of this Report. 
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CHAPTER II. 

Success of South African coal mainly a result of 
bounties. 

53 

7. In a separate note I have estimated the extent of the injury 
in1l.icted on the Indian Coal industry by 

Summary of the COD- tne competition of South African coal a~d 
elusions arrived at in the have discussed the causes of the rapId 
leparate DOte. growth of South Africa's export trade. It 

is sufficient here briefly to summarise the 
conclusions arrived at therein. 

(1) Indian coal has lost to South African coal, markets aggre
gating 850,000 tons a year of which 300,000 tons IS in 
Bombay and Sind, 250,000 tons in Ceylon and 300,000 
tons in the Far East. In the Far East and in Aden and 
the Red Sea, South Africa has captured markets which 
India never held amounting in the aggregate to 
550,000 tons. If the export of South African coal had 
not been stimulated by Government action, India might 
possibly have captured a half share in these markets. 
The total loss to the Inrlian Coal industry, owing to the 
competition of South African coal, is 1,125,000 tons a 
year. 

(2) The success of South African coal cannot be explained by 
causes which usua!lly operate in such cases, e.g., a 
shorter distance from the collieries to the ports, or from 
the ports to the overseas markets, lower raising costs, or 
the mtrinsic superiority of the coall produced. 

(3) The capture and retention of the overseas markets by South 
African coal has been facilitated by the unsatisfactory 
quality of much of the Indian coal shipped to these 
markets, by the embargo on the export of Indian coal 
during 1921 and 1922, by the rise of the rupee sterling 
exchange from Is. 4d. til Is. 6d. in 1924, and by a lower 
pithead price from the middle of 1922 to the middlle of 
1925. All these factors, however, are su!>sidiary and by 
themselves cou1ld not have brought about the growth in 
the exports of South African coal which has actually 
occurred. 

(4) The principal cause of the success of South African coal is 
to be found in the rebates of railway freight grante~ by 
the South African. railways. The rebate of freight on 
cOall exportea is equivalent to a bounty of 68. 31d. a ton 
and the rebate of freight on the coal bunkered by ships 
carrying export coal is equivaiJ.ent to an additional 
bounty of 18. 3d. a ton, which may be regardea as a 
subsidy on sea freights. The total amount of the bounty 
is 78. 6td. a ton, i.e., Rs. 5 a ton. 
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The bounty is a part of a policy deliberately adopted by the 
South African Government to promote the development 
of an export trade in coal, and the success of South. 
African coal has been gained at the expense of India 
which·is its chief rival in most of its export markets. 

8. My colleagues do not, I think, dissent in substance from any 
Bounty. of these 'Jonclusions as to the amount of th"e 

bounty. They' have expressed no opinion, 
however, as to the extent of the injury inflicted on the Coal indus
try by the loss of the export market~, and do not consider that it 
should affect the decision as to the imposition of a countervailinlY' 
duty. On this point I shall have bOlllething to say later. It ~ifi 
be desirable, however, that at this stage I should explain my reasons. 
for putting the amount of the bounty at a higher fi~ure than my 

colleagues do, and refer briefly to rertain points on WliiCh I go some
what further than they are prepared to go. 

9. The assistance given by the South African l'ailways to the 
The amount of the e1xport . of coatI tihs , 7 sfi' 6d. a

b 
ton: MYd col-

bounty eagues accep IS gure, ut In or er to 
. arrive at t-he Lounty, they deduct the gain to 

the railway revenues arising from the fact that, for every ton of coal 
exported, four-fifths of. a' ton of bunker coal is carried at a rate 
higher by 28. 5d. a ton than the domestic rate. On this ground 
they consider that the bounty should be taken at 58. 7td. a ton. 
I am unable to assent. to their conclusion. In my view the correct 
measure of the bounty is not the revenue sacrificed by the South 
African railways on the coal traffic fii'l a whole, but the assistance 
which the coal exported actually received. In order to justify the 
reduction of the bounty by Is. 11(1. a ton it would have to be shown 
that there is a direct connection he tween the higher rate on bunker 
coal and the export rebate, and that the one is intended as a counter
poise to the other. It seems to I'le that the existence of this con
nection is a matter rather of inference and surmise than of definite 
proof, and for this reason my view is that the bounty must be 
taken as 78. 6d. a ton. 

10. It has been questioned whether the rebates are in fact a 
. bounty or whether they are merely reduc-

R~bates are nothing bat tions of railway freights, granted on ordi-
• direct bounty. b" . 1 f tt t' nary usm-ess prmCl p es or a rac m/!, or 
creating export traffic in cowl. Of many possible objections to 
the ~atter view, I shall mention the two most serious. The domestic 
coal freight is already lower than the specially low freights on 
certain commodities the export of which is intended to be stimulated, 
except the rates on iron ore and maize for certain distances. * This 
shows that the domestic coal freight is fixed as low as the Rai~way 
Administration can reasonably afford, and that there can be no 
further room for its reduction on business principles. Secolldly, 
the sacrifice of 78. 6td. out.of a total freight of 128. 711. on every 

* See paragraph 25. of my non. 
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ton of export coal carried, is far too great to be justified on any 
husiness principles. I have no hesitation in coming to the conclu
sion that the whole of the difference between the domestic and ·the 
export freight charges is a direct bounty on export, which is being 
paid through the Railway Administration by the South African 
Government for stimulating the export of coal. The Report of 
the South African Coal Commission leaves very little !'Oom for 
doubt that this payment is part of a deliberate policy adopted 
by a national Government to promote the interests of the Coal in
dustry as a national asset, and that it has little or nothing to do 
with the encouragement or creation of additionail railway traffic 
u a business proposition. On the total exports, in I'ound figures, of 
1~ million tons the State sacrifices something over a half million 
pounds sterling per annum in the furtherance of this policy. 

ll. The (ornparison between the South African and Indian nett 

8 h Am f
· h export freights at various periods, which I 

out can relg ta h d' t' d £ deliberateiT approximat- ave rna e III my no e, glves groun or 
ed to IndIan freights. thinking that the South African freights 

have been so fixed as to enable the South 
African coal to compete against Indian coal ill the export markets, 
The reasons for this action are fairly obvious. South Africa re .. 
gards India and the Far East as its ' natural oversea markets'. 
In these markets the Indian coa'l is its principal rival. The cost 
of transport is an essential and perhaps the most important factor 
in the export price of coal. This cost must ordinarily depend 
upon the distance of the collieries to the ports and from the ports to 
the markets. In this re<pect, South African coal suffers from a 
natural aisadvantage in its competition against Indian coal*. If 
.South African coal is to compete successfully against Indian coal, 
the first step to take is to remove this disadvantage and bridge the 
difference in the cost of railway transport between colliery and 
port of South African and of Indian coal. The natural way of 
accomplishing this object was to reauce the nett railway export 
freig-hts by means of rebates and keep the amount in the neighbour
hood of nett Indian export freig~ts. Whilst this was the position 
as regards the nett export freights. the ton mile rate between 1921 
and 1925 was, in fact, lower than the Indian rate. Since the Coal 
Committee's Report, the ton mile rates have been equalized (see· 
Chapter III of my note). The disadvantage under which South. 
African coallaboul'ed, owing to its greater distances from its export 
markets, how-evel', called for a further remedy, and in consequence 
Ilea freights have been subsidized to the extent of ·ls. 3d. per ton 
and the hardship partly removed. 

12. One fact of outstanding importance has now been estab
lished beyond any reasonable doubt, and 

South .African coal c:an- that is that South African coal, unaided by 
not. compet,e BgaIDBt a bountv on export and left to its own eco-
Indian coal WIthout bOUD' .' • 
ty. nomIC resources, can never ('ompete agamst 

Indian coal in any Indian or Eastern market 
• See paragraph 9 of my note, 
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except at a Iloss which would reduce the export pithead price almost 
to vanishing point. This wil:l be evident if the charges which 
South African coal has to meet before it reaches the Bombay 
market are consi~ered. They are as follows:-

DomestIC railway freight 
Sea freight 
South African port charges 
Agents' commission, etc. 

8. d. 
12 7 
11 3 
, 2l 
1 0 

26 Of 

In the above table the rail freight has been taken as equal to the 
domestic freight, and the shipping subsidy (18. 3d. a ton) has been 
added to the sea freight actually payable. It win be seen that if 
the export trade in coal receives no assistance from the South 
African Government, the transport charges would amount to 26 
shillings a ton. The price of Natal coal, c.i.f. Bombay, in October 
or November, 1925, was in the neighbourhood of Rs. 18 a ton. 
This is the equivalent of 27 shiHings with the exchange at Is. 6d. 
and. wiU le~ve the exporter at the pithead Hld. per ton. It is 
needless to add that this is an impossible economic price, however 
low the South African raising cost may be. If, however, the factor 
of exchange is taken into account, tbe position of the South African 
exporter is still worse. In that case. for Rs. 18 he will get ut 
18. 4d. only 24 shillings, and if his h'ansport and incidental- charges 
are 268. Old. he must make a gHt to the Bombay consumer not 
only of the whole of his pithead price, but of an additional sum 
of 28. Old. with every ton of coal that he sells to him. 

13. In Chapter I of my note, I have explained the extensive 
injury done to the Indian coal industry both 

Success of South Afri· in the Indian and the external markets by :::i :t t!ude::ri:~:ti!~ the competition of South African coat It 
of quality of Indian coal remains to consider whether this result was 
or embargo on export. brought about solely by the bounty on ex-

port, or whether it was the effect of the 
combination of this bounty with th~ deterioration of the qU3ility 
of Indian coal and the embargo on the export of coal. The latter 
view is clearly erroneous in so far as it attributes equal importance 
to factors of widely different magnitude. Had there been no 
bounty, South African coal cou!}d not have competed successfully 
in any of the overseas markets. The embargo made it possible 
for SouthAlrican coa!l to capture temporarily tlie markets of Ceylon 
~nd the Far East but in the absence of a bounty they must have 
been recaptured by Indian coal as soon as the embargo was removed. 
The dissatisfaction with Indian coal facilitated the acquisition of 
the markE'ts in Bombay and Sind, and their retention in Ceylon 
and the Far East, but could do no more. In order that Routh 
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African coal might compete at all, a very heavy reduction in the' 
transport charges was necessary. It is for this reason I have laid' 
emphasis on the fact that, if the flounty were abolished, the price
for which Natal coal is sold in Bombay would leave the colliery 
owner less than a shi!lling a ton at the pithead, and if the exchange
went back to lB. 4d., would not even cover the transport charges. 
The facts, in my view, justify the statement that the bounty was the 
indispensable condition of success, and that all the otlier factor& 
were purely subsidiary. 
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CHAPTER III. 

Measures against unfair competition in other 
countries. 

14. It is now necessary to consider whether any, and if so, "What 
steps ought to be taken to protect the 

_ H~w unfai~ c:ompeti- Indian Coal industry against the competi-
tion 18 dealt Wlth ID other t' f S th Af . I Th- . h l'ountries IOn 0 ou ncan coa _ IS IS t e 

. first case in which the Board has been called 
upon to'deal with the protection of an industry injured by unfair 
'('lOmpetition from a rival subsidised by means of a bounty_ Other 
~ountries have dealt frequently with this kind of competition. In 
these circumstances, an examination of the course, which other 
countries similarly situated have adopted or might adopt, is of 
some assistance in arriving at a conclusion on this point, and I 
propose to undertake it as briefly as the circumstan('e~ of the case 
permit. I will then consider how far the recommendation by the 
Board of a similar course is expedient. 

15. Unfair competition began to engage the attention of many 

P 1 
'." countries more than fifty veal'S ago, in con-

re-war epIOlatlOD t' 'th th t (b t f d agaiDst unfair competi- nec IOn WI . e expor 0 oun y . e . s~lgar_ 
tiOD. Attempts were at first made by mdIVldual 

States to meet what was regarded as a serious 
economic evil by agreements among themselves, but such arrange
ments met with little success, and some countries took measures to 
prevent the entry of bounty fed sugar by the imposition of what 
have since been described as countervailing duties. The United 
States took the initiative in 1890 in this direction, was followed by 
India in 1899, when section SA of the Indian Tariff Act was en
acted, and by other countries during the next three or four ~ears. 
By the signing of the Brussels convention in 1902, practically all 
the important countries agreed to abolish the system of bounties 
within their own territories and, including Great Britain, definitely 
recognised the principle of the entire prohibition or penalization of 
the importation of bounty fed sugar. The convention remained in 
force until the termination of the war. 

16. During-what may be call~d the parly post-~ar years, there 
was a WIdespread economIC nervousness 

P,O 8 tow a r. legislatio!l which resulted in many c~untries in the 
.~alDst unfair competl- passing of legislative measures for the 
tUlD. protection of their home industries against 
unfair competition. The following may be mentioned among the 
principal countries which took such action:-

(1) United Kingdom (The Safeguarding of Industries Act, 
1921). . 

(2) United States of America (Tariff Act, 1922). 
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(3) Australia (Customs Tariff Industries Preservation Act, 
Anti-dumping, 1921). 

(4) Xew iealand (Tariff Law, 1921). 
(5) South Africa (Act XXXV of 1922, Customs and Excise 

Amendment Act XXIII of 1923). 
(6) Canada (Customs Tariff Act of 1907, as amended by Act 

of 1922). 
(7) X ewfoundland (Tariff Amendment Act, 1921). 
(8) Japan (Customs Tariff Law). 

An examination of these various measures shows that

Firstly, their principal object is the prevention of unfair com
petition and the injury thereby of a domestic industry. The com
petition is presumed to be unfair if it arises, inter alia, from any 
.one or from all of the following causes, viz.-

(a) Depreciated exchanges; 
(b) The selling of a commodity to the foreign consumer at a 

. lower price than to the· home consumer ordinarily 
called 'dumping.' 

(c) Direct bounties; 
(d) Indirect bounties in the form of subsidies or preferential 

railway or ocean freights. In the latter are also 
included freights at ballast rates. 

Secondly, in almost every case, the unfair competition arising 
from any of the causes mentioned above is intended to be met by 
the imposition of a duty or an additional duty approximately eqUI
valent to the advantage derived by the foreign as against the 
domestic commodity. Thus, in the case of a bounty, the counter
vailing duty would ordinarily be equivalent to the amount of the 
hounty paid. . 

Thirdly, the imposition of the duty is generally preceded by an 
enquiry conducted by such a body as the United States of America 
Tariff COlllmission, the Australian Tariff Board, or by a committee 
such as those appointed in the United Kingdom since :February, 
1925. 

17. In some countries mere proof of the existence of unfair 
competition is sufficient to justify action. 

Unlai~ . coml!etitio_ 'fhe imposition of additional duties is made 
we c:r1terion m lOme obligatory, almost automatic, for the law 
~tnes. prescribes that these duties shall be imposed 
if unfair competition exists. No arguments are drawn in support 
of the proposed measure from any economic doctrine, the under
lying idea being that injury is caused to a domestic industry by 
such unfair competition, and that in the national interest, such in
jury should be prevented. As examples of countries in which action 
under this single circumstance is taken I may mention Canada, and 

. where the unfair competition arises from the payment of a bounty, 
the United States. 

D 
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18. In other countries the imposition of additional duties is not 
automatic on mere proof of unfair competi-

Unfair ~mpetition at- tion. Considering the nU1l1erous occasions, 
tended. ~Y actual or pr~ however, on which the power has been 
~a31\ lDJury ~rt~:est~~ exercised and the number of articles (a mere 
~~h~: ~~tri~. list of which would fill many pages of this 

Report) on which the duties have been 
levied it is fairly clear that the power vested in the Governments 
of tho~e countries had been exercised, as if it was obligatory to do 
so. Unfair competition must in any case be established and it must 
be shown that injury or ' detriment may result' to some domestic 
industry by reason of such unfair competition. The fact that 
" detriment may thereby result" to a domestic industry is easily 
established, judging by the number of successful applications 
to which I have referred. Of some importance is the fact that no 
actual injury is to be proved and the probable injnry is not 
measnred in terms of tons, percentages, or ponnds, shillings and 
pence. If it was, we shonld not ordinarily find snch articles as 
artificial eyes, dental cement, typewriter ribbons and nnmerous 
other articles of comparatively little value or importance among 
the list of articles protected against nnfair competition. As 
examples of countries in which action is taken nnder the above 
conditions I wonld mention Sonth Africa, Australia and Japan. 

19. The case of the United Kingdom has been cited with two 

United Kingdom re
quires fulfilment of other 
conditions. 

objects principally in view. First that the 
payment of direct or indirect bonnties is 
regarded as constituting 'nnfair competi
tion' even in a conntry professing Free 

Trade. Secondly, to show that "unfair competition" has 
received such nniversal condemnation all an evil not to b", 
tolerated, that the United Kingdom, in spite of its policy of 
Free Trade, has not only found it necessary to depart from it. 
professed fiscal principles, but has apparently succeeded in recon
ciling a substantial section of public opinion to the view that wheM 
" unfair competition" exists measures can be taken to protect or 
" safegnard" indnstries against it withont detriment to those 
principles. The adoption by a Free Trade nation of the same 
defensive methods as are employed in Protectionist conntries is a 
highly significant fact. But beyond this there is little to be learnt 
from the example of Great Britain by countries which have adopted 
the policy of protection. In that conntry a prima facie case of nnfair 
competition has to be established before an enquiry is ordered and a 
specIal committee appointed, and the recommendations made by snch 
a committee au; in addition subject to the fulfilment of other condi
tions 1y the industry concerned. These conditions were prescribed 
by a white paper, a copy of which is reproduced in Appendix IX. 

20. I do not propose to discuss these conditions. Some practical 
'l'hese conditions alford purpose may b~ served by showing that a 

jittle assistance in the country professmg Free Trade also adopts, 
deliberations of this under similar circumstances, measures 
Doard. appropriate under an opposite system, 01 
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by showing that a protectionist country may adopt, llltder more cr 
less similar circumstance, a course adopted by another protectionist 
country. But I do not think that any practical purpose would be 
served by an examination of the conditions on which a Free Trade 
country like the United Kingdom may insist before granting pro
tection against unfair competition. It may be necessary to 
prescribe them and to require their fulfilment in the United King
dom to conciliate political opinion, or to prevent greater departure 
than is necessary, from the principles of Free Trade, or for sOnie 
ether reason peculiar to its fiscal system. But it is unsafe to take 
them a& a basis for the deliberations of a Board which has heen 
specially charged with the duty of advising a Government, whose 
policy is that of discriminating protection and is for that reason 
different from the professed policy of the United Kingdom. A 
minute adherence to these conditions would render us liable to the 
risk of making a serious departure from the accepted policy of the 
()ountry in fiscal matters. In tllese circumstances, I refrain. from 
entering upon a detailed examination of the.conditionsunderwhich 
protection mayor may not be granted in the United Kingdom; 

21. I would now give a few illustrations of the actual applica
tion of the law in some of the countries men

O~her countri~8: South tioned. As pointed out in Chapter II of my 
AfrIca : Australia. • . 

note, the Soutli Afncan RaIlways have 
special railway rates for certain kinds of export traffic. In 1922, 
the South African tariff was revised and .the export freight rate on 
maize meal was reduced to 10 shillings for 200 miles and for any 
distance up to 1,000 miles. The result of the reduction in freight 
was that a large quantity of South African maize was exported to 
Australia. Australia found import under these conditions to be 
objectionable, and following a report by the Tariff Board, the 
Australian Government levied an anti-dumping duty upon the South 
African maize. Here was an article of Iood and its taxation would 
he regarded on theoretical grounds as objectionable, but the 
Australian Government took the view that the importation of South 
African maize under these conditions was unfair and prejudicial to 
the interests of the home growers and imposed the additional duty. 
About the same time the South African Government imposed an 
anti-dumping duty on Australian wheat, wheat meal, and wheat 
flour imported into South Africa. Two somewhat peculiar instances 
of Australia's desire to protect its own industries may also be re
()alled. The theoretical ratio fixed by the Indian Legislature for 
the rupee is 2 shillings to the rupee. Not knowing that this ratio 
had not been realized, the Australian Government imposed an anti
dumping duty on Indian pig iron and cricket bal!s imported iD;to 
Australia on the ground that the rupee had depreCIated because Its 
exchange value at t~at time was Is. 4d. to Is. 6d. W]1en ~he atten
tion of the AustralIan Government was drawn to thIS mIstake the 
duties were repealed, but the point that Au~traIia wa~ ~ot prep~red 
to allow any interference by means of unfall' competitIon remams. 
AO'ain both S011th Africa and Australia have a preferenti&.l tariff 

., , D 2 
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for Great Britain but whenever their interests come into conflict 
with those of Great Britain, this preference goes by the board and 
if any domestic industry is, or rather likely to be injured bv what 
these. two Dominions regard as unfair competition, they show IW 
hesitation in imposing anti-dumping duties on manufactures from 
the United Kingdom. Thus, in October, 1925, Australia imposed 
anti-dumping duties on Portland cement imported into Australia it 
the freight paid was less than four shillings and six pence per 
cask, the argument being apparently that cement was often exported 
from Great Britain at more or less ballast rates and dumped into-· 
Australia. South Africa also imposed in August, 1923, an anti~ 
dumping duty on British cement. Again, in February 1924 
Australia imposed. anti-dumping duties on merchant steel bars, 
angles, beams, channels, and tees imported from the United 
Kingdom. 

22. Action against "unfair competition" is not eonfined t() 
what may be calIed protectionist countries. 

Action not confined to I h U't d K' d . h b . protectionilt countriel. ~ t e m e mg om, smce t e eg-m-· 
. nmg of 1925. the Government has appomt

ed several committees to enquire into and to report on applications 
by various industries which were alleged to be suffermg from 
... unfair competition." In the instructions issued to the com
mittees it was stated that competition was not to be deemed unfair 
unless it arose, inter alia, from (a) depreciation of currency operat
ing so as to cause an export bounty, (b) subsidies, bounties or other 
artificial advantages. During last December alone, about four 
industries were "safeguarded" against such competition by the
imposition of ad valorem duties varying from 33! per cent. t() 
Hbout 17 per cent. Altogether, it appears, 34 applications were 
received between February, 1925 and December, 1925, of which 13 
had been summarill rejected and 9 had been reported on. The
remainder were stil under consideration or in aheyance. . . 

23. Sufficient instances have now been given to show that the-
. imposition of countervailing duties is consi-

Reasons for actIOn. dered a legitimate means of protecting a 
home industry agaInst unfair competition. The reasons why such 
action is taken are not difficult to understand. When competition 
does not arise from economic causes for which industries may be
held responsible, but from the direct action of a foreign Govern
ment, in the shape of the payment, o~ a direct or indirect bounty 
on export, or through conditions in a foreign country such as the
depreciation of currency" operating so as to create an export 
bounty," direct action on the part of the Government of the injured 
eountry is found to be the only practical and effective counter 
weapon. It is taken for granted that no industry, however well 
eqUipped or organised it may be, can _ hold out indefinitely against 
such unfair competition unless aided oy the State. The temporary 
advantage that the domestic consumer may derive from obtaining 
a conllnoditv cheaper than he otherwise would, is not reg-arded as 
compensatio~ for the results.nt injury to a domestic industry or 
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the feeling of insecurity whit h it produces. The greater the impor
tance of the industry to the country, the greater is considered the 
need for direct Government act~on for its preservation and protee 
tion. The usual action-the imposition of a· protective duty-i~ 
regarded as· unsuitable for, however great· the measure of protec
tion, it may prove to be inadequate so long as the l'ival industry 
has at its back the resources of a powerful Government or derive~ 
some temporary advantage from a depreciated currency. Except. 
in the rare instance in which the bounty fed article is not produced 
in the country to which it is exported and therefore the consumer 
benefits whilst no domestic industry thereby suffers any injury, 
practically every country in the world has at some time or other 
expressed its disapproval, by the imposition of countervailing
duties, of the stimulation of exports by meims of a bounty paid 
by the State. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

Countervailing duties on South African Coal. 
24. As explained in Chapter III, the payment by the South 

Practice of other conn. African Government of a bounty on the 
tries export of coal would in many other countries 

, be regarded as constitutin~ unfair competi-
tion and be met by the imposition of a countervaIling duty. • 

25. The question that now arises is: Is the Board, in the 
absence of an Indian precedent, to be 

P r act ical considera- guided by the practice and example of 
tions justify impositioD t ' 'th tt t b 
of countervailing duties. so ~any c~un nes or I,S e. ma er 0 e 

deCIded mamly on consIderatIons of econo
mic theory? The latter is a necessary and often the only reliable 
guide in the absence of actual practice and experience, but when 
the experience of several other countries is available, it would be a 
mistake to ignore it. 

2(). It is true of course that no country can wisely follow the 
Limitations imposed by practice and example of other countries, 

fiscal law and system can- without considering the limitations neces-
not be ignored. sarily imposed by-

(a) its own legislation, and 
(b) its fiscal $yste~, 

to the extent to which both are definitely ascertainable. I now pro
ceed to investigate this aspect of the question. 

27. So far as the Indian fiscal law which is directly relevant to 

Fiscal law. 
this point is concerned, the only enactment 
we have is section 8A of the Indian Tariff 

Act (1894). This section was added to the Act in 1899 in connec
tion with bounty fed sugar. It provides-" Where any country, 
dependency or colony pays or bestows, directly or indirectly, any 
l>Ol.mty or grant upon '" the exportation therefr~m of 
any article . . . . . the Governor General in Council may, 
by notification in the Gazette of India, impose an additional duty 
equal to the nett amount of such bounty or grant, however the same 
be paid or bestowed." The words used are, no doubt, not manda
tory. Where bounty-fed sugar was concerned, however, according 
to the policy of the day the imposition of countervailing duties in
volved no further proof than the existence of the bounty and in that 
::Iellse there is no other limitation on the exercise of this power by 
the Governor General in Council. In the absence of any prohibi
tion in the enactment itself there is nothing to prevent its exercise 
in other cases, where the payment of a direct bounty is proved, and 
injury may thereby )'esult to an Indian industry. The Fiscal Com
m'!lsi1J\ took this view with one modification, and in any consider
lItlOn involving the application of the principle of pI:otection on the 
line:'! enunciated by them.. that view, if not decisive, must necessarily 
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('arry much weight. For that reason I quote pargaraph 141 of their 
Report ill which their view is stated- -

.. If action is to be taken to protect Indian industries against 
the action of individuals in foreign countries resUlting 
in dumping, or against such general conditions as arise 
inevitably from a temporarily depreciated exchange, it 
is clear that protection should equally be afiorded 
against any deliberate action of a foreign State tending 
to stimulate its exports at the expense of any Indian 
industry. But this branch of the subject is already 
covered by Act XIV of 1899 which was passed in order 
to deal with the export bounties on sugar. The Act is 
worded generally and provides that where any country 
pays directly or indirectly any bounty upon export, the 
Governor General in Council may by notification in the 
Gazette of India impose an additional duty on importa
tion into India equal to the nett amount of such bounty. 
This provision appears to give all the security that is 
required to counteract any system of export bounties and 
provides an opportunity for any industry which feels 
that it is being handicapped by such export bounties to 
approach the Government of India with a view to the 
imposition of countervailing duties." 

It will be obsen-ed that the Fiscal Commission considered in sub· 
stance that the powers were adequate and that by their exercise pro. 
tection should be afforded against the action of a foreign Govern. 
ment " tending to stimulate its exports at the expense of an Indian 
industry." They did not -insist that actual, much less seriault 
injury was to be established, before relief could be granted. Thi~ 
is in accordance with the practice of some of the other countries. 

The modification to which I have referred is that the action of 
the foreign State t~nding to stimulate its exports in case of a bounty 
should be "-deliberate." This can be but rarely established, but 
when it is, the need for the exercise of the powers is all the greater. 
If actual injury is established, the necessity for its exercise can 
seldom be resisted. 

28. I may now consider whether any limitations are imposed b-r 
I d- fiscal our fiscal system. This system has generally 
n Ian system. been described as one of "discriminating" 

protection. In the nature of the case, the phrase cannot be defuied 
with such precision as to embrace all the circumstances justifying 
such protection. The phrase must be interpreted with reference t~1 
the peculiar conditions of each industry and no hard and fast rule 
can be laid doWB. In ordinary applications for protection our deli· 
berations would be guided by the declared policy of the Government 
of Ind~a, which is to be gathered from the Resolution of the 
Assembly dated the 16th February, 1923, when the policy of protec
tion Wli'! initiated. All the conditions laid down by the Resolu
tion, however, are not applicable to this case. It is therefore neces. 
sar.r to filII back on general considerations, of which the Dlot1 
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iml?ortant is "due regard for the well-being of the community." 
ThIs, in its turn, cannot be defined, out I think the condition will 
be satisfied if it can be shown-

(1) That actual injury has resulted to the Indian Coal industry. 
(2) That the duty recommended is no higher than would suffice. 

for the purpose of enabling Indian coal to compete suc
cessfully against South African coal. 

(3) That the burden of the duty is not unreasonable. 
(4) That on a balance of advantages and disadvantages the 

imposition of the duty is in the national interest. 

29. In my note I have explained that the competition of South 
I ' 'h Ind' African coal in the Indian and Eastern 

Co:?i~us~ te!tensi::.n markets has ~esulted in a reduction of the 
sales of IndIan coal by 1,125,000 tons. 

Translated into money this means, even at the present low prices, a 
reduction of Indian exports of about Ii crores,· and to the Coal 
industry a loss of business of which the total pithead value is in the 
neighbourhood of 60 to 70 lakhst. If it is borne in mind that it is 
only first class Bengal and Bihar coal which is exportable, the quan
tity lost to the IndIan industry is nearly 14 per cent.~ of such coal 
available for sale. 

30. Objection may be made that the loss of external market! 
cannot rightly be taken into account in esti-

Loss of extern~ market mating the injury done to the Indian Coal 
must ~e taken, ~to ac- industrv by the competition of South African count In detenmmng the· ... . 
extent of inj1l1'1' coal. The argument IS that thIS enqUIry IS 

not concerned with external markets, and 
that in any case the Board's recommendations, confined as they 
llHll.'t be to the Indian markets, will not help the industry in the 
former markets. If this is so, it may be a ground for examining 
the question of exports, and devising means for capturing or re
capturing those markets but scarcely for ignoring the injury thus 
inflicted. The quantum of the injury is a factor which must be 
considered in the application of II remedy. Moreover, where an 

.. Taken at an average f,o.b. price of Rs. 12 per ton. 
t Taken at an average pithead price of R.<!. 6 per ton. 
:::. The result is thus arrived at. The total production of coal is taken at 

20 million tons. From this is deducted coal-
(a) consumed at the pithead 121 per cent. 21 million tons 
(b) produced in Indian States • 1 million tons. 
(e) produced in Central Provinces . • 1 million tonB. 
cd) raised by railways which never comes into the 

market • 2 million tons. 

61 million tons'. 
This leaves 13l million tons of all coal. According to the Chief Mining 
Inspector's opinion 64'3 per cent. of Jharia and 54 of Raneegunge coal, or an 
average of 60 per cent. is first class coal. This is equal to 8'1 million tons, of 
which 1·]7 millions is 14 per cent. 
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industry has sufiered damage by losing a substantial export market 
.it may be an additional reason for giving such help as is possible 
within the country. ' 

31. As to the question of the amount of the countervailing duty 
to be imposed, the maximum amount which 

. Amount of countervail- is justifiable is the amount of the bounty, 
Ing duty recommended- . 7 6 I d R 5 tAll th ·d R8. 1-8-0 per ton on 1J7,Z., 8. %.= s. per on. e eVl -
Bouth African coal. ence recorded in this enquiry, however, is 

to the effect that a dutyof Re. 1-8-0 per ton, 
added to the existing duty of annas 8, will be sufficient to enable 
Indian coal to compete successfully with South African. My col
leagues and I are in complete agreement on that point, and I would 
therefore recommend the imposition of a countervailing duty· of 
that amount on all South African coal imported into India. If the 
South African Government adopts any counter measure or if South. 
African coal still finds its way into the Indian markets, the duty 
may be increased by executive action to an effective amount. 

32. I must now consider whether the imposition of a counter-
Burden of the counter- vailing duty will throw on the consumer an 

vailing duty on the con· unreasonable burden. It is possible that 
somer. the price of South African coal may rise by 
the full amount of the duty, but this, as I shall presently try t() 
show, will not necessarily be equivalent to an increase of the con
sumer's burden.· So far as Indian coal is concerned, my colleagues 
are of the opinion, and I agree with them, that "it is doubtful 
whether the price of Indian coal in Bombay or Karachi would rise 
at all as a result of the duty, but the increase (if any) would not be 
more than 12 annas per ton. There would· be no increase else
where."t In the immediate future the chances of a rise even of 12 
annas per ton do not appear to be ~reat. In Bombay where busi
ness is very largely done through mIddlemen, the prices will not be 
allowed to rise if they can help it. Their interests lie to some 
extent in exploiting the "prejudice" against Indian coal, and in. 
compelling the collieries on that ground to sell their coal as long 
as. possible at the present level of prices. Further, there is at pre
sent .kee~ internal competition between rival producers which keeps 
prices down. The industry is at present in a state of depression 
and there is a certain amount of over-production so that competi
tion for that reason, to get rid of the output, is all the more severe, 
and prices at the pithead already appear to have fallen by about 
annas 8 to annas 12 per ton since the Board's enquiry ("oDllllenced. 
A further safeguard against such a rise is to be found in the fact 
that there is some risk involved in this to the bunker trade in these 
two ports. The shipping trade is none too prosperous at the present 
moment, and an additional shilling in the cost of ~uel may make all 
the difference as to where a ship might bunker, and trade in bunker
coal may be driven to other ports. One rate for bunker and another 
for domestic coal is hardly a practical proposition. All these rea
sons are sufficiently strong to prevent a possible rise . 

• See paragraph 34. 
t See paragraph 72, finding ~6) of the Majority Report. 
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33. I may perhaps add in this connection that the Bombay 
Chamber ()f Commerce stated that apart 

Princ~pal Bombay 'COif- from the mill industry they were not aware 
sumers In favour of couu- f . rt t . d . I . 
tervailing duty. 0 any Impo an In ustrIa concerns In 

, Bombay that were consumers of coal. The 
textile mills of Bombay may, therefore, reasonably be regarded as 
the principal consumers of coal in Bombay. So far as they are con
cerned, they are willing to acquiesce in a rise of price, should it take 
place in consequence of the imposition of countervailing duties. 
They, in fact, recommend their imposition, if it is established that 
the competition from South Africa is unfair by reason of South 
African coal receiving direct or indirect bounties. 

34. In paragraph 32, it has been shown that there will be no 
R' . th . f rise, in the price of Indian coal to the con· 

Bou~he Africa: J:,:te will sumer in any of the principal Indian ports. 
throw no burden on the There will be a rise, however, in the price 
~onsumer. it may reduce' of South African coal in Bombay and 
It. Karachi. Will the consumer have :lDV real 
additional burden imposed upon him by this £act? It must be 
recollected that at present the consumer pays for South African coal 
Rs. 2 per ton more than it is entitled to on its merits. He will 
save this amount on every ton of Indian coal which he substitutes 
for South African coal, provided of course that he takes the ordinary 
precaution of making his purchases in such a way that he gets 1he 
Indian coal which is claimed to be as good as the South African 
coal. If the quality of the coal is assumed to be the ~ame, he will, 
far from incurring an additional burden, effect a saving in his 
total coal bilL 

35. If South African coal is, as a result of the duty, eliminated 
from the Indian market, Indian coal may 

Q~antity of. Bouth naturally be expected to take its place. The 
Afrt,?an coal which may following table gives the quantities and 
be displaced_ I fS hAf- 1- td-t va ue 0 out rIcan coa Impor e In 0 

Inelia during the last five years:-

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Average 

1921. 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
Average 

Quantity_ 
Millions of tons. 

Excluding Government Stares_ 
0-464 
0-393 
0-398 
0'327 
0'335 
0·383 
Valut'. 

Lakbs of rupetos_ 
172-52 
131-78 
lOS-59 
82-33 
71-71 

113-98 
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The average quantity per annum imported during the last five years 
is 383,000 tons.· Out of this some deduction should be made for 
re-exports of South African coal. No figures are available but an 
allowance of 43,000 tons may perhaps be sufficient, leaving 340,000 
tons for Indian coal to displace. 

The total value of the trade was on the average of the last five 
years Rs. 113·98 lakhs per annum. A deduction of about 10 per 
cent. for re-exports will reduce the total to about 103 lakhs. It is 
true, that owin~ to a decline in prices, the average total value of 
trade thus acquIred will be smaller now, but even if the figures of 
last year are taken, there is little doubt that the trade of the coun
try as a whole will benefit by the displacement of South African by 
Indian coal. 

36. I have made 

Gain to the countrr. as 
a whole by the imposition 
of countervailing duty. 

an attempt to show that the burden on the 
consumer will not be increased by the 
imposition of a countervailing duty, and 
that in fact it may result in reducing hili 
total coal bill. Whatever benefit the indus

try may derive is, therefore, in a sense a nett ~ain to the country. 
If the benefit is small there is no reason to despise it for it costs the
country nothing, while whether it is small or otherwise must be 
largely a matter of opinion. 

:17. In paragraph 34, I have stated that by the ~ubst.itution of 
P eca tiona by con. Indian for South African coal, the consumer 

.um~r ~ secure good will, far from carrying any additional bur
quality of Indian coal. den, reduce his t.otal coal bill by saving about 
P}lr~haaing dilect from Rs. 2 per ton, provided that he takes the 

collieries. ordinary precaution of making his purchases. 
in such a way that he obtains the Indian coal which is claimed to
be as good as South African coal. There are two ways in which! 
he can safeguard himself. First, he can take advantage of the grad-
ing and certification system now being introduced, and purchase his. 
coal, without the employment of middlemen at either end, direct from 
reputable collieries. Even when there was the bit.terest com
plaint against the quality of Indian coal, purchases so effected were 
found to be satisfactory. This is clear from the fact that the Coal 
Committee gave it as their opiniont that in Rangoon and Madras 
exporters of Indian coal had not fallen under the condemnation 
which they had found in the other ports. An examination of the 
evidence taken by the Coal Committee leaves little doubt in my 
mind that this was largely due to direct purchases. Mr. Sinclair, 
for instance, giving evidence on behalf of the Irrawaddy Flotilla 
Company, Limited, Rangoon, statedt-

.. When we go to a good firm in Calcutta we consider that we 
shall get good coal. We have never been let down." 

• I prefer to take the average of five years for reasons similar to those given 
in paragraph 42 in connection with the partial recovery of the market by 
Indian coal. 

t See page 105 of the Indian Coal Committee's Report. 
l Page 340, Vol. II of the Indian Coal Comm~ttee's Evid!n1f'. 
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As regards Bombay, the evidence points to the same opinion. For 
instance; Major Duncan Wilson of Messrs. Killick Nixon and 
Company, Bombay i states·-

" We ourselves dealing with a reputable firm in Calcutta were 
well satisfied enough." -

38. Secondly, where it is necessary, or, as is the case in Bombay, 
Securing guarantee ... it .is customary to effect purchases throug!:t a 

to the quality if middle- mIddleman, the consumer can protect hIm
men employed. self by taking from him guarantees as to 
quality, and enforcing them by penalties or otherwise. One of the 
ways in which this can be accomplished is the system' followed, 
amon~ others, by important purchasers such as the Municipal Cor
porahon, the Port Trust and the Improvement Trust, Bombay. 
The system, which was commented on with some approval by the 
Indian Coal Committee, t was fully explained in the l'virlcnre re
corded in their enquiry.t After describing the system the Committee 
observe:-

" There are two points of interest in the system; the first is that 
it has resulted in Indian coals being accepted after open 
competition in preference to Natal coals, and the second 
that it has been applied to the coal supplied by Calcutta 
firms whose representatives had explained to the Com
mittee the impossibility olany snch system." 

The fact brought out in this quotation is that the system is both 
workable and effective. 

39. The maip. reason why the consumer shquld safeguard him
self in one of the two ways already mention-

Reason for such gnaran- ed is the fact that there is a considerable 
-tees. body ()f evidence on record which points to 
the ronclusion that he has not always been fairly served by the 
middleman. Where no middleman was employed, or where guar
antees were taken from him when he was employed, there was little 
or no complaint against the quality of Indian coal, but where he 
was ordinarily employed without giving guarantees as to quality, 
the complaints were generally bitter. There can be, therefore, very 
little doubt that there is some connection between the middleman 
and the very inferior quality of Indian coal supplied to his employer 
in Bombay. Some light is thrown on this subject by the evidence 
(from which a few extracts are printeCl in Appendix X) of reput
able witnesses. Some of them have expressed the opinion that the 
middleman is to a large extent responsible'for the iniquities imput
ed to the Bengal coal trade. In the opinion of others, the grading 
and certification of coal will not avail against the evil of mixin!!' 
inferior with superior coal, a circumstance for which, it has "been 

• Page 287, Vol. II of the Indian Coal Committee's Evidence. 
t Paragraph 113 of the Indian ConI Committee's Report. 
: e.g., the evidence of Mr. E. Gordon Cameron, Mechanical Engineer, 

Bombay Corporation, page 245 et seq., Vol. II of the Indian Coal Committee's 
Evidence. 
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alleged, the dealer or the middleman is sometimes responsible. It 
appears also that some middlemen speculate in coal. This may 
gi'\"e them an interest in decrying the quality of Indian coal, and 
therebv compelling the trade to reduce prices, especially when the 
,-,oal is' already in Bombay and requires quick disposal. The rules 
of ordinary prudence impose upon the purchaser of any commodity 
the duty of exercising a reasonable amount of vigilance; the duty is 
still heavier when he employs agents against some of whom allega
tions, such as those to which I have referred, have been publicly 
made by respectable witnesses. 

40. The consumer has at present little or no inducement to adopt 
Consumer will Dot either of the precautions suggested in para-

adopt any preeantiODl u- graphs 31 and 38. Usage has proved strong 
leaa Bouth African coal enough to make him think less of the extra 
beoom811 dearer. rupee or two he pays for South Mrican coal 
than the trouble involved in a change of· system. He will change 
his method of purchase when he finds South Mrican coal dearer and 
discovers, that by taking reasonable precautions, Indian coal of iiil:e 
quality can be substituted for it at a smaller cost. 
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CHAPTER V. 
Objections to the imposition of a countervailing duty 

on South African coal. ' 
41. Some of the more important objections to the imposition of 

Resultant g a i n to a countervailing duty may now be consi
Indian Coal indnatl'1 dered. The first of them is that a counter
small. vailing duty will result in very little good 
to the Indian Coal industry. It will effect only a small increase 
in the sale of India.n coal and will be of no assir;tance in the 
foreign markets though the damage suffered there by the Indian 
Coal industry is three times as great as in the intel'llal markets. 
It is hard to understand the force of an argument which "'ould 
reject a gain, not counterbalanced by some real disadvantage 
!limply because it is small. Moreover, an argument of this lind 
involves, in my opinion, a misconception as to the respective func
tions of countervailing and protective duties. The latter have for 
tlieir primary object the establishment, the development or the 
acceleration of the progress of an industry. It is for this reason 
that the resultant gain should be substantial and is regarded as an 
essential factor in arriving at a decision to impose them. The 
primary object of countervailing duties, on the other land, is the 
prevention of probable or actual injury to an industry arising from 
what is known as unfair competition. The resultant gain is neces
sarily smaller if the duties are, as they ought to be, imposed "at 
an early stage in self defence and the evil attacked as soon as 
it has become visible, or at any rate before it has spread to any 
appreciable extent. All the countries, which I have ment.ioned, 
with the possible exception of Great Britain (whose example, as 
I have tried to point out, is not, applicable), have aded on this 
principle. There is nothing in India's fiscal law or system whieh 
prevents us· from adopting it, and much is to be said in its £avour 
as the justification of a precau~ionary measure founded on the rules 
of prudence. 

42. A further objection is that, so far as Bombay and Karachi 
are concerned, a partial recovery of the mar-

.S.ome rec:ovel'1 already ket has already been effected and that the 
':Isible WithOut protec- process of recovery will continue until i;h~ 
tlOn. Indian coal has practically re-established 
its former position. . It is true that the following figures show a 
decline in the imports from South Africa during the last year or so. -

I Bombay. Karachi. T,)tai. 
Tdn51. Tons. Tons. 

1!l21·22 • . 443,IlU IS,47l 4112,035 
1922·23 • 199,549 45,6-19 245,lS8 
1925·2~ • . 296,125 ';3,217 359;1-12 
1924·25. . . 218,781 77,987 296,768 
1925·26 (9 months) • . 130,3S3 5~.344 18-1,727 
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But I think that it will not be safe to accept this decline as proof of 
a permanent recovery of the market by ~ndian coal, or to venture 
upon any prophecy as to how much of the market may be recovered 
without protection, or how little of it may eventually remain to be 
]'ecovered if protection was granted. More than once these fluctua
tions in the import figures have happened and proved by subsequent 
experience to be deceptive. In 1912-13, the imports from South 
Africa into Bombay and Karachi rose to 219,000 tons and in the 
following year they declined to 197,000 tons. The imports in 
1921-22 were 462,000 tons. In 1922-23 they dropped hy a little less 
than half to 245,000 tons and it might then have been predicted that 
South African coal was being rapidly driven out of the Bombay and 
Karachi markets. The figures for the following year, 1923-24, 
would, however, have shown that the prediction would have been 
premature for the imports again rose in that year to 359,000 tons. 
Since then there has been a decline. but this is no proof that they may 
not rise again, and that our former experience may not be repeated. 

Apart from this, there are circumstances which, ill my (lpinion, 
make it unsafe to assume that the decline in South African imports 
is tIue to permanent causes. In August, 1924, out o~ 139,000 tons of 
Bengal coal shipped to Bombay since the begin!' :ng of the year 
50,000 tons remained unsold.· This quantity hac! to be sold subse
quently at sacrificial prices. This is evident from the following 
statementt of a Bombay middleman before the Coal Committee on 
the 4th February 1925:-

"I am getting coal Rs. 6 to Rs. 7 cheaper on the bunder 
because the Calcutta coal combine and Messrs. H. V. 
Low and Company Limited, have had to dispose of their 
stocks at a great sacrifice. I got a parcel of 7,000 tons 
of Bengal coal." 

The Bombay market was apparently overstocked with Indian coal. 
This can only be regarded as a temporary feature accounting for 
the smaller imports of South African coal which it was for the time 
heing pushing out of the market. 

There is one other factor which cannot wholly be ignored. 
Since 1924, South African coal has found a more extensive market 
in the Straits, Colombo, and in the East African and Red Sea ports 
,,-here South Africa has been able to sell nearly 200,000 tong more 
of Natal coal alone than in the previous yeart. Indian coal was 
unable to compete in these markets and the existence of this outlet 
has made it the less necessary for South African coal to cut down 
prices in Bombay and Karachi and to compete there a~ainst Indian 
coal. This may partly explain the decrease in the Imports from 
South Africa into Bombay and Karachi. If pressure in the other 
markets increase, a revival of South African competition cannot be 
regarded as improbable in the markets of Bombay and Karachi. 

-See page 211, Vol. II of the Indian Coal Committee's Evidence. 
t Ibid page 274. 
tRoporl on South African Harbours and Railways, 1924-25. 
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The objection to t~e cou;nterv.ailing duty d~scussed in this p~ra
graph loses much of Its weIght If my contentIOn that the duty if 
imposed, will not raise the price of coal to the consumer and "dtay 
result on the whole ~na nett gain to the country, is correct. If & 

pe~ma.nent re~oyery IS in fact taking J?lace as alleged, there is little 
pomt m reframmg from a measure whICh expedites the process with
out calling for any sacrifice on the part of the consumer or of the
country. 

43. Another objection is that during the years immediately fol-
Past deterioration in lowing the war, the quality of Indian (:llaI 

q~alit~ of c:oal partially sent to the overseas markets and particularly 
dis!,ntitles mdustry to Bombay and Karachi was very unsatisfac-
assistance. t th t th I d' C 1 . d ory, a e n Ian oa In ustry was 
partly responsible for it and that therefore it cannot now ask for 
help at the expense of the consumer or of the country. This last 
part. of the objection has already been disposed of. Neither the
consumer nor the country is called upon to make any sacrifice. As 
regards the deterioration in quality during the particular period 
there can be no question. The coal trade has not denied the charg-e, 
and I agree with the opinions of the Coal Committee and of my col
leagues on that point. I have no hesitation in stating that the con
demnation of the Indian coal was at the time well deserved. There· 
was a genuine distrust in the minds of the purchasers of that eoal, 
and the use of the word" prejudice" by the trade to descrihe it was 
grotesque. I cannot, however, confidently hold, upon the evidence on 
record, that the feeling of the consumer to-oay in rejecting good 
quality coal, when it is offered to him, is not appropriately described 
as prejudice*. Part of the responsibility for the deterioration of the 
quality of Indian coal undoubtedly rests upon the shoulders of the
coal trade, but I am unable to fix it to an extent which would justify 
the rejeetion or its application on that ground. There are far too
m'lnv persons aud circumstances connected with that fact to permit 
of a "fair distribution among them of the blame. To mention only 
a few; there was scarcity of coal, foreign coal having practically 
disappeared, at a time when the local demand for it was intensified 
by an unprecedented trade boom; there was the shortage of trans
port both by rail and sea and consignments had to be made up to
suit the facilities available for them; there was the control of wagons· 
which transferred part of the trade from the hands of the producers 
to those of speculatorst; there were t.he railway and port authori
ties who failed to provide that careful handling and loading ren
dered necessary by the quality of Indian coal and who were, in the 
opinion of the Coal Committeet, for that reason responsihle joir..tly 
with the trade for some deterioration though in different degrees; 
tl1ere was the embargo, which necessitated licences, and made it 

• See evidence of Messrs. Andrew Yule & Company, p. 223, Vol. II of the
Indian Coal Committee's evidence. 

t Evidence of Mr. Hawkins, Coal Transportation Officer, pp. 58 and 86, 
Vol. II of the Indian Coal Committee's evidence. 

: Pages 87 and 95, Vol. I of the Indian Coal Committee's Report. 
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pO~8jLIt' for dealers to ship whatever quality of coal was available; 
there "llS the consumer in Bombay who took no precautioll~ and who 
was anxious to get Indian coal (foreign coal being then not available) 
of any kind at any price*, for the cotton mills of Bombay had to be 
kept going during a " boom" period and there was the middleman 
in Bombay who in that circumstance had an opportunity or 
making huge profits for any coal that he could get and sell.· 
This list is not exhaustive, but it gives some idea of the difficulty 
Ilf assessing the blame whicli each of the parties must bear. To
justify the refusal of protection the share of the responsibility 
properly falling to the Coal industry itself must be shown to b& 
substantial and definitely established and, in my view, this cannot 
be done. 

44. Further, it is urged that it is unfair to restrict the con-
. . sumer's choice by making the coal to which . 

• Unfairness of restr~ct. he is accustomed dearer for him and com-
Ing t,he consumer's chOice. . . ' • • 

pelhng hIm to buy other coal whICh he IS 
said not to like. Such an objection does not take sufficient account 
of the distinction between the rights of a consumer under the dif
ferent systems of Free Trade and Protection. In the latter system, 
however" discriminate," he holds a weaker position than he does
under the former. Protection necessarily involves hardships on the 
consumer from which he is exempt under Free Trade. He' is lucky, 
as indeed he is in this case, if his burden is not increased, and a 
domestic commodity of the same quality as that of the foreign on& 
is rendered available for him. Once the principle of protection is
applied to an industry, some restriction on the consumer's choice 
can no longer be regarded as one of the decisive faetors. If it is, 
in many cases the granting of protection may present serious diffi
culties. In this case, moreover, the consumer lJas in the past 
taken little or no reasonable care to safeguard his own interests. 
Some responsibility rests on him also for the inferior quality of 
;he coal which he has accepted in the past, and if he is now called 
upon in the national interest not to make any sacrifice but to be 
II. little more vigilant, he cannot reasonably complain. 

45. The total value of the imports of Indian merchandise into 
South Africa is much greater than the valu& 

R~taliation by South of the exports of South African merchandise· 
Urlca. I d' I b d b" t' to n 1a. t may e urge as an 0 Jec lOn 
;ha1; the imposition of co:untervaili:t;tg duties ~ay lead ~o econo:r;nic 
~etaliation by South AfrICa by whICh the gam to IndIa resultmg 
trom the imposition of a countervailing- duty may be 1110re than 
~ounterbalanced and India may on the whole turn out to be a loser. 
[ will examine the position purely from a.n economic point of view. 
[ give in Appendix XI, from the offic.ial Year. Book of the Uni,!n of 
South Africa for 1924, the figures of Imports mto and exports !rom 
-------------------------

• For what was described as "one of the worse of Indian coals" as mucb 
,~ Rs. 125 per ton was paid, the middlema:n's p-rofi~ being Rs. 25 per ton, 
lage 279, Vol. Hof the Indian Coal CommIttee s eVidence. 
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South Africa. * It appears from the table that the principal 
articles of import are bags for coal, grain, sugar and wool which 
in 1923 accounted for over one million pounds out of the total 
imports of £2,300,000 odd. These, I presume, are jute bags in 
which India has a practical monopoly. It is doubtful whether 
South Africa would find it to her advantage to shut them out. 
Cotton manufactures, upon which some emphasis is I'ometimes laid, 
amount only to £42,000 which is less than Rupees 6lakhs per annum 
and irom the point of view of the Bombay mill industry may be 
treated as negligible. Rice accounts for about £345,000. This is 
presumably for the use of the Indian population and a heavy duty 
upon this article may raise its price. But it must be remembered 
that so long as South Africa employs Indian labour and free rations 
form part of its wages, (as they apparently do, for instance, in col
lieries), the whole burden of the rise will not necessarily fall on 
Indian shoulders. On the whole, therefore, it appears to me that 
the fears of economic retaliation by South Africa are not well 
founded. 

• I Drefer these figures to those from our trade returns. They are likely 
to be more accurate than ours as they give the quantities which have actually 
come into the country. Further, our export figures are likely to exaggerate 
the amounts if exports to Portuguese South Africa are included in and to 
understate them, if they are excluded from, the exports tc South Africa. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

Export Trade, Summary of Conclusions and Recom-

46. Before summarising my conclusions I shall deal briefly 
E rt t de. with the export trade. 'l'he pl'ecedin~ 

J:PO ra chapters have shown that the competition. 
tl'om South Africa has done far mOl'e extensive damalr-l 
to the Coal industry in the markets outside India than in fhoE" 
of India itself. The amount of Indian coal displaced in these
markets is about three times as much as the quantity driven from 
the various ports of India, The proposals put forward by mll, 
even if they are accepted, will not enable the Indian Coal industry,. 
except to a slight degree, to repair the damage. Unless the Coal, 
industry is enabled to re-capture its former external markets and 
to develop new ones, it cannot reap any material benefit. '1'hE!' 
question of the export trade to ports outside India has not been refer
red to the Board and therefore, no proposals can now be made
in that connection. The work of the Indian Coal Committee has
resulted in the appointment of a Grading Board and the provision 
of facilities for the certification of export coal, and should thus do, 
something towards re-establishing the reputation of Indian Coal 
in Western India, Ceylon, the Straits, etc. It is doubtful whether 
these measures alone, can take the industry very far, 'The investi
gations of the Coal Committee primarily turned on the improve-
ment of transport and handling facilities, and the reJuction of
transport and handling charges that could be I'easonably made by 
the railways and the ports, having due regard to their own finan
cial requirements and resources, They were more concerned to· 
ascertain the sacrifices the railway and port administratiolls could 
afford to make than to estimate exactly the assistance required by 
the Indian coal trade to regain its old supremacy in its former
markets. In substance, therefore, the position is that the examina
tion of the question of the export of coal is still incomplete. H
it is undertaken at any time, it can no longer be a piece-meal 
husiness, It must have for its aim a complete and thorough 
examination of the coal resources of India and their conservation 
combined with their economic development, and the proposal of
measures which would ensure for the industries situated not only
in the vicinity of the coalfields but in the other parts of India, 
a cheap and continuous supply of coal. It ~ust be pl'oved that 
the re-growth of a large export trade is compatible with the 
national interellts, and that it will not prejudice the expansion of
the la~ger industries dependen.t upon ~hose grades of coal ~hich 
al'e sUItable for export. It WIll also Involve a careful I'erutmy of
the raising costs and the organization and equipment of the indus
try, with a view to a_scertain whether it has reached that t=tate 
of development which is-necessary for the economic production and; 
export of 1'0'11 in competition against other counhies. All l'ssen-
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tial feature of the investigation must be an estimate of the pro
bable effect of the' export of coal on its domestic price. Railway 
and sea freights form two of the principal items in the price of 
-coal. The reduction of railway freights may at once Iaise the 
question of the financial obligations of the railway administration 
to general revenues, while sea freights will involve many problems 
(If their own. Above all, it should not be forgotten that usage 
and" prejudice" are elements of the situation which involve a 
higher sacrifice in the re-capture of lost markets thaI). the capture 
of new ones in which they have already not come into play. These 
.are some of the suggestions that I thought I wOll1d like to make if 
{lnly to point out that the question presents greater difficulties than 
are discovered at first sight and that its examination cannot be 
undertaken except after very serious consideration, or ('ompleted 
'without very prolonged research. 

SUIIIIIlal"J' 
47. My conclusions may now be summa

rised as follows:-
(1) The South African coal receives a bounty of 6$. 3ld. = ' 

Rs. 4-3-0 per ton in the shape of the reduction of !'ailway 
freights. 

Bunker coal used by ships carrying cargoes of tJxport 
coal gets a reduction of freight at the allove rate which 
amounts to an additional bounty of Is. 3d. =Re. 0-14-0 
per ton on every ton of export coal. This lllay 1>e re
garded as a subsidy on sea freights. The total bounty 
is thus 7s. 6id. = Rs. 5 per ton. 

(2) The bounty is part of a deliberate policy of the SQuth 
African Government which aims at t.he development of 
the export trade in coal, a result which could ('nly be 
obtained at the expense of Indian coal which is ~ts 

(3) 

. 
(4) 

(5) 

principal rival. 
Without the bounty South African coal cannot compete 

against Indian coal in any Indian or Eastern market, 
except at a very heavy loss . 

Extensive damage has been done to the Indian Coal indus
try by the competition of South African coal in the 
Indian and the Eastern markets, and the bounty is the 
principal cause of this damage. 

The displacement of Indian by South African coal in the 
overseas . markets has been facilitated by dissatisfaction 
with the quality of the Indian coal supplied, by t.he 
embargo on the· export of coal and by the rise in the 
rupee-sterling exchange' from Is. 4d. to Is. Gd. These 
factors, however, are entirely subsidiary and by them
selves could not have brought about the Sl1cce"s (If South 
Urican coal. 

The circumstances are such that the imposition of a counter
tailing duty is justtfiable in accordance with the policy 
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of .. discriminating" protection and is desirable in the 
national interest. 

(7) The imposition of the duty will not raise the price of Indian 
coal to the consumer. 

:8) The consumer can secure good quality coal if he takes 
. advantage of the ~rading and certification of coal and 

(a) purchases it dIrect from reputable collieries (b) or 
safeguards himself by obtaining guarantees as to quality 
from the middleman, .if he has to make his purchases 
through the latter. 

(9) Economically and financially, the country will gain by the 
imposition of the duty. 

Becommendatiou. 48. My recommendations lOre:--

(I) A duty of Re. 1-8-0 per ton in addition to the present duty 
of Re. 0-8-0 per ton should be imposed oli &,U South 
African coal entering India. This should suffice to en
able Indian coal to compete successfully against South 
African coal in any port in India. 

(2) The duty should be increased if any counter action is taken 
by the South African Government or if South African 
coal still enters India. 

P. P. GINW ALA-Membe1'. 
20th. April, 1926. 
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APPENDIX I. 

P*'f",~' Com'munique issued by the Tariff BOa1'd on the 6th Nopern
ber 1925. 

In the Resolution of the Government of India in the Commerce 
Department, No. 4i-T. (49), dated 30th September 1925, the Tariff 
Board were directed to enquire into the question whether a protec
tive duty should be imposed on imported coal generally, or on coal 
imported from any particular country or countries, a'nd, if so, at 
what rates. The Board have now received from the Indian Mining 
Federation a representation in which the following proposals are 
made :--'-

(1) The imposition of protective duties at the following 
rates:-

(a) Rs. 5 a ton on coal imported from South Airica; 
(b) Rs. 10 a ton on coal imported from any other 

country; 
(c) Half an anna a gallon on imported fuel oil. 

(2) The grant of a bounty of Rs. 3 a ton on coal exported to 
foreign countries. 

The grant of a bounty on exported coal is beyond the scope of the 
reference made to the Board and this proposal will not be con
sidered by them. The proposal that a protective dut.y should be 
imposed on fuel oil is also beyond the terms of reference, and raises 
issues different in their nature from those connected with coal and 
mor~ far-reaching in their scope. The Board are prepared to admit 
evidence tending to show that a protective duty might be wholly 
or partially ineffective unless it were accompanied by a duty on 
fuel oil and evidence bearing on the comparative cost to induiltries 
of using fuel oil or coal, especially in Bombay and Sind. It would 
have been necessary to examine these aspects of the ease (,yen if 
no proposal for a protective duty on fuel oil had been made. But 
the Board will not in this enquiry consider the question whether a 
duty on fuel oil should be imposed, and will confine themselves to 
the single issue whether a duty should be imposed on coal and, if 
so, at what rates. 

2. The Board will be glad to receive representations from those 
public bodies, firms and persons who are likely to be affected by 
the proposed duty on coal and desire to express their ,,·iews. The 
Memorandum of the Indian Mining Federation und the Board's 
questionnaire have been printed and copies can lIe obtained from 
the Manager, Government of India Central Publication Branch, 
Calcutta, or all Provincial Government Book Depots and authorised 
Booksellers, price 2 annas per copy. 
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The questions in the latter sections of the questionnaire are in
tended for the Indian Mining Federation and the Indian Mining 
Association, the two organized bodies who ·represent Indian ('oal 
producers. The questions in the first section are genel'al and den 1 
with matters on which the evidence not only of producers but als() 
of consumers and other persons interested in the coal trade is neces
sary. Some of those who desire to be heard may find it convenient 
to submit detailed answers to the questionnaire, while those who pre
fer to express their views in a more general form may find the ques
tions useful as indicating points on which the Board desire to be 
informed. Some of the questions cannot be answp.red without local 
knowledge, and answers by firms and others who possess such know
ledge will be of special value. 

3. Representations should be addressed to the Board's office at 
No. I, CowlCil House Street, Calcutta, and should be 6ent in so 
as to reach the Board not later than the 30th Novflmber 1925. Re
presentations received after that date cannot be considered. Those 
firms or persons who desire to give oral as well as written e"l"idence 
should infonn the Board not later than the 20th November. The 
oral evidence of the representatives of the Indian Mining Federa
tion and the Indian Mining Association will be heard in Calcutta 
in November, and the Board's subsequent programme w·il1 be settled 
when it is kn)wn who deiliJ'e to give oral evidence. 



I 
Year. 

1 

1910 

1911· 

1912 

lill3 . 
1921 

1922 

19.&3 

1924 

192,) 

APPENDIX II. 

Consumption of Coal (including coke and patent fuel) in India he/m'e and after the war. 

(In thousands of tons.) 

Gross Wastage and Net Indian I Coal retained \ Total con-
Percentage of total. 

Indian Colliery production E'-0

l 

b '.di,. Imports. sumption of ! Indian coal Fc,reign coal 
prodnction. consumption. (2 minU8 3). consumption. coal (6 plus 7)., % % 

-
2 3 4 661 7 8 9 10 

.-

12,047 1,506 10,5401 9M8 9,5.53 ~33 9,886 96'64 8'36 

12,716 1,590 11,126 86! 10,264 8400 10,604 96'80 3'20 

14,706 1,838 12,868 89ll 11,969 6U 12,5!H 95'14 4'86 

16,~08 2,026 14,18:l 769 13,423 858 14,281 94'00 6'00 

,111,30:3 2,413 16,890 ~76 !6,GUo 

I 
1,300 17,914 92'75 7'25 

19,011 2,3,6 16,636 77 16,558 1,713 18,271 90'~3 9'37 

I 19,857 2,457 17,200 187 17,t'J63 629 17,692 9ll'45 3'55 

21,177 2,647 18,530 206 18,324 469 18,793 97"51 2'49 

20,753 2,591 18,159 210 17,943 488 18,431 97'86 2'64 

Note,-The wastage and col11ery consumption has leen taken nt 1:1~ pel' cent. JD each year, The lmports m column 7 melude coal 
imported as Government stores. The figure given fo1' the gr08s Indian Ill'eduction in 1926 includes the estimated production of the Indian 
States-876,000 tone a8 agninst 902,000 tons in 1924, . 



From the 
Year. United 

Kingdom. 

1 2 

1010 261 

1911 . 245 

1912 . 146 

1913 186 

1921 474 

19112 1,067 

199a 136 

1924 115 

1926 129 

APPENDIX: Ill. 
IInJlo,·ts of coal into India. 

(In thousands of tons) 

From South From 
Africa. A ustl·alia. 

3 4. 

18 28 

19 36 

176 92 

246 61 

679 III 

527 18 

399 511 

327 22 

3H4 'I 

PBRCRNTAGBS OF TOTAL. 

From Japan. From all 
countries. From the From 

United South 
Kingdom. Africa. 

6 6 'I 8 

'I 

\ 

83a 82'69 6-70 

7 840 76'80 6'96 

97 612 2",'8.\ 81'37 

97 858 28'68 37'98 

129 1,300 36'46 4.4'(;3 

99 1,713 6l'70 30-76 

5 I 629 21'62 63'27 
I 

2 I 469 24'52 69'72 

'I I 488 26'48 68-4' 

.- &0-. '"'--_ .. --_. 
The figl1res in column 6 include Government stores. The figurcs in columns 2, 3, 4. and 5 for the years 1910-1913 do not include Government 

stores but thcse imports are incll1ded in those columns £01' the years 1921 to 11120. 
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Market for coal in Burma. 

(In thousa.nds of toua.) 

IMPORTS 01/ 1/0REIGN COAL. 
--- ---- - ----- I 

--
Iml0l'ts of Total Percentage of Percentage of Year. 

All countries. I In ian coal. imports. Indian coal. foreign coal. 
British. South Anican. 

1910-11 · · 17 '" 24 425 449 94'66 5'34 

1911-12 · · · 9 ,., 15 379 394 96'10 3'81 

1912-13 · · · 6 .. , 42 456 498 91'1;7 8'43 

Iln:i-14 · · · 7 ... 31 475 606 93'88 6'12 

19H-22 · 60 84 209 361 570 63'33 36'67 

1922,23 · 41 34 86 332 418 79'43 20'67 

1923-24 · · 2 42 57 472 629 8P'23 10'77 

1924,25 3 14 19 374 393 95'17 4'83 

Al'liJ to December 1925 • 16 8 25 331 356 92'98 7'02 . ~ 
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Marleet for sea-borne coal in Madras. 

(In thousands of tons.) 

I 
I IHpuBT8 011 IOBRIGN COAL. 

I -
Year. 

Imports of Total 

I 

P Ilrcen tage of Percentage of 
Indian coal. imports. Indian coal. foreign coal. 

British. South African. All countries. 

1910·11 .. · 1 3 40 235 240 98'33 1'67 

1911·12 · 1 ... 2 273 2i5 99'27 0'73 

1\)12-13 , .. ,., 16 379 395 95'96 4 .. 06 

1913·14 ... 7 13 3!3 356 96'36 3'65 

1921·22 . . '. 24 62 86 ?lil 399 7N6 21'56 

192~·23 . 15 40 58 334 392 85'21 l.j,'79 

1~:l3':l4 14 41 67 212 279 75'99 SlII.·Ol 

1924-25 . · 12 9 31 331 362 91'4,4, 8'66 

April to December 1925. 9 .. , 12 214 225 94'67 5'33 



Year. 

1 

1910-11 

1911-12 . . 
1912-13 

11113-14 . 
1921-22 . 
1922-23 

1923-24 

1924-~5 

April to December 1925 

APPENDIX VI. 

Market for coal in Bombay. 

(In thousands of tons.) 

IIlPORTS o:r IliDIAli' COAL. IMPORTS o:r FOBBIGli COAL. 

By Sea. By Hail. Total. Britiyh. South All 
African. Countries. 

9 3 4 5 6 7 

869 Not known 869 214 12 281 

802 Not known flO2 157 25 268 

714 71 785 14.1 206 574 

704 53 757 135 167 457 

348 2!Jl 639 564 444 1,123 

8\1 193 262 373 199 627 

126 lIS 2all 45 296 375 

202 132 SS4 60 In9 289 

1'15 87 262 42 1~0 . 188 

PERCENTAGB OF TOTAL. 
------- - .. _---

Total 
Imports. 

Indian coal. Foreign coal. 

8 9 10 

-
1,150 75'57 240"43 

1,070 74'116 21;'04 

1,359 57-76 42'24 

1,214 62'36 37-64 

1,763 36'31 63'69 

90ll 31'02 6b'98 

614 38'93 61'07 

623 53'61 46'S9 

450 58'23 41'77 

y"te,-The i~llort figurea in colu~n 7 iI\clude GoVel"DlDent stores excellt fOI" the lleTiod Al'ril to December 1!J25. 



Year. Imports of 
IndIan coal. 

1 i 2 

,,~ 11110-11 43 

1911-12 ., 59 

l!Illl-13 88 

l!1l3-14 . 81 

1921·2:~ ., 85 

1922·2:1 36 

1!l23·24 6S 

1924·25 72 

Apl'i] to December 1925. 87 

APPENDIX VII. 

Market/or coal in Karachi (excluding Railway coal). 

(In thousands of tons.) 

IllPORTS 01' :rORRIGN COAL. I 
Total 

British. South A Mean. All countries. 
Imports. 

.- ----
:1 I 4 6 6 

13 1 

I 
14 56 

13 6 18 77 

11 12 I 23 111 

12 ~9 41 123 

45 Hi 64 149 

46 45 91 127 

17 6S 89 168 

28 78 107 

I 
i79 

16 96 72 159 

i PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL. 

i Indian COM F Ol'eign coal 
per cent. per cent. 

I ------
1 7 8 
I 
I 

., 

I 75'00 25'00 

7f\'62 23'a8 

79'28 20'72 

66'67 33'33 

\ 

0;'05 42'95 

28'35 7l'fl5 
I 

4.;3'68 56'32 

40'22 59'78 

I 5H2 45'28 
I 
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APPENDIX VIII. 

JJistances to certain ports from C'J,lcutta, Durban and Delagoa Bay. 

To From From From 
Calcutta Durban Delagoa Bay 

I 
Miles. Miles. Miles. 

.Aden I 3,314 3,166 2,953 . ! 
Karachi 

I 
2,564 3,875 3,675 

'Bombay 2,1l2· 3,822 3,608 

-Colombo 1,244, 3,615 3,498 

::Madras 775 4,08J 3,96J 

-Calcutta 4,737 4,585 

Rangoon 

: ! 
779 4,741 I 4,63~ 

Singaporo . 1,650 ~,'35 4,900 
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APPENDIX IX. 

White paper issued. by the Board of Trade. 

Erlt'act from the Board of Trade Jourfilil, dated the 5th February 
1925. 

THE BOARD OF TRADE. 

SAFEGUABDING OF INDUSTRIES. 

Procedure and Enquiries. 

It is the intention of the Government that any duties propose"d 
for the safeguarding of industries shall be imposed for a limited 
period, and in a Finance Bill in which that period will be prescribed. 
Duties will only be proposed in a Finance Bill if the Board of Trade 
are satisfied that a prima facie case for enquiry has been established. 
a Committee appointed by the Board of Trade has reported that a 
duty ought to be imposed, and the Board and the Treasury concur in 
the proposal. Applications will not be entertained in respect of 
articles of food or drink. 

The Board of Trade, in deciding whether a prima facie case for 
enquiry has been established, will act in accordance with the gene
ral rules laid down in Section I hereunder. 

Where the Board of Trade are satisfied that a prima facie case 
for enquiry is established, the Committee appointed by the Board 
will be invited to report in accordance with the general rules laid 
down in Section II hereunder. 

SECTION I. 

Rules to be applied by the Board of Trade. 
The rules to be applied by the Board of Trade in deciding 

whether to order an enquiry will be as follows:-

(1) The Board must be of opinion that the industry applying 
for an enquiry in respect of the whole or any part of its 
production can reasonably be regarded as of substantial 
importance on account either of the volume of employ
ment engaged in such production or of the nature of the 
goods produced. 

(2) The Board must be of opinion that there is prima facie 
evidence that the competition of foreign imports in the 
industry is exceptional, and that by reason of such com
petition employment in the production of the goods in 
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question in the United Kingdom is being or is likely to 
be, seriously affected. 

(3) The applicant industry must also show that in the countries 
froql which such competi.tion largely comes, the condi
tions in one or more of the respects set out in paragraph 
(5) of the Rules hereunder, for the guidance of Com-. 
mittees, are so different from thos~ in this country as to 
render the competition unfair. 

(4) The Board of Trade will, in their discretion, reserve the 
right to refuse an enquiry, frrespective of other condi
tions obtaining in the inaustry, if they are of opinion 
that the industry is not carried on in this country with 
reasonable efficiency and economy, or that the imposi
tion of a duty on goods of the class or description in 

• question would exert a seriously adverse effect on em
ployment in any other industry being an inaustry using 
goods of that class or description in proouction. 

If the Board of Trade are satisfied that a prima facie case is 
~stablished in accordance with tbe above conditions, the Board will 
refer the claim for enquiry to a Committee. 

SECTION II. 

Instructions to Committees. 

A Committee appointed hy the Board of Trade for the purpose 
of such an enquiry will be instructed to report on the following:-

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(.t) 

(5) 

Whether the applicant industry is, by reason of the volume 
of employment, engaged in the pr()duction of the goods 
to which the application relates, or by reason of the 
nature of the goods produced an industry of substantial 
importance. 

Whether foreign goods of the class or description to which 
the application relates are being imported into and re
tained for consumption in the United Kingoom in abnor
mal quantities. 

Whether the foreign goods so imported are being sold or 
offered for salo in the United Kingdom at prices which 
are below the prices at which similar goods can be profit
ably manufactured or produced in th~ United Kingdom. 

Whether, by reason of the severity and extent of such 
competition, emplovment in the manufacture or pro
duction of such goods in the United Kingdom is being, 
or is likely to be, seriously affected. 

Whether such exceptional competition comes largely from 
countries where the conditions are so different from 
those in this country as to render the competition unfair. 
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. Competition for the purpose of such enquiry is not to be deemed 
to be unfair unless it arises from one or more of the following 
.causes:-

(a) Depreciation of currency operating so as to create an ex
port bounty. 

(b) Subsidies, bounties, or other artificial advantages. 
(c) Inferior conditions of employment of labour, whether as 

respects remuneration or hours of employment, or other
wise, obtaining amongst the persons employed in the 
production of the imported goods in question as comp'!red 
with those obtaining amongst persons employed in the 
production of similar goods in the United Kingdom. 

In making their report upon the alle~ed unfairness of the com
petition, the Committee may call attentIon to any special circum
·stances by reason of which, in their opinion, the industry in the 
United Kingdom is placed at a serious relative disadvantage. 

(6) Whether the applicant industry is bein~ carried on in the 
United Kingdom with reasonable effiCIency and economy. 

(7) Whether the imposition of a duty on goods of the class or 
description in question would exert a seriously adverse 
effect on employment in any other industry, being an 
industry using goods of that class or description in pro
duction. 

(8) 'Whether, having regard to the above conditions, the appli
cant industry has, in the opinion of the Committee, estab
lished a claim to a duty, and, if so, what rate or rates 
of duty, in the opinion of the Committee, would be 
reasonably ;;ufficient to countervail the unfair competi
tion. 

SECTION III. 

Constitution of Committee,. 

A Committee will consist of not more than five persons appointed 
by the President of the Board of Trade. No person whose interests 
may b'! materially affected by any action which may be tan-en on. 
the' report of a Committee will be eligible for appointment as a 
member of the Committee. 

SECTION' IV. 

Procedure of Committee,. 

A Committee to whom a complaint is referred will have power 
to determinll its own procedure, having regard to the particular 
matters on which it is instructed to report. The sittings of a Com
mittee at which evidence is taken shall be held in public, except that 
a Committee shall refuse to allow the public to be present at a.ny 
proceedin/?s of the Committee during the hearing of evidence on 
matte1'S which, in its opinion! are of a confiaential charar.ter. 

E 
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APPENDIX X. 

E,rfract jr01n evidence oj certain witnesses bejore the Indian Coal 
. Committee. 

(Referred to in paragraph 30 of the Minority Report.) 

'Ext7'act b'om the evidence oj Major Duncan. Wilson oj ~Messrs. 
K£llick Ni.1.'on and Company, Bombay (page 287 oj Vol." II oj 
Cpal Comm£ttee's Evidence). 

• • • • • • 
The middlemen are to a large extent, I think, responsible for the 

iniquities imputed to the Bengal Coal trade. I do not say that all 
middlemen are alike. I think that a certificate system would to 
some extent restore the confidence of consumers at this end" ho 
are dealing with a colliery. As soon as the middleman comes in, 
interference occurs and the consumer cannot be certain that he gets 
the real coal he has bought. That is the feeling at any rate. The 
same thing would, of course, apply to Natal coal. The coal Dlay 

.he diverted on its way from the bunder to destination und another 
coal substituted. 

• • • • • • 
The big consumer who takes a whole cargo direct from ships 

knows that he gets the quality despatched from Calcutta. But if the 
coal goes to a dealer who stacks it on the bunder, when a month 
lat.er a mill asks for that particular coal off the bunder, is it sure of 
getting that particular coal P 

• • • • • • 
For the Bombay Steam Navigation Company last year and this 

year we imported largely ourselves. The danger as regards the 
quality of Bengal coal lies in what may happen between the colliery 
and Kidderpore. There is no further chance of substitution once 
the coal is here and put into our own lighters. 'We know that we 
get the coal which has come in the ships, bllt we are not certain 
whether there Las not been substitution at the Bengal end. 

• • ... *, • • 

Ezt)'Qd 17011~ ('1'iJence oj Mr. E. Gordon Cameron, Mechanical Engi
. neer, Bombay MUnl~cipality (page 248 oj Vol. II oj Coal Vom

mittee',~ .Evidence). 

The pl"Oposed certificate of grading would be of no use at all t() 
ane, bec311se what guarantee is there that the coal delivered at our 
stack is the roal belonging to the consignment which is ('oveNd by 
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the certificate? The only precaution against mixing of coal OIl 

substitution in Bombay is to use analysis. There is no other way ta 
stop mixing here. • 

• • • • • • 
Extract Irom the evidence 01 illr. W. G. Walke (page, 211 and 217 

0/ Vol. II 0/ the Coal Committee's Evidence). 

In Bombay I found the millowners disinclined to purchase the 
coal direct from the owners; they preferred to take the coal through 
a middleman. The millowners would not purchase the coal ex-ship; 
but wanted the coal delivered at their mills. I arranged for this; 
still I found they preferred to take the combine coal through the 
middleman, which in Bome cases cost them Rs. 3 to RII. 4 per ton 
more than the price I was offering; this was done by mixing the coal 
with inferior coal and giving short weights. African coal is sold at 
2,000 Ibs. to the ton whereas Bengal coal is sold bv the owners at 
2,240 Ibs. to the ton. Out of 139,000 tons of Bengal" coal shipped to. 
Bombay from 1st January to August 1924, about 50,000 tons is. now 
lying in Bombay unsold. 

• • • • • • 
I haTe here 20 certificates of analyses of coal shipped by the 

.. Katherine Park." Mr. Briggs of Messrs. R. B. Briggs & Co., an 
independent firm, went down to the docks and took samples; he had 
nothing to do with either buyer or seller. He gave separate certi
ficates for each colliery. I went to Bombay and showed these to thl<' 

. Bombay people; they had absolutely no effect. If you ask why; ii 
was because I refused to do as the middlemen do. 

• • • • • • 
. Bomba,Y prefers to buy through middlemen because of baksheesh: 
The combme was a temporary combine, meant to llecome permanent 
Jater if all went well. It is still in existence because IIU the ~oal 
shipped is not yet sold.· Twenty-five collieries were in it. 

• • • • • • 
E~tract Irom evidence 0/ Mr. Ratanlal Hiralal, Bombay,(page 274 

0/ Vol. II of the Coal Committee's Evidence). 

• • • • • • 
As regards mixing of coal in Bombay on the coal bunders by the 

middlemen, Mr. W. F. Walke, late of the Calcutta Coal Combine, 
told us that we middlemen were mixing coals and robbing the 
buyers. He found this remark very costly to himself for none of the 
middlemen would have to do anything with him or his coal. 

The middleman is inevitable. He takes the risk and puts up the 
finance and the business would not go on without him. TaKe the 
1924-25 Municipal contract. 1 undercut everybody by Rs. 2 pel' 
ton, taking the risk of the market because I was firmly of opinion 
that prices must come down. The c.i.f. price when I made the 
contract last year was Rs. 21-8-0 per ton but during the period of the 

E2 

• 
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contract I have been able to purchase coal at from Rs. 4 to Re. & 
per ton less than this rate not c.i.f. but actually on the bunder at 
Bombay. ' 

I speculated on the market, that is the middleman's business. 
He does not produce or consume coal but is always acting for the 
advantage of the consumer by keeping prices down. 

I have been able to purchase coal far cheaper than the rate at 
which I have tendered. I am getting coal Rs. 6 to Rs. 7 cheaper on 
the bunder because the Calcutta Coal Combine and Messrs. H. V. 
Low & Co., ~td., have had to dispose of their stocks at a great 
sacrifice. I got a parcel of 7,000 tons Bengal coa~ at Rs. 17 per ton 
on the bunder-half first and half second class Bengal. I entered 
into a contract with the Bombay Improvement Trust at Rs. 21-6-0 
(I had originally quoted Rs. 21-2-0) and Rs. 21 was then the price 
on the bunder. The contract was for genuine good second class 
Bengal coal. I am now able to supply them with ha1£ first dass and 
half second class and am making a clear profit of Re. 1-8-0 per ton. 
This.is on calories. 

I could not possibly work so cheaply if I did not look to efficiency 
in detai1~. For example, I save annas eight per ton by arranging 
speedy dIscharge of steamers. I am able to obtain boats at a rate 
which works out cheaper than people can manage who have their 
own boats, because there is a depression in trade. I can obtain 
labour more cheaply than other merchants because working on a 
large scale I command more. I have cheap transport because I have 
my own fleet of IOl'ries purchased at ridiculously cut prices. 

E:etract from evidence 0/ Mr. A. Bigger 0/ Jfessrs. Bird and Com
pany (page 239 0/ the Coal Committee's Evidence). 

I admit that there is the risk that when we sell to a miadleman'he 
may substitute one quality for another. We should then get a bad 
Dame. That, I am afraid, is quite true. But the only alternative 
is to S.,U direct. 
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(Referred to in paragra.ph 45.) 

Anal!l8i, of Trad~ l;etwe~n tlte Union and India. 
1910 to 1923. 

'. 
Classification. Average 

1910-14. 
Average 
1915·111. 1921. 1929. 1928. 

Total imports 

Rioe (inoluding paddy) 
To ... 
Food and Think (N. O. D.) 
Wood (U nmanufaotm'ed-Teak) 
('otton Manufo.ctures ... 
A pparel and slopil... '" 
Bags (Cool, Grain, Suga!: and Wool) 
Wax (Paraffin) ... 
Carpets and Floor Rugs 
Bagging (Jute and He&sian) 

South African produce 

Coal (Cargo) 
Wattle Bark 
Sugar 
Gold (Raw) ... 
Coke and Patent Fuel ... 

.Total expOl'ts 

... 

I 

ImportB. 
----£-_ .. 

1,007,331 

280,896 
42,366 
81,598 
64,317 
8,091 

15,949 
350,733 
33,818 

4,038 
20,277 

EtlJport8. 

60,928 

58,28;; 

65,804 

140 

--,,---- -

2,208,137 

326,570 
160,297 
lull,226 
63,992 

152,433 
35,100 

886,509 
164,289 
20,645 
63,777 

70,889 

64,633 

28,1411 
11,317 

£ £ £--
1,797,180 1,919,936 2,817,117 --- ------

132,716 295,567 946,611 
213,723 212,349 219,241 
139,817 117,633 193,3R7 
142,960 65,916 108,420 
115,023 47,71!! 42,528 
130,1113 162.784 97,070 
667,965 74,0,565 1,001,413 

45,9RH 55.3ti5 69.6311 
39,604 52,494 47,629 
34,129 50,058 50,579 

1,000,534 443,107 2,098,893 
-1·------1----------

978,316 428,461 lI,028,247 

868,497 412,920 322,413 
6,500 3,220 ' s,s:n 

94,093 
1,677,957 

1,619 5,673 18,380 
CO 
Ql 
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Note by Mr. P. P. Ginwala regarding the injury 
in'flieted' on the Indian Coal Industry by the 

competition of the South African Coal 
and the reasons which have brought 

about the suctess of the latter. 

CHAPTER I. 

The extent of the injury inflicted 01:1 the Indian Coal 
Industry by the competition of South African 
coal. 

The various proposals which have been made for the grant lIf 
Subject of the note. - special assistance' to the Coal industry 

all owe their origin to the fact that South 
African coal has ousted Indian coal from all its export 
markets except Ceylon, and has displaced substantial quantities 
of Indian coal in Ceylon, Bombay and Sind. In' these circum
",tances it seemed to me desirable that the extent of injury 
'inflicted on the Indian coal industry should be brought oUt, and 
t.hatthe reasons for the success of South African coal shou1d be 
more fuily. examined than they have been in the Majority Report. 
The conclusions to which my investigations have led me, however, 
are not substantially at variance with those arrivpd at by. my 
colleagues, and I was anxious to confine my Minority Report, as 
far as possible, to the points on which I differ from them. For 
th'is reason I have preferred to examine the topics alluded to above 
in a separate note. In the first Chapter, I shall estimate the injury 
inflicted on the Indian Coal industry by the competition of South 
Afri(!an coal!!, in, the. second. I shall discuss the rPRsons which 
account for the rapid' growth in the exports of coal from South 
Africa, and in the third, I shall attempt to determine the amount 
of the bounty which coal exported from South Africa receives. 

Relative position of '2. Indian and South African eoal ~;re in 
Indi~n and South African competition lD three distinct reg-ions, 
coal In the overseas mar· , ~ 
kets before the war. Vtz. :-

(1) The ports of India and Ceylon. 

(2) The Far East, which includes the Straits Settlements, 
Sumatra, Java and Hongkong, and 

(3) The Red Sea' area, which includes Aden, Perim and Port 
Sudan, . 

13efore the war Iudiau eoal had something approachin~ a monopoly 
in the Indian ports and in Ceylon, for the imports of British coal 
wr~'e of a class which India does not produce, nnd the imports of 
South African coal were negligible until 1912. To the Far East, 
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India exported substantial quantities of coal and particularly to 
the Straits Settlements and Sumatra, but in those }'egions had 
to meet the competition not only of British but a1800£ Japanese 
and Australian coal. Only small quantities of Indian coal were 
exported to Aden and the Red Sea ports: ~o .~alysis of the pre
war exports of coal from South Africa is possible, for the countries 
of destination have not been ascertained, but a cOillparisoIl of the . 
Indian import figures with the South African export figures dia
closes the fact that out of 223,000 tons of coal exported by South 
Africa in 1911 and 1912, nearly 200,000 tons were taken by Indi~. 
It is obvious that South Africa was not a serious competitor in 
any of the other markets. In 1913, the South African exports rose 
to 764,000 tons of which India took 246,000 tons and in that year 
for the first time, South African coal may have begun to displace 
Indian coal in the Far East. It was apparently about this time 
that the South African Railways began to allow a }'ebate on export 
coal. 

3. During the war years and up to the end of 1920, Indian and 
. . South A,frican coal were hal'qlv in com~ti-

The overseas markets 10 '. f h' " . . . b'" '. ,. d 
Iodia after the war. hon, or t e restl'lctlOns on s ~ppmg ma 6 

the free movement of coal impossible.' The 
post-war period, therefore, begins in 1921. It would be natural 
to take the average figures for the five years 1921 to 1925. It!!· 
typical of the post-war conditions, hut the distrib\~tiol'l (jf S~uth~ 
African exports over the countries of destinatioii.}s not possihIe 
till 1922-23, and it seemed more convenient to take the average 
of the three years 1922-23 to 1924-25 for the 80\1t11 African .coal 
and 1922 to 1924 for Indian. In addition, Rince the South African 
exports showed a tendency to rise during the. period, it will be 
desirable to refer also to the figures of the latest yeur 1924-25 
(1925 for Indian coal). The contrast between the pre-war and post
war periods is striking. The shipments of coal, frol'1lCalcutt:l to 
the Indian ports which before the war had averaged 2,200,000· tonsi 
dropped to aB average of 917,000· toris for the three years 1922 to 
1924 but recovered to 1,026,296 tons in 1925 .. This decline of 50 per 
cent.' was not due entirely to foreign importations, but also to 
the displacement of coal by fuel oil and electricity in Bombay, 
",here the annual consumption of coal is now only 600,000 tons :IS 

ag-:linst 1,200,000 tons before the war. The importfl (,f South 
African coal, which before the war averaged 147,000 tons, rose to 
an average of 373,000t tons from 1922 to 1924, hut amounted only 
to 327,OOOt tons in the last year of the quinquennium. During 
the first three years of the period, South African ('oal acquired a 
foothold in Madras and Burma, but was unable to maintain its 
ground, and in 1924 and 1925 the imports from South Africa were 
negligible. It 'is in Bombav and Sind that the ilIlports of ~outh 
African coal are substantial,' and it is in these ma.1'kE'tr! that Indian 
coal has been displaced. From 1921 to 1925, South African coal 

• Appendix III of the Indian Coal Committee's Report. 
t Appendix XI of the Imli!l,n Coal Cqmmittee's Report. 
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has been imported into Bombay at the rate of 266,000 tons a )'ear 
and into Karachi at the rate of 55,000 tons a year, making a total 
of 321,000 tons a year .. For the first nine months of 1925-26, the 
imports have been at the rate of 250,000 tons a year. The whole 
of the South African coal imported into Bombay and Sind displaces 
Indian coal. ' 

4. Before the war, the exports of Indian coal to Ceylon averaged 
Cayl n. 500,000 tons a year but from 1922 to 1924 

o averaged only 123,000 tons with a lecovery 
to 194,000 tons in 1925. On the other hand, the South African 
exports to Ceylon, which averaged 26,000 tons a year before the 
war, have increased to an average of 289,000 tons in the post-war 
period and to a maximum of 316,000 tons in 1924-25. Ceylon is 
the only export market of which Indian coal has managed to retain 
some hold, but even here the inroads of South African coal are 
a serious menace. The South African coal industry has gained 
and the Indian coal industry has lost a quarter of a million tons in 
Ceylon. 

5. In the pre-war years, India exported 300,000 tons of coal 
Th F E t. annually to the Far East, but since the war 

a ar as her exp·orts to this market have been negli-
gible. Here South Africa has gained more than India has !ost. 
The exports of South African coal to the Far East, which before 
the war were negligible (except possibly in 1913), rose to an average 
of 387,000 tons in the post-war period, and to a maximum of 
504,000 tons in 1924-25. In this region South Africa has incre:lRed 
the sales of its coal by half a million tons, 300,000 tons at the 
expense of India, and 200,000 tons at the expense of other com-
petitors. . 

6. Only comparatively small quantities of Indian coal have 
ever been exported to Aden and the Red Sea 

Aden and the Red Sea ports but since the war South Africa has 
Porta. ' been able to develop an extensive trude. 
During the three years 1922-23 to 1924-25, the exports of South 
African coal to these markets have averaged 286,000 tons a ~'ear 
with a maximum of 379,000 tons in 1924-25. This is a 'Potential 
market for Indian coal of not less than 350,000 tons which South 
Africa has been able to capture. 

7. The position may be summarised as follows :-South Africa 
Exteut of injury inflicted has. captured markets formerly held by 
br. South African comp. IndIan coal to the extent d 850,000 
tltion. tons a year made up as follows: _ .. 

Bombay and Sind 
Caylon 
The Far East 

Tons. 
300,000 
250,000 
3OC,000 

In a(ldition South Africa has increased its sale:! in the Far East 
to the extent of 200,000 tons at the expense of other competitors, 
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and has developed in the Red Sea area a trade which now p.mounts 
to 350,000 tons. The Red Sea market is one which has nflver been 
held by India, but it is one which Indian coal might reach if 
South African were eliminated. It is not unr-easonable to estimate 
India's potential share in these areas as one-haH of what South 
Africa at present supplies, that is 275,000 tons. The total loss to 
the Indian Coal industry occasioned by the competition of South 
African coal is thus 1,125,000 tons. This .is, I think, It fair esti
mate of the injury done to the industry. . 
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CHAPTER II. 

Reasons for the successo~ South African coal. 
8., In Chapter I, I have tried to estimate the extent of the 

injury done by South African ccal to the 
Possible causes of the ,.. d' C 1 . d t . 't h d 

success of South African C1.n. Ian oa In us ry ln 1 S orne an 
coal. foreign markets. In this Chapter, I shall 

discuss the causes which have brought a,bout 
this result. It is necessary in the first place to consider whether 
the success of South African coal is due to diiferences in the ("on
ditions-natural or economic-under which the indmtry is carried 
on in South Africa and in India. The points to be examined in 
this connection are as follows: - . 

(1) The distances from the collieries to the ports. 
(2) The distances from the ports to the OVE'l'seas market. 
(3) The raising cost of coal. 
(4) The pithead price of coal (a) for domestic e01l8umpti'on 

and (b) for export. 
(5) The quality of the coal. 

9. It is clear that in respect of the distances which lIeparate the 
collieries from the ports, the advantage lies 

India at no diBadvan- with India and not with South Africa, and 
tage in distances. the South African Coal Commission drew 
attention to the fact in their Report. Hattingspruitt. the centre 
of the Natal coal field, is 240 miles from Durba.n, and Witbank 
(the principal colliery) in the Transvaal, is 276 miles from Delagoa 
Bay, whereas in India Jharia is only 170 miles, Asansol 132 miles, 
and Raniganj 121 miles, from Calcutta. The railway freight on 
coal exported from India should ordinarily be lower than the 
freight on coal exported from South Africa. It is equally clear 
that Calcutta is nearer to almost all the markets in which the two 
coals compete than any South African port. 'l'he following table 
gives the distances:-

ICarachi. \ Madras. RangOou.!cO!Ombo. 
Singa-

Calcutta. Bombay. pore. Aden. 

I I ---- -------:--------
miles. lllil~~. miles. wiles. . miles. miles miles. miles 

Durban to . 4,73'1 ' 3,621 3,6n 4.,066 4,741 3,615 5,135 3,166 
" 

Delagoa 
4,565 3,608 3,675 3,!l611 4,636 3,~98 4,900 2,953 Bay ... 

.Caleu\;ta to ... 2,112 2,5610 775 '179 1,24.4. ],650 3,314 
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It. will be8~n that, ",ith the single exception of Aden, everyone of 
the ports in the list is much more distant from Durban and Delagoa 
Bay than it is from Calcutta. The voyage from Durban to Bombay 
is nearly twice as long, to Colombo and Singapore about three times, 
to Madras five times, and to Rangoon six times as long as the voyage 
from Calcutta. It is true that distance is only one of the factors 
which determine the level of sea freights, but the disparity in this 
case is 80 great that ordinarily India should possess a distinct 
advantage. 

10. The opinion has sometimes been expressed that the raising 
The raisin cost of coal. cost of N atal ~o~l is lower. th.an that of Jharia 

g coal. The Mmmg AssoCIatIOn, for example, 
state that" though they have no defini.te information on the 
point, they have reason to think that present raising costs in 
South Africa are about 6 shillings per ton which is equivalent 
to Rs. 4 per ton at the present rate of exchange here." The 
Coal Committee (page 125 of their Report) remark "Apart 
from quality, the factor which has enabled South African coal to 
compete so successfully with Indian coal is its low cost of pro
duction." The Committee found that the average raising cost of 
Jharia coal was about Rs. 5 a ton and if the Mining Association's 
figure is correct, Natal has an advantage of Re. 1 a ton. It is pos
sible that coal can be raised more cheaply in South Africa than in 
India, but the evidence on the subject is quite insufficient to prove 
this definitely, and it would be unsafe to found conclusions upon it. 
lt may be pointed out that ;in 1924, the average price realised at the 
pithead for Natal coal was 88. 9d. per ton and if the Natal costs are 
as low as 6 shillings. per ton, the collieries made a profit of 28. 9d. 
per ton which is hardly probable, having regard to the internal com
petition which is said to be extremely keen. It may be added that 
a lower raising cost gives one country no advantage over another 
save in so far as it is reflected in a lower selling price. I shall touch 
on the question of raising costs again when I have discussed the 
prices. 

11. Annexure B gives the pithead price of Natal and Indian coal 
., from 1913 to 1925. The Natal prices are 

P!thead prlces !,f South taken from the October 1924 issue of Statis-
AfrlCan and Indlan coal. .. . ' , 

tICS whICh IS publIshed monthly by the South 
African Government. The prices given appear to be the average 
prices actually reallsed, the total r!lceipts being divided by the 
number of tons sold by all the collieries. Natal coal is of fairly 
uniform quality, the total number of mines is small (only 31 in 1924) 
and the figures may therefore be tll-kenas r.uiable. It is far more 
difficult to ascertain the price of Indian coals or til. decide what class 
of coal should be treated as representative. The 'p.:·ces given in 
Annexure B were supplied by the Mining Association a e actual 
prices at which contracts for" first class Jharia " coal were e, 
but at the suggestions of the Association the prices for January, 19 
and 1924, and for November, 1924, have been taken from Indian Coal 
Statistics, 1924. 'l'he prices of " selected Jharia," the Association 
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say, would usually be higher by 12 annas and of Deshergarh by 
Re. 1-8-0 a t.on. In making t.he comparison between the Natal 
prices and the Indian prices, allowance must be made for the fact 
that the first are the average prices actually realised and the second 
'are the prices at which large purchasers would buy at a particular 
period. The fo1l6wing points emerge from an examination of 
.Annexure B :-

(1) Before the' war the pithead price of first class Jharia was 
lower than the price of Natal coal by at least Re. 1 a ton. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

From 1916 to 1920, owing to the restrictions on shipping, 
Indian and South African coal were not directly in com
petition, but during that period the price of South African 
coal went up by. 100 per cent. while the price of first class 
Jharia did not rise appreciably till near the end of the 
perion. 

In 1921-22, when South African coal was displacing Indian 
coal in all the overseas markets, its pithead price was 
higher than in any previous year and exceeded the price 
of first class Jharia by Rs. 5-6-0 a ton. 

During 1922, the price of Natal coal was falling and the 
price of Indian coal was rising, and by January, 1923, the 
price of first class Jharia was higher than the price of 
Natal coal by at least Rs. 2-4-0 a ton. . 

(5) In 1923 and 1924, the price of Indian coal was falling but 
throughout these two years Natal coal was the cheaper. 

(6) The 1925 price of Natal coal has not been ascertained, but 
it is probable that by November, 1925, the price of first 
class Jharia was once more below the price of Natal coal. 

It does not seem possible on the figures given to establish a defi
ulte relation between the pithead price, and the growth of the South 
African export trade. It is certain at any rate that in 1921, when 
Natal coal established a firm hold on the overseas markets, it was not 
a question of price at all, for it was not until the year 1922 was far 
advanced that the Indian price became the higher. It is true that 
for a period of about three years South Africa had the advantage of 
a lower pithead price, but the volume of the South African exports 
did not vary according to the difference in the prices. In 1922, 
Indian coal was entirely expelled from the Straits, whilst in Colombo 
its market had dropped from 685,559* tons in 1920 to 76,742* tons 
in 1922. In 1923, when Indian prices reached tlleir highest point, 
the South Afric.an exports instead of increasing showed a slight 
decline. JI1,·1924, however. when Indian prices were on the down
ward gi·ade, and wh~n,in 1925 they reached a point below the Natal 
}>.elCes, the Sout.h Afncan exports show an improvement over the 
~gures.of 1921-22 and 1922-23. 

• See Appendix' II of the Indian Coal Committee's Report. 
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12. It may be argued that the fact that the average pithead prices 
P'th d rt' of Natal coal were higher than those of 

I ea expo pncee. Indian coal is no evidence that Natal coal for 
export was not sold at a lower pithead price than Indian coaL In 
the absence of sufficient data as to the sea freights, and the respective 
prices at difierent ports of the two rival coals, it is not easy to apply 
this test to the earlier periods or to all the markets. But, so far as 
the Bombay market is concerned, it can reasonably be established 
that in January 1925, and since that date, the pithead price realised 
~n coal exported from South Africa has not been lower than the 
domestic price. Taking 30 shillings per ton as the price, c.i.f. 
Bombay of Natal coal in January, 1925, the figures work out as 
Iollows :-

C.i.f. price 
Less--

Railway export freight 
Sea freight 
Port charges 
Agency and other charges . 

Export pithead price 

s. 
6 

12 
1 
1 

s. d. 
30 0 

d. 
3t 
0 
21. 

2 

0 20 6 
9 6 

The average pithead price of Natal coal at the end of 1924 was 88. 
9d. per ton (t1ide Annexure B). The agency and other cha.rges are 
not exactly known, but, even if they are higher than I have taken 
them, the export price would still be no higher than the average 
pithead price. The fact that the pithead price of South African 
~oal sold for export is apparently as high as 9 shillings (= Rs. 6) a 
ton is of some importance, because it makes it clear that, even if the 
raising, cost is lower in South Africa than in India, it has not been 
reflected in a correspondingly low price. It is not clear, therefore, 
that this factor has played any part in bringing about the success 
·~f South African coal. 

13. In dealing with the quality of Indian and South :African 

Th aI
, f I' coal, there are two aspects of the case which 

e qu Ity 0 ndlaD t b k t d· t· t . th·· t ' .. . and South African coals. mus, e ep IS In~, v'/.z., e In rlns~c 
. qualIty of the coal whICh can be produced In 

.either country, and the actual quality of the coal which reaches a 
particular market. Both aspects must be considered. As regards 
the intrinsic quality of the coal that can be produced, the Coal Com
mittee made it clear that India is at no disadvantage. After weigh
jng all the evidence laid before them by experts that body came to 
the conclusion that the best Indian coals were at least'as good as the 
average level of the best Natal coal, that they are distinctly, better 
than the average Transvaal or Japanese coal and that they could 
compete, as far as quality was concerned, in any market in -thaEast. 
The evidence taken during the Board's enquiry is to the same efiect . ...... 
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But though the best Indian coal is intrinsically as good as the best 
South African, it by no means follows that the same could be said 
of the Indian coal which actually reached the overseas markets in 
recent years. From the evidence taken by the Coal Committee and 
in the Board's enquiry, it is clear that much inferior coal has been 
shipped from Calcutta and the dissatisfaction of the consumers over
seas with the quality of the Indian coal they received has contri
buted to the success of South African coal. At Bombay, for ex
ample, many purchasers will not buy the best Indian coal except at 
a price lower by Rs. 2 a ton than the price of Natal coal. The Coal 
Committee pointed out that, if Indian coal was to regain its hold on 
the overseas markets, only the best coals should be exported, and 
particular care taken not to allow the purchaser overseas to be misled 
as to the precise quality of the coal to be delivered. It was chiefly 
lack of attention to these two vital points which in the opinion of 
the Committee, had earned for Indian coal a bad name overseas. 
The proposal made by the Coal Committee for the appointment of a 
Grading Board has been accepted and acted upon by the Government 
of India, and should result in enabling the Indian coal to compete 
successfully as regards quality against South African coal: The 
alleged inferiority of Indian coal will, it may be hoped, soon be 
regarded as a question of histOI:ical and not of any practical interest. 

14. Before quitting this aspect of the case it may be worth while 
Complaints regarding to point out that .before the South Afr~can 

the quality of the coal ex· Government appomted the South AfrIcan 
po~ted from South Africa Coal Commission in October 1920, complaints 
prIor to 1921. were made about the quality of the ,coal ex
ported for South Africa similar to those made concerning Indian 
coal. Possibly if a compulsory Grading Board had not been ap
pointed on the recommendation of that Commission, South African 
coal might have suffered in reputation in the same way as Indian 
coal has done. South African coal also suffered from a further dis
ability, namely, spontaneous combustion, which was a serious dis
advantage as compared with Indian coal, but which was removed by 
suitable action taken by the South African GSvernment on the re
commendation of the Coal Commission. The observations of the 
Commission on the importance of exporting only good coal are on 
the same lines as those made by the Indian Coal Committee and for
that reas~n are of interest. They said-

" It is therefore of the utmost importance that control should be 
established over coal shipped. Coal should be graded' 
and a system of regular enquiry should be instituted so' 
as to ensure that tlie buyer is getting what he contracts. 
for and, if possible, that the coal shipped is not liable to' 
ignite spontaneously and thereby endanger valuable 
ships and cargoes and still more valuable lives. If the, 
buyer, tempted by an unusually low price, is still ready 
to take inferior or otherwise undesirable coal, he should 

,." , at all evp.nts know what he is buying and be made aware 
of the facts that he can get better coal if he wants." 
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Bucc.a of . Bouth 
African coal cannot be aI
vlained by the caD888 
,hitherto discussed. 

15. My examination of the facts up' to this 
stage has brought out the following points:-

(1) The Indian collieries are nearer their port than the South 
African collieries and prima facie Indian coal should 
have the advantage of a lower railway freight on export 
coal. 

(2) Calcutta is much nearer the overseas markets' than any South 
African port, and in respect of sea freight Indian coaJ 
is at no disadvantage. . 

(3) No definite relation can be traced between the fluctuations 
in prices and the growth of South Africa's export trade, 
but South Africa acquired its hold on Inaia's overseas 
markets at a time when the pithead price of Natal coal 
was much higher than the price of the best Indian coal. 

(4) The evidence available suggests that the pithead p:tic~ 
realised on coal exported from South Africa is not Ilower 
than the average price realised on all sales. . 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The raising cost of coal may be lower in South Africa than 
in India, but this is not certain, and it is not reflected in 
a selling price as low as or lower thauthe Indian raising 
cost. . ,', 

The best Indian coal is intrinsically as good as the best 
South African coal. ' . 

The quality of much of the coal shipped from Calcutta in 
recent years has been inferior, and the dissatisfaction of 
consumers with it has contributed to the success of South 
African coal. 

The establishment of a Grading Board in South Africa has 
been successful in securing the export of high class coal 
only, and the establishment of a Grading Board in India 
may be expected to have the same result. 

The share which the inferior quality of the Indian coal sent to the 
overseas markets may have had in promoting the success of South 
African coal is difficult to determine precisely. I do not, however, 
propose to examine the point minutely in this note. It will suffice 
to say that by itself it could not have produced any considerable 
effect. Had there not been other and much more powerful causes at 
work, the. unpopularity of Indian coal would not have led to the 
invasion of its former markets by South African coal. To these other 
causes I now turn. 

16. The South African Government is in a stronger position to 

Unified management of 
South African railways 
and harbours. 

take measures for stimulating the growth of 
an export trade, than the Government of 
India. The railways, and harbours of the 
country are under the same management, 
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and both are Government concerns, and by reason of this fact the
administration of the railways and of the ports can be co,ordinated t~ 
a much greater extent. than is possible in India.' Further, the
management of the railways is not complicated, as in Indfa, by the 
existence, side by side, of railways owned as well as managed by the
St.ate, and railways sl.1bst.antially owned by the State but managed by 
private companies. The non-existence of any conflict between Gov
ernment and company interests makes it easier for the South African 
Government to invoke, when necessary, the assistance of the railways 
in the furtherance of national interests. It makes it possible, for 
instance, for the South African Government to assist industries by 
adjusting the railway tariffs, a policy less likely to provoke criticism 
or to invite retaliation than the payment of direct bounties. The
combination of the management of the harbours with that of the rail
ways also enables the Government to secure to exporting industries' 
advantages such as special facilities for export cargo, favourable 
port rates and the like. The result, therefore, is that rebates, con
cessions and facilities, which might under other circumstances be
denounced and penalized by foreign countries as bounties, may 
attract but little attention, and sometimes pass unnoticed. 

17. Far more important even than the unified control of railway.;. 
The South African and harbours. of Sout.h A~rica by th~ G,?ver~. 

railways managed 80 811 to ment, as agaInst theIr mIxed orgamzatIOn In 

pay their way but Dot to India, is the difference in the principles ot 
make profits. railway administration ~n the two countr~esr 
which is largely answerable for the. lower ta!Iffs of South AfrI?a_ 
The South Africa Act of 1909, by WhICh the raIlways of South AfrIca 
were consolidated and brought under Government control, lays 
down-

" (a) The railways, ports and harb~>u~s of the Union shall. be
administered on business prmCIples, due regard ~elI~g
had to agricultural and industrial development wIthm 
the Union and promotion, by means of ~heap t~ansport, 
of the settlement of an agricultural and md,?-stnal popu
lation in the inland portions of all provmces of the 
Union: 

(b) So far as may be, the total earnings shall not be more t.han 
are sufficient to meet the necessary outlays for workmg,
maintenance, betterment, depreci~tion a~d the payment 
of interest due on capital, not bemg capItal contrIbuted
out of railwa"ys or harbour revenue." 

The railways are thus to be administered on " bl~siness principles,": 
but these principles do not contemplate that rallway~ sh.ould earn 
more than would suffice to pay theIr way. An exammatIon of the
South African Railway Administration ~eports shows that t.he net.t 
return on capital was about 4t pe~ cent. m 1924-25 .. After ~efray-_ 
ing the charg-es for interest the raIlways were left WIth a sm plus of 
about £800,000. 
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18. The financial principles by which the railway administration 
.. is to be guided in India. have not been laid 

Indian Railways manag- down in any enactment. It has however 
ed 10 B8 to earn profits. ..' G' been the recogruzed pohcy of the ov-
ernment of India to make, if possible, a profit out of the 
administration of the railways, and to absorb the whole of it as part 
of the general revenues of India. This has naturally a detrimental 
effect on the efficiency of the administration and on the recommenda
tion of the Ackworth ·Committee, the railway finances were separated 
from general finances. This, however, did not affect the policy of 
making a profit out of the railways. The policy remained the same,. 
except that the profit was to be shared between General Revenues. 
and the Railway Administration. The new arrangement was effect-· 
ed by a resolution adopted by the Legislative Assembly on the 20th 
September, 1924. To show how this arrangement has worked .~n 
practice I cannot do better than refer to a few facts brought out m 
paragraph 29 of the Report on Indian Railways for 1924-25. In 
that year after all interest charges and other expenses had been 
defrayed and provision made for the loss on strategic railways, the 
Burplus of railway revenues amounted to a sum exceeding 13 crores. 
This was the equivalent of a nett return of 5·85 per cent. on the 
total investment, and a profit of 1·96 per cent. over and above the 
interest charges. The East Indian Railway, which is one of the 
principal railways serving the coalfields, yielded nearly 7 per cent. 
nett op. its capital and 3 per cent. profit over the interest charges. 
The actual contribution in respect of the profits for 1924-:25 from 
commercial lines to general revenues is estimated to be approximate
ly 8·94 crores. 

19. It is clear from the arrangement between the railways and. 
. the Government and the results given above, 

. Pro~ts from. railways that railways have to 'be administered i!r 
lDconBlstent WIth low I d· . S th AI . "b· . . freights. n Ia as In ou rICa on uSIness prIn-

ciples." But the main idea underlying
these "business principles" is the realisation of high dividends. 
on investments in railways. They furnish a striking contrast to the 
" business principles" of the South African railways where no pro
fits or dividends are contemplated, if indeed, they are not forbidden. 
by law. It is impossible to combine in one system the advantages 
of a high dividend earning business organisation and the building 
up, in addition, of reserves, to secure the payment of such dividends, 
and low railway lreights. If the taxpayer as a shareholder wants 
his burdens lightened by obtaining revenues from his railways, he 
must submit to the drawbacks of higher freights which his industries· 
have perforce to bear. He cannot have it both ways. He has to 
choose between the two, and for the present, at any rate, he has made· 
his choice. Untjl he ma~es up his mi:.;td to give .up his profits in 
favour of low railway tanffs, the Coal mdustry, hke any other in
dustry in which transport is the essence of its existence and expan
sion, is likely to suffer in competition with other countries where a. 
different pohcy prevails. 
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ZO. I have thought it .desira~le to dwel.l .on t~is aspect of the 
A dividend eamil1g IndIan raIlway admInIstration, not for, the 

polic~' precludes ~OllSI- purpose of criticising the policy of the coun
der.atlOn of a reductlon of try for the sake of criticism, but to explain 
freights. th 'd'ffi It f d' d' f " e 1 cu y 0 .recommen mg a re uctIon 0 

raIlwa;r freIghts, as a means of helpmg the Coal industry. The 
financIal a:r.angemen~s must be recognised as ~n existing fact which 
Dot only mIlItates agamst such a recommendation but even precludes. 
in my opinion, the examination of the question whether the railway 
freights on export coal are higher than the commodity can bear, or 
the financial interests of the railway administration require. 

21. How far the South African Government had adopted before 
Systematic poiic1 of the war a definite policy of encouraging 

South African' Govem- the export of coal IS not, clear, and the 
ment to stimulate the ex- execution of any plans that may have 
port of coal. been formulated was necessarily suspend
eduntil the war was over. It is known, however, that a 
rebate of half the domestic freight was paid on export coal, 
and that in 1913 there was a very marked increase in the 
exports of South African coal to India and the East. The period 
between 1914 and 1920 may be taken as the war period, and South 
Africa, like many other belligerent countries, had no time to pay 
any attention to its coal or other industries. Though the total 
annual exports of coal approached or slightly exceeded 700,000 tons 
during this period, the quantities shipped and the destination to 
which the coal was sent were dictated by the exigencies of the war, 
and not by a policy desi~ned to assist the industry. Indeed the 
Tebate of the railway freIght on export coal, which was formerly 
allowed, was suspended. By 1920, however, the restrictions of the 
war period were passing away and the South African Government 
evidently felt that tlie time had come when the position of the export 
trade in coal should be reviewed and the measures to be taken for its 
development decided. In October, 1920, the Soutll African Coal 
Commission was appointed and it submitted its report in April, 1921. 
Its terms of reference were similar to those of the Indian Coal Com
mittee, and its observations, 'so far as the grading of coal was con
.:erned, have already been quoted in another part of this note. The 
following points were brought out in the report:-

(1) South 'African export coal was handicapped-

(a) by the absence of precautions to prevent the export of 
any except the best coal the country produced, 

(b) by insufficient railway facilities, and 

(0) by .. the difficulty of securing regular shipping freight 
at a reasonable price." 

(2 J India, the East and the Far East were inter alia the princi
pal and natural export markets for South African coal. 

(3) Indian coal was in these' markets ,one of its' competitors. 
The claim to India, the East' Itlld the Far East as 
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" natural" markets for South African coal is of special 
s-ignificance, and was nrst put' forward by the Commis
sion in any published official document (vide Annexure 
C). 

22. Whatever the position may have been at an earlier date the 
Adoption of effective !1Pp.ointment of the. Coal Commission cle:,-rly 

measures to stimulate mdlcates the adoptlOn by the 'South Afncan 
exports. Government of a deliberate policy to foster 
the export trade in coal. As soon as it had satisfied itself as to the 
possibilities of the export trade, the direction from which competi
tion was felt, and the causes which handicapped South African coar,. 
the Government bent its-energies deliberately and systematically to 
the task of providing suitable and effective remedies. The principal 
measures adopted were--

(i) the compulsory grading of coal. 
(it) the I?ayment of a bounty by the adjustment of railway 

frelghts on export coal, and 
(iii) the indirect subsidization of sea freights by extending this. 
. bounty to bunker coal utilized by ships carrying, cargC' 

coal to foreign ports and the employment of Government· 
ships for carrying private cargoes of coal. _ . 

23. Whilst South Africa was thus following a systematic plan 
.. . to promote the interest of her coal industry 

Co~~rlbutlon of Indian and organizing herself for the purpose con-
oondltlons to success of .. . ' 
South African policy. dlttons m India became more favourable to' 

her project. In "July, 1920, an embargo was' 
laid by the Government of India on the export of coal. The history 
of the embargo and its effect on overseas markets have been so well 
set out by the Coal CO,mmittee that I cannot do bett~r!th!ln reproduce
the two paragraphs in which they dealt with .them (AnnexureD)Jo 
As part of the policy of the embargo, the rebate which was formerly 
granted by the railways on export coal was suspended, and at about 
the same time the railway freights on all coal were substantially 
increased. The result was that during 1922 and 1923, South African 
coal was paying practically the same freight, 75!d. = Rs. 4-11-6, for 
a distance of 241 miles as Indian coal was doing for a distance ot 
170 miles. Additional help was also received by the South African: 
coal when in 1924 the' sterling value of the rupee gradually rose
from 11. 4d. to Is. 6d. With the rate of exchange at Is. Gd. to the
rupee, South African coal receives an indirect bounty of 3 iihillings. 
per ton on export. Taking Rs. 18 per ton, by way af iUustration, as, 
the c.i.f. price of Natal coal in Bomb~y in Detoher, and November, 
1925, South African coal gets at Is. 6d. exehange 21 shillings per 
ton, whereas at Is. 4d. it would have got only 24 shillings per ton 
a difference of 3 shillings per ton. J ~ • 
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CHAPTER III~ 

Coal freights on the South African Railways. 
24. The South African Railway Administration has, like othe~ 

. . railw&.y systems, different railway tariffs for 
S~uth Afn~ Railway different kinds of railway traffic. Its 

"I'arlffs-Domestlc coal.·l . t I . h' ml eage rate IS a' e escoplC one, t at IS to say, 
the rate per mile for each ton carried diminishes as the distance for 
which that ton is carried increases. In the Official Year Book of 
the Union of South Africa No.7, for the years 1910 to 1924, a list is 
printed at page 707 in which the mileageo rates are given for ten 
different classes of commodities. Among them coal used in South 
Africa, which will hereafter be referred to as " domestic coal," is 
ninth on the list and the freight upon it, which will be referred to 
-as the" domestic freight," is lower than the freight levied on any 
~ommodity in the list except bricks, stone and mining poles and lime. 
The freight charged on domestic coal is as follows : ~ 

(Per ton of 2,OOOlbs.) 

50 miles, 100 miles. I ' 250 miles. I 500 miles. \ '150 miles. 
1000 miles and 
any dietance 

over 1 000 miles. 

B, d. B. d. e. d. 

~ 
B. d. ,. d. 

5 4 '1 4 11 8 15 S 18 1\ 20 1I 

l'2Sd.· 'S8d.· ·56d.· ·S7d.· '29d." '24d,. 

• Per ton per mile. 

25. There are also special railway rates for export traffic in cer
tain commodities other than coal. The 
following IS a table containin~ these 
rates:-

South Afrioan Railway 
tari~Export. other 
than coal. 

(Pel' ton of 2000 Its.) 

Commodity. ~OO 2.00 ~OO I ~OO 1~1} 
------------1 mlies. mlles. mIles. \llllies. mlies~ 

8. d. 8. d. 8. d. t 8. d. 8. d. 
i 

-So A. Maize, Maize meal, Luceme 8 40 10 0 10 01 10 0 1') 0 
Hay, Lucerne meal and Forage. 

·40d.· : 
I 

I·OOd.· ·60d.· ·24d .• i ·12d.· 

S. A. Fl'uit 15 0 20 0 20 0: 21 0 25 0 

I·SOd.· aOd.· 's'd .• 1 ·Ii(ld.· ·30d.· 

S. A. Tobacco 10 0 15 ]0 21 0 2S 0 34 6 

I·U.· '95d .• / ·W.· ·67d.· ·41d.· 

• Per ton per mile. 
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(Per ton of 200) Ibs.j 

COlomodity. 100 200 300 I 600 1000 
miles. miles. miles. miles. miles. 

---:------------- - ---- ----,--- ---
I 8. d .. ,. d. 8. d. \ 8. d. 8. d. 

S. A. Minerals e.g., Antimony,: 7 4. i 9 10 12 0 15 3 21 4. 
Lead Ore, Corundum ore, Iron I 

oxide, Talc powder anil Manganese! 
ore. ' 

·SSd.1I ·69d.1I ·4.Sd.1I ·3U.II ·26d.1I 

I 

Jron ore ·1 3 S 6 6 9 3 14 \I 21 4. 

·44d.1I ·39d.1I ·3U.II ·36d.* ·26d.'iII 

7 4. 910 12 0 16 3 21 4. 

·SSd.1I ·69d.1I ·4.Sd.· I ·3U.II ·26d.1I 

I 

Crude asbestos, Copper and Tin o1'e: ! 
Graphite and Kieselghur.. I 

II Per ton per mile. 

None of these rates is lower than the domestic coal rate except ihe 
iron ore rate for distances up to about 500 miles and the rate on 
maize for distances exceeding 200 miles. The rates on the minerals 
included in the table are the same as the domestic coal l'ates for all 
distances up to 500 miles. It may, therefore, be reasonably inferred 
that, even when special rates are fixed for the encouragement of the 
export of particular commodities, the South African Railway Ad
ministration do not find it possible to.- bring them below the level of 
the domestic coal rate. 

26. Bunker and export coal are separately classified (page 108 of 
. . the South African Year Book, 1910-24), and 

ta~fi~!i~~!ailwa1 are charged special rates from each coalfieIe 
to the ports. A lump sum rate, it appears, 

is charged having regard, possibly, to the distance of the individual 
colliery from the ports. The rates for bunker coal and export coal 
have been identical, since 1922, but the railway tariff provides that, 
if any coal is exported to ports beyond South or South West Africa, 
a rebate at a fixed flat rate (for example 18. 9d. per short ton in 1924) 
is to be allowed. Another fact, which calls for notice, is that, since 
the year 1920, the South African Railway Administration has levied 
a higher rate (though this was not so before the war) on bunker coal 
than on domestic coal. The reason for this may be that, owing to 
the geographical position of South Africa, ships entering a port, if 
they wish to bunker, as they in most cases must, will be prepared to . 
pay a little higher pr~ce than the domestic consumer. The rate is 
:higher but even so ships may find it cheaper to bunker in South 
Africa than elsewhere. 

21. When the rebate is deducted, the nett freight payable on 

S h Af . R '1 export coal consigned to Durban or Delagoa 
out ncan alway B' . tl hlf h d . tarift-Export coal . ay IS approxlma e y ate omestlC rate 

. for the same distance and is smaller pe.r ton 
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mile than the export rate on any other commodity for the same dis
tance. One further point of considerable ' importance has emerged 
from the examination of these figures. In all the earlier discussions 
of ·the South African Railway rebates, which I have seen, it has been 
assumed that the difference between the freight on bunker coal and 
the export coal (78. 9d. 'per short ton in 1924) is the measure 'of the 
bounty paid by the South African Railway on export coal. This is 
hardly an accurate appreciation of the situation. The bunker coal 
for special reasons pays a higher freight, and the primary measure 
of the bounty is rather the difference between the freight on domes
tic coal and the nett freight paid by the export coal. It is upon this 
looting (subject to one qualification)* that the bounty has throughout 
this note been calculated, and is intended to be understood. The 
distance from Hattingspruit (which may be taken as the centre of 
the Natal coalfield) to Durban is 241 miles and the nett export freight. 
payable in 1924 was 67td. per short ton, while the freight on 
" domestic" coal for this distance is 134td. The bounty in that 
year was therefore 67 td. per short ton or 50 per cent. of the ordinary 
freight, not 7 s. 9d. per short ton as it was usually stated. Part of 
this amount thus given in rebates is recovered no doubt by the South. 
African Government from the extra freight which it levies on bun
t.er coal. . 

28. The rates charged at various dates on domestic, bunker and 
export coal are set forth in Annexure E and 

History of the rebate on only a brief description of the various 
export coal. h' h ' Th fi c anges IS necessary ere. e gures are 
taken from the Official Year Books of the Union of South Africa 
Nos. 1 to 7 from 1916 to 1924, from the South African Coal Commis
sion's Report and from the reports of the General Manager of South 
African Railways and Harbours for 1924 and 1925.' The year 1916 
is the earliest, and 1925 the latest for which I have been able to find 
official information, but the rates in force at the beginning of 1916 
were apparently those which existed before the war, at any rate, as 
far back as 1913. To facilitate comparison with the Indian rates 
all the rates have been given per ton of 2,240 Ibs. The changes 
made are as follows:-

(1) The domestic freight on coal for the distance from 
Hattingspruit to Durban (241 miles) was 11s. a ton until 
1920 when it was raised to 128. 7d. a ton, the rate still in 
force. . 

(2) The freight on bunker coal was 68. 8d. a ton before the war, 
but from 1916 a surcharge of the same amount was im
posed. This surcharge was raised to lIs. 2d. in 1917 and 
In 1918, a terminal tax of 6d. was added. The total 
freight in 1919 was therefore 188. 6d. a ton. 

(3) In 1920 the surcharge and terminal tax were abolished, but 
the freight on bunker coal was fixed at the very high 
figure of 238. a ton. It was subsequently reduced to 158. 
5d. in 1921 and to 158. in 1922. , 

·Vide paragraph 31 below. 
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(4) The gross freight on export coal has been the same as . the 
bunker rate (but without the I\urcharges and termmal 
tax) except in 1921 when it amounted to 178: ltd· 

(5) The nett freight on export coal was5,.6td. a ton till 1916, 
6,. 8d. till 1920, 98. 1d. in 1920, and has been 68; 3td. 
since 1921. 

29. The figures for the years from 1916 to 1920 have no pa~ti
cular significance for the shortage of ShIP

Points b.rought out ~ ping interrupted the free course- of trade. 
the figures ID Annexure . The important points, which the figures 
bring out, are these-- . 

(1) Up to 1916, the rebate (i.e., the difference between the bun-
. ker rate and the nett export rate) was Is. ltd. it ton, but 

the bounty (i.e., the difference between the domestic rate 
and the nett export rate) was 58. 5d. a ton, or very nearly 
one half. 

(2) Since 1922, the rebate has been 88. 8d. a ton, but the bounty 
is only 68. atd. a ton, which is again one half the domes
tic rate. 

(3) The bunker raie, which, lip to 1916, was lower than the 
domestic rate by 48. 4d. a ton, is now higher by 28. 5d. a 
ton. 

30. The Indian and South African freights on export coal, before 
1916 and from 1921 onwards, are compared 

Comparison of the in Annexure F. For South Africa the rate 
In~ian and Bouth African from Hattingspruit to Durban has·been taken 
freIghts on export coal 0 '.' 0 

from Jharia to 
points :-

as representatIve, and for IndIa the freIght 
Calcutta. The following are the important 

(1) Before the war, the nett export freight from Jharia was 
Rs. 2-7-0 a ton and, as late as 1920, had not been 
increased. 

(2) Up to 1916, the nett freig-ht on export coal from Hattings
pruit to Durban was hIgher than the freight from Jharia 
to Calcutta by Rs. 1-11-6 a ton. The rate per ton mile 
was also higher though the South African distance was 
the longer. 

(3) In .1921, the ordinary freight from Jharia to Calcutta was 
mcreased. and the export rebate was withdrawn, raising 

. the nett export freIght to' Rso 3-13.-0 a ton. These 
changes coincided with a reduction in the South. African 
export freight. . 

(4) In 1~22. the freight from Jharia to Calcutta wa~ again 
. raIsed to Rs. 4-8-6 a ton and the nett export freIght re

mained at that figure until the end of 1923. From the 
1st January 1924, however, an export rebate of Re. 1 a 
ton was granted, and was raised· to Rso 1-8-0 in Januarv 
1926. The 'nett export freight is thus Rs. 3-0-6 a toll'. 
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The advantage which the Indian Coal industry might 
have derived from these rebates, has been to some extent 
neutralised by the rise of the rupee sterling exchange 
during 1924 from Is. 4d. to 18. 6d. 

(5) From 1921 ~nwards, th~ Natal export freight has exceeded 
the Jharla export freIght by the following amounts:-

1921 
1922 and 1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 

Rs. A. P. 

014 6 
030 
130 
o 10 7 
127 

(6) From 1921 onwards, the rates for export coal per ton mile 
have been as follows:-

1921 • 
1922 and 1923 
1924 
1925 • 
1926 • ·0 

Natal 
(Hattingspruit). 

A 
0°31 
0·31 
0·31 
0·28 
0·28 

India 
(Jharia). 

A 
0·36 
0·43 
0·33 
0·33 
0·28 

It will be seen that the Indian rate per ton mile was the higher until 
January 1926, and is now the same as the South African rates. 

3!. The assistance given by the Soutn African railways to the ex-
History of the railway port coal trade does not end wit.h the rebate 

rebates on bunker coal, on the export coal itself. Many tramp 
11120 to 1925. steamers, some of them in ballast, are 
attracted to Sout.h Africa, and freights on more favourable 
terms than would otherwise be possible, are, for t.hat. reason, 
available, but in 1920 the rates were apparently regarded 
as high enough to hinder exports, and the attention of the Gov
ernment was drawn to the point by the South African Coal 
Commissi(lu. In order to attract more steamers to the South African 
ports and to secure lower freights at the same time, an innovation 
was made, as early as 1920, which, curiously enough, has escaped 
the attention not only of the Coal Committee but of the coal trade 
itself. Up to that time, the rebate had been paid only on export 
coal, but in 1920 it was granted also on coal bunkered bv ships 
carrying coal from Union ports and Delagoa Bay t.o places overseas 
beyond South or South West Africa. In order to earn the rebate, 
the ships had, irrespective of size, to carry full cargoes of coal. 
In the case of the larger ships, particularly, this arrangement had 
its obvious drawbacks, and consequently gradual alterations were 
made in t.he regulations. In 1921, the ships were allowed the 
rebate, if they carried a quantity of cargo equal to three-fourths or 
more of their carrying capacity. In 1922, a further change was 
introduced by which the rebate was payable if a ship carried 5,000 
shert tons of cargo coal, or a quantity equal to three-fourths of its 
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<!apacity, whichever quantity was less. This was a direct induc~
ment to the larger ships to carry export coal. Whatever theIr 
.extra capacity, they were. entitled to cl~im the rebate on the whole 
of their bunker coal provIded they carned not less than 4,464 tons 
{)f cargo coal. Thus a ship of the capacity of 1?,000 tons would be 
.able to obtain a rebate on Its bunker coal three tImes as large as the 
rebate paid to a ship of 5,000 tons capacity, and one and a half 
times as large as that paid to a ship of 10,000 tons· and yet the 
15 000 ton vessel need not carry a larger cargo of coal than the 
10'000 ton vessel, for the carriage of 4,464 tons by either is sufficient 
to 'earn the rebll-te, while the 5,000 ton vessel must carry at least 
.3,750 tons of coal. When it is recollected that, according to the 
report for the year 1924-25 on South African Railways and Harbours 
(pall'e 110), 95 vessels of 10,000 tons and over--of which 19 were 
.ove~ 14,000 tons-entered the port of Durban alone, it is not unlikely 
that some of the larger ships were cargo steamers and that they 
picked up cargoes of South African export coal. It is at any rate 
<!ertain that the concession would not have taken the form it did 
unless substantial quantities of coal had been carried by vessels, 
with a capacity of 6,000 tons and upwards. It was not only the 
larger vessels, however, which benefited. It is stated in the 
rE'port above referred to that 245 steamers in ballas! called at Durban 
alone for the loading of general cargo, cargo coal, etc. It is very 
probable that a number of these vessels would be induced to carry the 
minimum quantity of cargo coal in order to earn the rebate on their 
bunker coal. 

32. In 1925, according to the same report, the application of 
the rebates was extended to hanker coal 

• Difficulty ~f determin- taken for use on the return voyage to South 
mg the qlJ!Ultlty o~ bunker Africa The amount of the rebate thus eo&l which receiVes the . • 
.export rebate. paId would depend largely upon the length 

of the voyage, the size of the ship, the 
price of bunker coal at the ports of call, etc. But the assllmption 
underlying the concession clearlv is that ships are likely to find 
it cheaper and more convenient oil the whole to take as much f'xtra 
bunker coal as possible from South Africa for the return voyage 
"than to purchase it elsewhere. It is impossible to determine with 
any accuracy the quantity of bunker coal on which the rebate might 
be paid for anyone voyage, or on the average, for there are u.any 
uncertain factors involved, and only an approximate estimate is 
possible. Of the ports at which Indian and South Africa'l coal 
are in com{letition, the nearest to Durban is Aden and the most 
l·emote is Smgapore. The voyage to Aden would normally occupy 
14 days, to Bombay, Karachi or Colombo about 17 days and to 
Singapore 23 days. The quantity of bunker coal on ~hich the 
rebate was earned could hardly be less than the q.p.antity f;ufficient 
for 14 days steaming and, owing to the limits of bunker capacity, 

• It is ~8umed that .the c0Il!l~l?tion of bunker .coal varies acco~ding to the 
cargo capaCIty of the ship. ThiS 18 In accordance With the mformat.lon supplied 
by Messrs. Mackinnon Mackenzie and Co. (see paragraph 33). . 
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could hardly be more than the quantity suHicient for 28 days 
steaming. If every vessel carried sufficient bunker coal for 28 
days steaming, then a vessel proceeding to Aden could earn the 
rebate on the whole of the bunker coal consumed in the outward 
and return voyage, if to Bombay, Karachi and Colombo, for the
outward voyage and nearly two-thirds of the retuI'll voyage and if 
to Singapore, for the outward voyage and nearly a quarter of the 
return voyage. On the average, however, the rebate could not be
earned on the bunker coal required for 28 days Ilteaming, for many 
vessels would not return direct to South Africa. 

33. The extent to which the export trade is assisted by the 
grant of the rebate on l,unker coal can be

Effect of the, rebate I?D illustrated by a number of typical eases. 
bunker coal In certain . .• " 
typical cases. From mformatIOn kmdly supplted by Messrs. 

Mackinnon Mackenzie and Company, it 
appears that a ship of 5,000 tons capacity steaming 10 ::niles an 
hour would consume in a day from 25 to 30 tons of coal and a 
ship of 10,000 tons capacity, 50 to 60 tons. The same firm has: 
also given the distances from Durban to certain eastern ports. 
On the basis of these figures Annexure G has been compiled. The
three cases taken as typical are:-

(1) A ship of 5,000 tons capacity carrying a full cargo of 
export coal, 

(2) A ship of the same capacity carrying a three-fourths cargo,. 
and 

(3) A ship of 10,000 tons capacity carrying a CUIgO of 4,500 
tons. 

In each case the saving in the cost of bunker coal has been calcu
lated (a) for the outward voyage to Bombay, Kal'achi, Colombo 
and Singapore, (b) for a voyage of 21 days, which in the case ot 
the first three ports, would cover also part of the journey back, 
and (c) for a voyage of 28 days. It will be seen that the addi
tional bounty varies from 7d. a ton in the case of a !'lhip of :1,000 
tons capacity with a full cargo carrying coal to Bombay and not 
returning direct to South Africa, to 28. 2d. a ton in the case of a: 
10,000 ton ship with a cargo of 4,500 tons of coal ana carrying 
enough bunker coal for a 28 days voyage. In Annexure G the
concession in respect of the bunker coal has, for tLe. reasons ex
plained in paragraph 27, been taken, not as the full amount of the
rebate, but as the difference between the domestic freight and the
nett export freight. 

34. The grant of the exp?rt rebate on the ~u~ker coal of vesse~s, 
Additional bounty on c~rrymg export coal IS m eiTe(·t an ,addI

export coal resulting'from honal bounty on the export coal Itself~ 
the rebate OD bunker' because it makes it possible fo1' the steam-· 
coal. ship companies to quote lower sea freights. 
It is aifficult to deduce from the varying figures in Annexure G 
what the amount of the additional bounty may be on the {tverage. 
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and an attempt can only be made on broad lines. The percentage 
relation of the bunker coal on which the rebate is paid to the cargo 
coal carried varies from 9·3 to 34'2, and it may not be Tery wide of 
the mark to take 20 per cent. as the average figure. Without 
exceeding that percentage a ship with a full cargo could make a 
voyage of 37 days, or with a· three-fourths cargo 27 days, while 
a vessel of 10,000- tons capacity with a cargo of 4,500 tons could 
make a voyage of l8! davs. It does not seem possible to 'nake a 
·<:loser estimate and on t"hat basis the amount of the additional 
bounty is Is. 3d. a ton making the total bounty 78. 6~·d. per ton. 

35. In estimating the assistance which the South African export 
Recovery of part. of the coal trade receives. from the South Afri~an 

bounty on export. coal, Government there IS one more factor whlCh 
through a hi~her freight requires consideration. It has already been 
.on bunker cos • pointed out (paragraph 27) that part of the 
bounty on export coal (i.e., the difference between ille domestic 
freight and the nett export freight) is recovered through the higher 
-freight on bunker coal which exceeds the domestic freight by 28. 
·5d. a ton. The quantity of coal bunkered at South African ports 
:annually is on the average the same as the quantity exported, and 
if the quantity of bunker coal carried at the export rate is 20 per 
cent. of the coal exported, it is also 20 per cent. of the (oal 
bunkered. It comes to this, therefore, that for every ton of, coal 
exported, four-fifths of a ton of bunker coal is carried at the 
bunker rate and one-fifth of a ton at the export rate. When these 
Tates are compared with the domestic rate the gain and loss can 
bl' set off against each other. In brief, the calculation is as 
:follows :-

,6 8. d. 
Loss of railway freight on a ton of coal exported. 0 6 .3! 
Loss of railway freight on one-fifth of a ton of 

hunker coal carried at the export rate 0 1 3 
Gross loss of railway freight per ton of coal ex-

ported 0 7 6! 
Gain of railway freight on four-fifths of a ton of 

bunker coal carried at the bunker rate •• . 0 111 
Nett loss of railway freight per ton of coal exported 0 5 n 

1f the higher freight on four-fifths of the bunker coal is set off 
against the rehate on the export coal and one-filth. of the bunker 
coal, then the revenue sacrificed by the South Af.rican railways 
is .red~ced from 78 .. 6td. to 58. 7td. a ton. My colleagues take 
thIS VIew and conSIder that the bounty is fk Hr!. a ton. For 
Teasons, whic~ ~ have explained in my Report, i: am unable to 
agree. In my v~ew the bounty must be taken to be 78. 6td. a ton.* 

·Vide paragraph 9 of my report. 
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ANNEXURE A. 

TABLE I. 
Export oil ndian Coal and Snipmenta 0/ Coal/rom Calcutta to Indian 

porta. 
(Referred to in paragraphs 4, ii and 6). 

(In thousands of tons.) 
I 

EXPORTS. 
, 

-- Shipments Grand 

Total from total of 
Year. Aden Other exports. Calcutta exports 

The Far I and the to Indian and E:\8t. Ceylon. Red Sea desti- ports. shipments.;, nations. 
ports. I ' 

---- --- --- ---1------
I 

1911. 340 I 494 12 16
1 

862 2,017* 2,879 
I 

1912. 269 679 13 33 899 2,237 3,136 

1913. · 300 426 6 26 759 2,324 3,083' 

I 

Average I 
I 1911 to 

1913 803 600 10 25 840 2,193 1 3,033 

1921. · 17 237 18 4 276 1,282 1,658 

1922. ... n .•. . .. 77 812 889-

1923. 16 : 120 ... 1 137
1 937 1,074-

I 
. 

1924. · 18 171 'I 11 206 1,002 1,208' 

1925. ... . .. ... ... 216 I 1,096 1,31! 

I 
Average 

1922 to 111 1924 123 2 4 140 I 917 ... 
J 

I 
I 

... 
• For official year. 



lE.xports 
from 
South 

Year. Aftica 
to 

India. 

1 2 

1911 ... 
1912 ... 

1913 

Average 
1911 to 
19J3 ... 
1921-22 ... 
1922·23 440 

1923·24 497 

1924.-25 387 

Average 
1922 to 
1924 441 

1926 ... 
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ANNEXURE A. 

TABLE II. 

Ezporta of Coal from South Africa. 

(Referred to in paragraph ta). 

119 

(In thousands of tons.} 

Imports/ Exports Imports Exports India, To I 
To I from Aden from from from South Ceylon and other I South I South South 

Africa and the des· . Africa Africa Africa to tile the Red t. TOTAL. 
into I' to into Far ma-

Far Sea tions'l India. I Ceylon. Ceylon. 
East. East. ports. 

I 
:--- I ---'-

3 I, ' 5 6 7 8 9 10 

--
19 ... 3 ... ... . .. . .. 74-

176 I . " 10 ... ... ... .. . 14~ 

2461 ... 66 .. ." ... .. . 764-
I , 
I 
I 

147 I ... 26 ... ... ... .., 32~ 
, 

464 i ... 193 ... 1,209 .. . 
I 

1,677 

393
1 

." 

1,271 283 196 242 966 129 .. , , 

• 
398 270 176 ~U5 1,182 349 ... 1,776-

327 816 232 50' 1,207 379 ... 1,73a-

373 289 201 887 1,118 286 ... 1,592' 

I 

334 ... ... ... ... .. . .. . I 
. .. 

1 

I 
I - , -. 
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Year. 

1913-14. · 
191,H6 

1916-]6 · 
1916-17 

1917-18 

1918-19 · 
1919-20 · 
1920-21 · 
1921-22 · 
..January ]923 • 

November 1923 

..January 1924 , 

No\'ember 1924 

November ]925 

ANNEXURE. 

ANNEXURE B. 

Pitheaa prices of Natal ana Indzan Coal, 

(Referred to in paragraph 11,) 

Natal coal. 

Indian c(l8ol, 
First ClaRs Year, 

Jharia, Per short Per long 
ton, ton, 

R CI,p, iI: d, 8. d, 

4. 0 0 1913 6 1'83 6 10'7 
--

4. 0 0 19l4. 6 10'8 7 S'7 

3 12 0 1916 6 9'6 7 7'2 

I 

4. 0 o /1916 7 -1'77 8 3'4 

3 8 0 1917 10 1'76 11 4'4, 

4. 8 0 1918 10 6'1 11 8'! 

6 6 0 1919 10 7'41 11 Iv7 

6 4 0 1920 12 3'4 13 9'l 

6 8 0 1921 14 l'71 16 10,1 

10 0 0 1922 9 2'8 10 ~'1 

9 8 0 1923 7 1O~7 8 10 -

9 0 0 11924 'I 9 8 8 
'I 8 0 

6 8 0 , .. ... ... 
: 
-

@ 
Is. 4d. 

ll' ll, p, 

6 a 8 

o ]2 8 

611 2 

6 3 4. 

8 8 4 

8 12 1 

81-1 8 

10 5 1 

1ll.J. 1 

'I 12 1 

6 10 0 

6 8 0 .. or 
D 8 10 

@'s. 6«. 

... 

.. 
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ANNEXURE C. 

Extracts from South African Coal Committee's Report. 

(Paragraph 10 of the b3uth African Coal Commission's Report.) 

'l'he general excellence of Natal coal combined with the 
geographical position of Natal had the effect of establishing for it 
a good position ill the trade for bunker' purposes. Theuport -of 
Natal coal was, however, restricted by the competition of British, 
Australian, Indian and Japanese coals. Although DlU'ban may 
be nearer the. eastern competitive areas than is Great Britain, the 
greater distance of the Natal collieries from the port coupled with 
insufficient railway facilities and the difficulty of finding a return 
cargo' for ships engaging in this business militated against any 
extensive development of an export trade. The .' great world 
scarcity of coal during the war and after the war has, however, 
led to a fairly considerable demand for Natal .coal in Aden, East 
Africa and other Indian ocean ports. 

(Paragraph 20 of the South African Coal Commission's Report.) 

The cost of production elsewhere owing to high wages must 
for some time remain high compared to the cost of mining roal 
in South Africa and must go a long way to counterbalance the 
advantages of short distance to the sea and the cheap rate on bhips 
which have a return cargo to look forward to. The trade at the 
East African ports and Colombo should therefore almost be }n the 
hands of the South African rollieries, and a share Ot the trade 
at Singapore and other Eastern ports and South America may alsC) 
reasonably be expected to fall to them. ' 

(Paragraph 21 of the South African Coal Commission's Report.) 

It is desirable, however, to consider what prospe('ts there are 
of developing what may be termed South -Africa's natural oversea' 
markets. During 1920, of 1,394 793 tons shipped as export coal 
from Durban and Delagoa Bay ~ver 300,000 tons were consigned 
to markets in which, under normal conditions, South African (',oal 
could not reasonably be expected to compete," viz., Denmark, 
Sweden, France, Belgium, Spain, Algiers, Gibraltar, Greece, Italy 
and New Zealand. The bulk of the export coal was destined for 
ports on the East 'and West Coast of Africa, in the Indian Ocean 
and in South America which may reasonably be termed S{.uth 
Africa's "principal and natural;' markets. 
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For purposes of comparison the tonnage shipped to these ~arioU8 
.zones in 1920 is given below:-

Country. 

Egypt, Sudan, French Somalil&lld 

Ad~n, Ceylon, Bomb&y, Straits Settlements 

Eaatern ports including Mad&gaacar, Mauritius and 
Rellnion. 

West A.fricaD port, 

Bonth A.meric", ., 
i 

I E.ti~ated coal 
"equnemeuts 

Sbir.ped from based OD. the 
South Africa !ateBt av~'lable 
durin!!, 1920. mforn:;atlOn!,B 

(Ton. of to rre-w"r (!lIZ., 
2 000 Ibs.) 1?13) coal 
, Import •. 

456,000 

202,500 

167,500 

25,000 

199,000 

(Tone of 
2,OUO Ib~.) 

1,828,000 

2,055,000 

86,000 

173,000 

B,2ta,Ooc. 
1 ____ 1 ___ _ 

I 1,050,000 /10,365,000 

It will be seen that the countries, which South Africa might 
deem to be its markets, require something in the neighbourhood 
of 10,500,000 tons of coal per annum, towards which South Africa 
contributed 1,050,000 tons in 1920_ It is not unreasonable also 
to anticipate that the development which i~ taking place both on 
the east and west coasts of Africa will also result in their coal 
imports being increased, unless these countries discover coal of 
their own. The point naturally arises as to the prospects cf the 
South African collieries obtaining a larger share of the coal busi. 
lIess of the countries mentioned. 
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ANNEXURE D. 

/JJztract, from Indian Coal Committee', Repor.t. 

Paragraph 7. 
(Referred. to in paragraph 23.) 

" The rapid expansion in the demand for coal after tke war 
resulted in a very heavy .strain on the capacity; of the raihyays in 
1919 and 1920. So large a proportion of the wagon supply of. 
the country was taken up by coal traffic that trade in general 
was greatly hampered and many, especially the smaller, industries 
of India were sufiering severely from the difficulty of obtaining 
coal. In July: 1920, therefore, the Government of India, follow
ing the example of the United Kingdom and of South Africa, 
decided to prohibit the export of coal from India except under 
license with effect from July the 24th and to refuse, from 
September the lst, the preference which had till then been given 
by the railways to bunker coal for Indian ports. The object of the 
latter measure was to economise wagons by diverting bunker coal 
intended for Bombay, Madras or Karachi from the all-rail rQute 
to that which had been followed before the war, when coal had 
been sent by rail to the Kidderpore docks and thence by coasting 
steamers to its destination. The prohibition of exports except 
under license was introduced partly to prevent India from being 
depleted of coal and pal-tly to ensure that the supply of Indian 
coal by sea to Indian pol'ts should not be hindered by the limited 
capacity of the Kidderpore docks. A rationing scheme was drawn 
up and, on the principle that supplies of Indian coal should be 
allowed only to important bunkering ports in the vicinity of India, 
exports were permitted on the following scale: - . 

Railway coaZ. 
Tons per mensem. 

Ceylon Government Railway,., 10,000 

Bunker coal. 
Colombo 50,000 
Aden . 10,000 
Sabang . 5,000 
Singapore 15,000 

It should be emphasised that the scheme had the entire approval 
of the commercial community. .. 

. Five months' experience of the working of the scheme gave 
rIse to graye doubts ~h~t~er it had been s~ciently. drastic. 
Stocks of railway coal dImInIshed and the complamts of dIfficulties 
experienced by industries continued. The difficulties of the situa
tion were enhanced by poor raising in the coalfields which in 1920 
were some 4! million tons less than they h"ad bee~ in 1919 and 
by inadequate railway facilities for the transport of Bengal' coal. 
As the available supplies of Bengal coal were not considered suffi
c~ent for Ind~an req~ireme~ts and there appeared to be no possibi
lIty of effectmg an lmmedlate improvement in railway facilities, 

F 
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the Government of India, after consultation with the commercial 
community, decided on further restrictions. They prohibited· 
export to Sabang and Singapore from the commencement, and to 
Aden from the end of January 1921, but they allowed time for 
making other arrangements to Colombo which was more deEendent 
than other ports outside India on Indian bunker coal. Exports 
were therefore allowed to Colombo on a diminished scale. ' Exports 
end 6f· March, but were then entirely prohibited with the excep
tion. of supplies for the Colombo Gas and Water Company, and 
on a reduced scale, for the Ceylon Government railways. At the 
same time bunkering at Indian ports was restricted from the com
mencement of January 1921, steamers proceeding westwards being 
allowed supplies to carry them as far as Port Said and three days 
heyond it and those proceeding eastwards being restricted on 
similar lines. In April 1922, all restrictions on the export of cargo 
or bunker coal by sea to Customs ports in India were removed, 
but the shipment of coal out of British India as cargo was still 
prohibited except when made by the Crown, and the bunkering 
of. vessels sailing to foreign ports continued to be governed by 
licenses issued by the Collector of Customs. The embargo was 
entirely removed from January 1st, 1923." 

Paragraph 8. 
" The inevitable result of the embargo was the disappearance 

of Indian coal from overseas markets for the time being. It has 
been suggested to us that one of the reasons why: Indian coal 
before the embargo held a position to which it was hardly entitled 
.on its merits was the inertia which makes established business 
relationships difficult to break and that, even if the embargo had 
not intervened, the profound dissatisfaction aroused by the quality 
of the Indian coal exported immediately after the war would have 
'.mdoubtedly led, before long, to its complete disappearance from 
:)verseas markets unless the Bengal coal trade had meanwhile 
radically reformed its methods. Be that as it may, the quality 
and price of the supplies obtained by these markets from other 
I!lources, and especially from South Africa, after the embargo was 
imposed proved so satisfactory that the pre-war position has noW 
oeen reversed and established business relationships are an obstacle 
to the reintroduction of Indian coal even in a market like Colombo 
where it once held a; commanding position. In this connection 
mention must be made of '.he strenuous efforts which have been 
made in recent years by the South African coal trade to capture 
overseas markets. As a result of the labours of a Coal CommIssion 
appointed in 1920 by the Government of the Union of South 
Africa to enquire into certain matters concering the grading and 
pooling of \South African coal, etc., action has been taken to pre
vent the use of any but the best coal for export or bunkering and 
to ensure the satisfactory condition of any coal so used. It must 
be recognized that their success has been such as to make the 
recovery of overseas markets by the Indian coal trade a task 
even more difficulty than its exclusion from them for two years 
must in any case have made it." 



Railway freight on 
Year. domestic coal. 

241 miles. 

1913 131'7 
Ton mile '55 

1016 Do. 

]917 Do. 

1918 Do. 

1919 Dc. 

19:20 151'1 
Ton mile '63 

1921 Do. 

1912 Do. 

1923 Do. 

1924 Do_ 

1925 Do. 

, 

ANNEXURE. 

ANNEXURE E. 

Soutlt African Nailwa-y F1"eigh.t on Coal. 

(Refe1Ted to in paragranh 28.) 

(The figures given are in pence per ton of 2,240 100.) 

Rail way freigh t on Railway Nett Rebate on bunker coal 
bunker coal. export Bonnty. bUl'ned by ships carrying 
241 miles. rebate. rate. cargo coal. 

80 13'5 66'5 60'2 Nil 

80 plu.~ surcharge 80 Nil 80 lSit Do. 
per ton. 

80 plus surcharge Do. 80 Do. Do. 
134'4; per ton. 

80 plus surcharge Dv. 80 Do. Do. 
134'4 per ton plus 
6 terminal tax. 

Do. Do. 80 Do. Do. 

276 167 100 42'1 Rebate granted on coal 
bunkered by ships carry-
ing a full cargo of export 
coal. 

Bunker 18S'S 129'9 Bunker 50'4 Bunker 95'7 Rebate granted coal . on 
Export 20S';, Export 75'6 Export 75'5 bunkered by ships carry-

ing a. cargo of export coal 
of not less than three· 
fourths capacity. 

179-7 104'1 75-6 75'0 Rebate extended to coal 
bunkered by ships ca.rry-
ing a cargo of not less 
than 5,OOOtons of export . coal whatever theircapa-
city. 

179'7 104'1 75'0 75-5 Do. 

179-7 104'1 70-0 75'5 Do. . 
-... . .. ... ... Rebate extended to coal 

• i 
! 

burned on return journey 

I 
to South Africa. 

125 

REMARKS. 

.,. 

Except in 1921 
the nett ex-
port rate is 
arrived at by 
deducting th(> 
rebate from 
the bunker 
rate, 

The bounty is 
arrived at by 
deducting the 
nett export 
rate from the 
domestic rate. 

G 
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ANNEXURE G, 

Jmo'ltni of additional bounty u·hich might be eorned by 1:es8els carrying export coal.!1'om .lJU1'l'an to certain ports owing 
to the payment of tlUJ e,r-port bounty on bunker coat. 

(Referred to ill paragraph 33.) 

N.B.-The difference betweEn the domestic coal freight and the nett export freight is 68. 3~d. a ton. 

Number I .. 
Approxi. of days Quantity Amount Incidence of Rate of for which Quantity of cargo 'flistance mate coal con· bunker of bunker Assumed coal received as the additionol 

Name of port. from length sumption coal lS coal earning capacity assumed additional bounty rel 
Durban. of per day. assumed the rebate. of vessel. to be bounty on ton of eXTort 

voyage. to be carried. bunker coal. coal carrieu. 
carried. 

- --
1 a 3 

! 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

- -
Miles. D,ays. TOJIs. Tons. Tons. Tons. £ E. d. £ s. tl. 

Bombay , · 8,8211 I 5,000 5,no;) 14' 0 7 0 0 7 

Karachi 
I .. · · 3,870 > 17 27~ i7 467"5 ~ G,OOO 3,750 ' 14.7 0 7 0 0 -9t 

I I 
Colombo . · a,CluJ 55 985 J 10,000 4,500 294 1 2 0 1 :3t 

Singapore · · 5,125 23 2H 28 632"5 '\ 5,000 5,000 198 IS 5 0 0 <9"-2 
I i 

55 1,265 ~ 5,00,1 3,750 1~8 18 b 0 J. 0& 
I 
J 10,000 4 ,500 397 113 10 i () 1 ~ 

Auy port · ... 27~ 21 57i·h I 5,(JOO 5,000 181 12 6 0 0 8k 
I 

55 1,155 ~ 5,000 3,750 181 12 6 0 o 11t 
J 10,000 4,500 368 5 0 0 1 7t 

Auy l,ort . · · ... ... 27t 28 7;0 '\ 5,0110 5,000 242 3 4 0 ). 0 
I 

I 55 770 ?- 5,000 3,750 242 a 4. 0 1 3~ 
I 

1,540 ) 10,000 : 4,500 484- 6 8 0 ~ 2 
I I -

).lG!PC-L - 66STB-14..6.26-·1,~no 
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